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two sons, Eric Anthony and Stephen
Anita Thomas, CPS, was named
Paul. Mrs. Thomas is a member of ttie
"1978 Secretary of the Year" and Guy
Seventh and Poplar Church of `ChrLit.'
Billington was named "1978 Bon of the
Guy Billington's secretary is Mrs.
Year" at the Executive Night Banquet
Anna Ruth Harris, who is also his
held by the Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries Association
daughter. His secretary wrote about
(International) on Thursday evening at
her boss: 'In the twenty plus years I
the Women's ClubhouSe.
have worked for my bows, I have found
Mrs. Thomas is secretary tO"Di;
him to be a man who iimillesed his
Richard Gray, vice president for
expectation of reward -011-1110--solid - Administrative Services at Murray
foundation of service rendered., he
State. Slie is a charter member of the
See SECRETARY,
Murray Chapter, NSA, serving as
Page 14,Column 5
president of the chapter this year;
president-elect in 1976-77; • vice
president.in 1972-73; chairman of the
Certified
Division
Kentucky
Professional Secretary service committee in 1972-73; co-chairman of the
1976-T7 Secretaries Week committee;
and also serving as chairman and
member of numerous other .chapter
committees.
A 'Certified Professional Secretary
(CPS), Mrs. Thomas is a graduate of
Murray College High and graduated
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
from Murray State Univerftty.
Staff Reporter.. '
receiving -a 13:. S. degree in business,
Murray Independent School Syttent- with an area in office management. She
officials have apparently taken some
was initially employed, after
lemons from the winters of early 1977
graduation, in the office of Murray
and 1978.
State University's President, Dr. Harry
Members of a system calendar
Sparks, in 1968. Before working with 'committee are preparing model
'
..Qr. Gray, she worked in the same
calendars that will give school officiahr
posikon with r.,Thomas B. Hoganfheihfflty..In.makigup"&sow /lave
camp, who is now serving in another
next winter is as fierce as th-e last two.
capacity at MSU
And Willie Jackson, director of pupil
Mrs. Thomas is married to Edward
personnel and trenvortation in the •
A. Thomas, manager of Information
system, plans to work this summer in
Systems in the Computing and Inforlaying out alternate "snow router
mation Center at MSU, and they have
through the city during frigid winter
weather.
Jackson said in a Murray Independent School Board session Thursday
night, "It appears that mow routes are
in order when the roeds are bad so that
they (the drivers) can run on main
roads." Jackson suggested Chestnut,
;
Main and Sycamore and Fourth
J. D."Jay" Raybtirn of Lexington, and
Twelfth and Sixteenth as alternate Martha T. Wooten of Providence.
routes during snowy weather.
been with a
Jackson said-he expects to get input
luncheon at 1130 a. in: In Winslow
fromstate'education officials and local
Cafeteria for the Golden Anniversary
school officials before adopting a final
Class of 1928 and the Silver Anniversary
plan for the 1978-1979 school term.
Class of 1963, followed by reunions of
Also Thursday night, city school
the two classes from 2 to 4 p. m. in the
board members Don Henry, Melissa
Student Center.
Easley, Tom Rushing, BW Adams and
A President's Reception from 4 to 6 p.
Maurice Ryan, learned of four model
m.in the Student Center is scheduled to
school calendars for next school term
recognize and to present certificates to
from assistant superintendent Eli
recipients of Alumni Association
Alexander.
scholarships.
The general faculty is expected to
vote on the calendars, and Alexander
said he will have a recommendation
from the faculty and a committee in
time for the May city school board
session.
Kentucky Department of Education
.officials recently prepared a list of
suggestions for local school districts to
follow when creating school calendars.
Alexander talked of the four calendar
visiting teams. The Town Girls gave
options Thursday night. Three of the
parties for Wells Hall Girls, and Sock
four options have school starting
and Buskin presented Ibsen's "A Doll's
around August 18, he said. The model
House." The Sophomores gave a Party,
calendars also vary in terms of the
as did the Allenian Literary Society.
length of Christmas vacation, and the
April, 1928, had four events on the
school closing day. Alexander said the
Calendar: Mother's Day, Mabel
committee "tried to build this calendar
Garrison Concert, and parties by the
for our community and in close
Junior Class and the Senior Class.
proximity to Murray State University."
Although most of the board members
May, 1928, was the month of
told how they felt about the calendar
graduation. Most of these events are
options, Ryan said, "We have always
listed in another account in this issue of
left it up to our staff. We shouldn't put
the Ledger & Times. Exclusive of
restrictions on them. We never have
events related to Commencement, the
before and I don't think we should
following were on the "Calendar":
now."
Parties by the Wilsonians, Freshmen
Murray City School Board members
and the French Club; High School and
recently trimmed their school year
Alumni Banquet; Sock and Buskin
from 180 instructional days to 175, the
Moonlight Supper.
state minimum.

cityWI-oar-.

-

Officials Plan

For Next

StUtt tAKY OlTHEYEA1 Anna ThOmai,Tift,fhe 1978 Cecrefary-oTlhe
Year, receives her award winning plaque from last year's winner Annie
Nance. Mrs. Thomas is a secretary to Dr. Richard Gray, vice president for
administrative services at Murray State University. Ray Corns, consmonwealth's attorney for the 48 judicial circuit, spoke at the secretaryrboas
awards night Thursday night at Murray Woman's Club clubhouse.

BOSS OF THE YEAR — Guy Billington gets a congratulatory kiss from his
secretary and his daughter Anna Ruth Harris after being named the 978
Boss of the Year at ceremonies Thursday niglt: Anita Thomas was nainkl1978 Secretary of the Year. Mrs. Harris nominated her father for the award.

Easley:To Become Head Of MSU Alumni Association
By DWAIN McINTOSH
District Judge Sid Easley of Murray,
who iierVite CáflOWáyinid Marshall
counties, will take the gavel as the 43rd
president of the Murray State
University Alumni Association at the
annual banquet Saturday evening.
More than 800 alumni and friends of
the university are expected to be on the
campus to see the 1962 graduate
assume the leadership of the
organization from the retiring
president, State Sen. Pat M. McCuiston
of Pembroke, a 1939 graduate.

To begin at 6:30 p. m. in the Student
the University of Kentucky in 1965,
Center, the banquet will include
served from 1970 through 1977 as
reeuguitirm- of alumni scholarship. Calloway Cotnity attorney before lie
recipients, the distinguished professor__ .was elected and became a district
of the year, distinguished alumni;
judge under Kentucky's new judicial
university employees with 25 years of
system. Easley was a captain in the
service, and the classes of 1928, 1953, , Judge Advocate General's office in the
and 1978. Seven other new association
U. S. Air Force 1965-1968.
officers will also be installed.
Gov. Julian M. Carroll, the first
He is chairman of the Murray.
governor in Kentucky history from the
Calloway County Parks Board and
Jackson Purchase, will deliver the
treasurer of the Calloway County Red
keynote address.
Cross. Easley has also served as viceEasley, who earned the law degree at
chairman of the Regional Crime

Council and as a member - of the
Regional Mental Health Board.
The- 37L-yesu'=Old -native a—Maven
County is married to the former
Melissa Henry and they have two sons,
Eric and Don.
To be installed with Easley as new
officers are. Michael S. Peek of Nashville, president-elect; Bill Morgan of
Benton, vice-president; and five new
representatives to the executive council
— Rey. Robert E. Farless of Murray,
Jane Draffen Franks of Franklin,
Tenn.,Joe H.Overby of Owensboro, Dr.

Tentative Approval Is Given On
Twelfth Street Rezoning Plan
The Murray Common Council is
apparently only a formality away from
approving the rezoning of 12th Street
from residential to limited business use
following the unanimous approval of
the action on first reading last night.
The council voted 10-0 with two
members absent to approve zoning
change, which in the past created
considerable controversy among
members of the council, the planning
commission and townspeople. 'the
ordinance will not become official until
it is approved on second reading and
that approval is expected at the next
regular meeting of the council May 11.
In another area which has created
controversy in the past, the council took
no action on a request from Murray
State University that Payne Street
between 14th and 15th Streets be permanently closed.
The council tabled action on the
request and set a public hearing on the

matter, also for its May 11 meeting.
Before the request was tabled, Jack
Ward, who has business interests at the
corner of 15th and 011vappealed to
the council to deny the Panne Street
closing request.
"I would like to register my objection
to closing Payne or any other street in
the area," Ward said, adding that he
feels adequate traffic flow problems
are not being taken eaee of in the
,university area at present.
University officials present at the
meeting cleared up some confusion as
to whether or not the request was for a
temporary or a permanent closing.
We are clearly requesting the
permanent closing," Dr. Richard Gray,
vice-president for administrative
services said.
Dr. Marshall Gordon, MSU vice
president for university services said
"we're not trying to operate in a
vacuum" and invited anyone who

resource," said Phillips
Bill Phillips, Murray attorney, is the
Many of the programs encourage and
newly-elected chairman of the Murrayassist older persons to live independent,
Calloway County Senior Citizens Board.
diimified and meaningful lives in their
Other officers elected were the Rev.
own homes. Project Independence,
Stephen Davenport, vice-chairman; Gil
according to Mr. Phillips, is one of the
Hopson, treasurer; and Margaret
more recentprograms administered by
Ralph, secretary
the Board specifically designed to
The Board administers the Senior
maintain the independence-et the older
Citizen Programs throughout Calloway
$1Q*gilt_otherwise. have
County_svithcentere in MuMel...Dezter3.
Itt
fifz
Hazel, and Stella
ien
culty in cernineing -to be. 'eV• "--"The bfoad mime orme-- senior
'Citizen ProgramA is to better utilise the
intogriadge and experience of older
the new &airman. etated that the
Senior Citizens Board would continue to
1011118a in the community. Such perbe active in meeting the needs and in
.1111111111 have much to offer as active
.11110111bers of our society and their time
stimulating the activity of all of our
order residents
mind talent are a valuable and untapped

desired to come to the university and
By L. J. HORTIN
look over the plans for future
Murray State University alumni
reunions are noted for the tales of big
development.
"events" that took place while they
"Basically what we're trying to do Ls
were on "The South's Most Beautiful
create a physical plant that. . we can
all be proud of and that will truly reflect
Campus.".
on the City of Murray," Gordon said
Included in today's issue of The
Murray Ledger di Times is a special
The university has requested the
closing of Payne Street due to the
section devoted to the Alumni Weekend
of the classes of 1928 and 1963 at Murray
construction of an 18 million Student
State University. Below is a sampling
Center on what le now the corner of
,Payne and 15th. The officials esplained
of the "events" that took place 50 years
ago in the academic year 1927-28. For
to council members last night that the
more information on this year's golden
university wishes to make the present
and silver anniversary classes, turn to
Payne Street from 14th to 15th an access road to the new student center
the special section.
But 50 years ago:
In other action at last night's
meeting, the council:
In lktober. 1927. Sock and Buskin had
— Approved an increase in the
a Camp Fire and a reception The
monthly sewer bill from one-third of the
Audubons had a reception and a breakwater bill to one-half of the water bill
fast. Everybody almost) went to the
Murray Water & Sewer Sgstern
Halloween Party. The "Cutchinmen''
customers, who pay a minima(/' $2.50
best SE Missouri 6-0, Lambuth 12-4 and
per month water bill and $250 per
UT Martin 13-7. The "Murraymen'' lost
month sewer bill, Will be affected by the
14-0 to,University of Lovisville
change which is applied to usage over
The three big events in November
the minimum;
were football: Murray defeated Middle
— Approved on final reading an
Tennessee 14-7, Bethel (Ky.) 26-19, and
ordinance - rezoning the RickmanWill-Mayfield (Mo.) 33-7, West TenNorsworthy property near South
nant* (Memphis State) and Murray.
Fourth from residential to commercial
State had a tie 14-14. •
use;
December, 1927, was exciting, too:
— Accepted the resignation of Jerry
Christian Association Candy Pull,
Carter from the Murray Police
Football banquet in Wells Hall the
Departrnent;
— Reecinded previous action and
Besutiful, and A Chriattnas Party!
accepted bids on new specifications for
huipary 1928. was a bit sltimpy on the
city vehicles The move was apparently
Winder of Events: OnlY 'The Brat",
to clear up a technicality that had beee
a play presented by Sock and Buskin.
raised concerning the previously acFebruary, HI* Was something eLse:
.r5g4 bid Of Math Taylor- Chousalet. -six- baalteilatirgirmest fteistflen
which did rEt !Vet tbg eriginai
411Pdatl.17a, AU-College.
%SA Afterneen .Party, and Rock and
iPiciika4Ont• • Approved the transfer of title of
Buidde Leap Year Masquerade
the City Hall building from the Os
• Murk, 11123, came in like a lion with
system to the city and the transfer cof
the District HS Basketball tournament
title of the gas system-central billing
They hada State Physical Examination
of All Students and a Regiohal HS
See COMMON COUN(1L,
Basketball tourney, with a reception for
Page 14, Calms 5

Two Sections — 22 Pages
the Murray Ledger & Times today publishes a special
section devoted to the 1928 golden anniversary Murray
State.graduating class and the 1953 silver anniversary
class. The publication coincides with MSU Alumni
Association activities this weekend.

increasing
cloudiness
Partly sunny and mild todax,
high in the Mid 70s. Partly cloudly
tonight, low in the low to mid 505.
Increasing cloudiness with
.scalltred SliOwers and titant.hf"
low 70s.
A chance of showers Sunday
and Monday, becoming partly
sunny by Tuesday
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Let's Stay Well'

South Murrqy Club

Frederick-,Jewell Vows
Solemnized In Chicago

Your Individual
Horoscope

Edna Bigler, president,
presided at the Ituicheon
meeting of the South Murray
Homemakers Club held at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
on Monday. April 10, at noon.
Lessons on "Tips For
laving" and on "Safety" were
presented by Mrs. Butler.
Announcements were made of
the International Day on April
19, the tasting luncheon on
April 24, and the state meeting
m-Lexington.
were
present
Those
Madeline Parker, Viva Ellie,
Modelle Miller, LorraineMaggard, Jo Anne Cavitt, and
Edna Butter.
The next-1144TM avritt be
held on Thursday, May 11, at
10:30 a.m. at the County
Extension Office. A potluck
will be served.

FraaCes Drake

IRGO •
%VA
Aug 24 to Sept. 23) .
You may rthi into an odd
situation but, if you use •'your
innate aped ludgment, you can
handle it 'easily. Just avoid
impulsiveness.
4

.

It Looks _Like The
----0thisAtelteckett—
'
In Your Favor This
Weekend!

.

I;

A

DIANE EFAMN

L41010i figt
Titre Thur.
7:20,9:20

2:30Sun

DUSTIN

k.

H°F1FMANT
"STRAIGH

don't Iry
c
4...4.•

Late Shaw Tonite And Sat. 11:45
'Adult Entertainment
18 Or Over Only
Thru 5/11
7:2o,s:o5+ 2:30Sun
1959 New York City
The tattleground was Rock and Roll
It was the beginning of an era
You shoulda been there.

CietE-11
Under 17 Requires Written
Parental Permission

Y
SATURDA,
• NIGH!

FEVER
1304

JOHN TRAVOLTA

"

IIiiISAV

Fri., Set., Sen.

I

f)pen 6. 45 - Start 7:15 I

!`FEIAALE RESPONSE"ao
"SWED11111 FLY SIMAral

Ist Feature Repeated Fri.
•
Program Info.
153-3314

Sat. Wises

minutes, gradually disappearing. The accumulation
of fluid may cause a local
burning or itching sensape
tioe.lowl
and is an inherited tenden'cy that is a nuisance and
uncomfortable, •but not
life-threatening. No Medicine taken by mouth is

nif1
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aa°-enable
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give 43-thet.-1-wetad-fiel
want Laetrile used to treat '
cancer in me or in a mern-•
ber of my immediate fami-

MSS YOUR PAPER?

IY•

Road
Paris
The
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Barbara White,
president, on Ttleaday; April
11, at one -p.m. with the
devotion being given by
Lucille Grogan on "Beauty of
Narieg,'_' and Sally Henson,,
the
secretary, reading
minutes and calling the-roll.
"Health Tips For Living"
was ahe main lesson presented
by Robbie Blalock who said "a
man's worth depends on what
he contributes not on whathe
A workshop for. crocheted
.casserole holders was held at
the home of Margaret Roach.
The recreational period, was
led by Amy Wilson.
Also present were Lucille
Hart, Della Taylor, Chariene

Curd, Ola McIntosh, Mary
Alice Gee, Lydia Sue Collins,
Mattie Lee Buster, Topsy
Myers, -Louise 'Dunn, and
Reble Sleety.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday, May 9,at one p.m. at
the home _o_f Mrs. Edward

May Sr by 3:30 p. uam Setter7S3-1114
drys ere wird te
Wawa St$11 p. NWa p.m.,
lameep-relay, se 3:20 p.a.
WW1
&Seery if lb* wewepeper. Cab
emet beNlaaaa hr-' p.m. sank-dips Pe 4 p.a. Silerive Ea
gissmse

arl-si ribs wit").

t

w rah'far*

- tree p eas-ettnY

imaginative; have an especial
affinity for the arts. You are a
rn2nitrian and would
true
makeluain excellent physician, • •
sociologist or educator You
make the most of - modern
devices -and your thinking is
Food poisoning often gets-the UK College of Agriculture
truly progressive. You have a caught in a"case of mistaken Cooperative Extension Sergreet love of beauty, both as identity. People pass off their vice. -The symptoms are
applied to nature and the arts;
misery as flu and go right on. ,ftep the same: nausea,
are extremely discriminating in
stomach cramps,
being careless in the kitchen
your tastes. A wholesome
and
fever
Beforea you set yourself up -.atrhea,
outloob on life and optunism
LAMB BOY
the fate of-obstacles are also for another bout with food4 eadaches-"
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Lamb
notable traits. Fields in which
borne illness,• examine,: Ujj Small children _mei older
of Columbia, Tn., are the
you could excel: writing. facts. Maybe it-wain't flu
lolks . are
particularly
music
-diplomacy,
journalism.
parents of a- baby boy, Benlow.,
foodborne
family
to
vulnerable
yowwhole
__44i_iaid
and painting. Birthdate
Todd, weighing six 6
jamin
illness.
s not-easy to tell the
William Randolph -Hearit,
pounds eight ounces, born on p
.
-is
Fudeko-develop
can
says
Symptoms
difference,"
newspaper magnate; Duke
10:50 a.m.
Maruyama,a nutritionist with soon as 1 hour after you eat Friday, April 14. at
Ellington, pianist, composer.
Nashcontaminated food, or it may at the Baptist Hospital,
Tn.
ville,
take 2 days or longer, SympThey have another-ion,
. toms are much more severe
Allen, age three. The
Justin
and the illness can cause
death if it's botulism father is minister at the East
poisoning, which may not be Side Church of Christ,
Columbia.
evident for Several days.
Grandparents are Mr. and
If you recover with no more
Joanna Adams and Glinda
MURRAY CITY .
Mrs. Odell Lamb of Hazel
you
than
upset
stomach,
an
Jeffrey, food service directors MURRAY HIGH - Monday
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
for the Calloway County .- hot tamales or fish sand- can be sure you didn't have
Elwood Enfienger of Penbotulism.
Schools and Murray City wich; Tuesday - pizza or
Fla. A great grandsacola,
Water from a contaminated
Schools respectively, have sloppy Joe: Wednesday father is R. T. Lamb of Hazel
or
can
cauae
well
also
spring
released the menus for the chicken or beef and gravy;
Route Two.
various lunchrooms for the Thursday - tacos or lasagne; sickness. Few natural water
in
here
test
sources
Kentucky
week of May 1 to 5. They are Friday - turkey salad sandWEATHERLY BOY
subject to occasional change wich or ravioli. Hamburgers, -out as safe for drinking.
Mr..and Mrs. John Robert
What Did You Eat?
and are as follows:
hot dogs,chef salad, fruits and
Weatherly of Louisville are
back to the foods you
Think
served
daily.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
are
vegetables
the parents of a baby boy,
CALLOWAY HIGH - MURRAY. MIDDLE + ate before you got sick.
Robert Preston, weighing nine
Monday - hamburgers, pizza, Monday - chili bun or ham- Maruyama suggests.
pounds three ounces, born on
By any chance, did,they sit
corn dogs, french fries, pinto burger, fruits, vegetables,
Wednesday, April 26. at the
beans, corn, cole slaw, pear golden nuget cake; Tuesday - out at room temperature for
Hospital,
Methodist
halves, gelatin, donuts, ape submarine or pizza, fruits, seeeral hours? Or did you
Louisville.
ple_sauce; Tuesday - ham- vegetables, cookies, Wed- store them past.their safeThey have another son,
in
the
time
pizza nesday - spaghetti or ham- keeping
burgers, ravioli,
Robert Addison, age 1'2. The burgers, french fries, green burger, fruits, vegetables,- refrigerator? Cooked meats, father is an instructor in
peas, carrot coins, com- french bread, cookie; Thur- gravy, stuffing, salads eonrespiratory therapy at "the
bination: carrot, celery, beat sday - pizza or tacos, fruits, taming meat, cream sauces
Jeffersontown Community and custard-filled desserts are
cantaloupe,. rolls, banana vegetables, cookies; Friday
College, Jeffersontovm.
suitable for-- .Grandparents are Mr. atid
-particularly
cookie;
or
krispie
beef
barbecued
rice
pudding,
hamburger,
Wednesday - hamburgers, fruits, vegetables, chocolate organism growth.
Mrs. Robert J. Sutton of
Was there possible con, Corbin and the late Mra.and
lasagna, chicken steak,french cake.
fries green beans, creamed 'CARTER AND ROBERT_ tamination with bacteria from
Mrs. Roy Weatherly of
potatoes, peach halves, sliced SON -a Monday - hot dogs, raw meat? For instance, did
Murry.,
tomatoes, slaw, french bread, creamed potatoes, slaw, you make the mistake of using
strawberry shortcake, peanut butter cookie; Tuesday the same cutting board 'or.
Charles
The Frenchman
chocolate chip cookies; - spaghetti, tossed salad, utensils for raw meat and then Blondin crossed Niagara Falls
Thursday - hamburgers, chili orange sections, french foe cooked food, without on a tight rope three times,
dogs, beef stroganoff, Later bread; Wednesday - pizza. carefully washing them first?
1855. 1859 and 1860
Did you have a potluck or
tots, lima beans, buttered corn, gelatin with fruit,
rice, pineapple slice, egg half, chocolate cake; Thursday _ picnic with a large, group of
pickle, kraut salad, rolls, hamburger, french fries, people/ Or did you eat out at-a
restaurant that might not
chocolate cake, diced pears; mixed fruit, cookie; Friday
strict
observed
sack
lunch
chicken
batFriday - harnburger2,
salad have
tered fish, .harri and cheese sandwich, carrot and celery sanitation practices?
Somebody may have been
sandwich, french fries, white_ sticks, orange, popsicle.
careless, and food poisoning
beans, baited apples, gelatin,
wag the i•esult.
role slaw, stuffed celery, etc.,
hush puppies, cheesecake,
Lloyds of London is not an
congo bar.
company, as many
AND. insutance
EAST, NORTH
people think, but an associaSOUTHEAST - Monday - tion of underwriters who act
pizza, tossed salad, peanut as individuals. The Associa- Artichokes thrive in farm
butter and crackers, fresh lion writes no policies itself, , lands that get shroudedin fog
fruit; Tuesday - submarines,
corn, peaches, cake, chips,
IAUKC1IANCE WHEN YOU
Wednesday - turkey andgravy, potatoes, green peas,
WITH
rolls, elly ; Thursday • spaghetti•, carrot_ and celer ,
- friniCh brea4-,
„Fte
Merray,
• • •
fri4Y--:Jost7..410.:11213beans,.cote Omer, •
LARGE VOLUME-LOW PROFIT
• Envie crisps. Rattlburgers are
served each Monday., ,Wed"Service Built Our Business"
neaday and Friday, and hot
IT WILL PAY YOU TOSEE US ON A
dogs each Tuesday and
NEW OR USED CAR
Thursday.

F

Sabserlisrs see MVO aal
bomdebsed
ramieni
way sif Ti.

Robbie Blalock Presents lesson
_
,
!Tome
Whue
At
Held
Meeting
At

•
......

Ba72144

2:30Sun.

7:20,9:45

-""

It Is-Food-Poisoning

Thru Wed.

Laetrile -sir anaygdislin
can produce or yield hydrogen cyanide HCN I, a
highly toxic chemical-.
which can lead to asphyxiation, affecting the heart,
brain, and remainder of
the central nervous system. Seriously ill persons,
such as cancer victims,
may be more susceptible
than healthy persons.
Clear evidence is not
available that Laetrile is
curative or beneficial. Animal studies publielsed recently in the "Journal of
the American Medical
Association" show that
amygdalm is toxic when
•• .
-taken
n foods eaten al the
n- 4
me
/hi"b6w whether-t-berea
in
used
should
Laetrile
same time may increase
treating cases of advanced the tolicity,
•
cancer'
ant .. 'Therefore, the use of
ntd Imcos
aa
st th
best
ber
r.c
A: The iie

Q: Mr. R.S. writes that effective in preventing derhis skin is so sensitive to mographia.
When taking a bath,
touch that welts appear
shortly after he has avoid hot water and rubtouched his skin with any bing your skin. Use warm
force. tie has more trouble water and clean your skin
after bathing. He wants to with only light stroking.
know the cause and what Rather than drying with a
he can take or do to lessen towel and causing any
the irritability of his skin, a pressure irritation, put on
A: The sensitivity of a bathrobe, such .as a soft
your skin is known as der- terry cloth one, to absorb
mographia, given the the bath water from your
name because youacan ac- skin. The vast majority of
Wally write on your skin by . the water can be removed
,
pressing slightly to trritatear thisfwahipn;the remain.
HT A rew minutes afterine der will evaporate rapidly.
LAETRILE OF OUESirritation, fluid is released
into the skin causing it to .TIONABLE VALUE
This
Q: Nu. E.P. wants to
is
elevate and
for 40 to
lasts_redden.
. „election

You ceuld read too much into•
their words

LIBRA
'Sept. 21 to Oct. 23) —
Think -big" and aim for top
id s'
"
achievement_ This is no day for
TAURUS
pessimism. Concentrate on
Apr. 21 to May 21).044tie
A generals day - If yea • essentials, and don't overlook
ceelattele..it-will.Ole measure evee the sma11e47M-1.0porturuties.
for measure, and prove a boon
to the really top giver. Romance SCORPIO
in high favor
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)1
_ Opposition from unexpected
GEMINI
-seiirees should-nee-tiiseept- [Kay 22-to June 71)
or plans prevtously,
There's a tendency now to routine Accept all challenges
Lineupsfor Advanced brush by the real and made.
With your innate sturdiness and
progressive issues in favor of affability.
lesSer but seemingly more
Tennis Grauli Listed _u_x_k_
41
7
-11
6
pleasurable ones: Don't yielda-----sA
(Nov. 23 to Dec..2.1.4.e..‘„:,,_
Lineups for play by the
not to provoke
careful
-Be
,_
CANCER - •
Advanced Group of Women's
others in business or social
,June aa to July aaj ellq::;)
11r. and Mrs:
. .'tank'v R. Jewell
Tennis of the Murray Counter
You can gain .considerable gatherings. You may detect .
.
help from past elperience now, flaws in the reasoning of some,
Club have been released for
of Mr. and Mrs, W.
Ms.
daughter
Vicki
Page
only
and
sparingly
speak
Frederick,
but
procedures
how
various
Recall
play on Monday. May 1, at
Warren Frederick of Fairbury,Ill., and Stanley R. Jeiell, son
.
returned various types of where it will HELP.
rime a.m. at the club as
jam 20)-v-4-----of Mr. -ant Mrs. Ploy H. Jewell-ofilendersorrville, Tre, foreitPRztior
oo -harda IDgc_
tosy.
.0r.i..00r_tistoo
--insw.lts...Neitbar-dvt
, .icconN
follont:
merly of Murray, were Married On Saturday, March eleventh,
Penny Cappock.JIe
-7SVand pat an'decisions width
LU4r
**le w9reii Sonialltykiel design,
rr
Asass-beerr-oarefully
Billington, Agnes Payne.'f4=-.
The bride attendedIllineis College,'Jacksonville, fll.,-and •
'forget"
•
to
temptations
Resist
231
Aug.
to
24
(July
Emrnie Edwards.
,
holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Western Illinois UniverPlace your confidence in hard promises, make spur-of-theLynn Stout, Kay Ray,
sitar., Macomb, ill,, where she was affiliated with Zeta Tau
facts rather than "feelings" moment. changes ,Some good
Charlotte Gregory, and Janna
and, in discussions with others, news in the offing.
•Alpha sorority. She is Currently a revenue officer for the
.,
Hughes.
don't be overly imagmatiee. AQUARIUS
' United States Internal Revenue Serviceth Chicago, Ill.
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
-__est-----The groom, a-graduate of --hturrar High-Schoof,-attended the
_ your actin- mind..neens
United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. He holds pression new. Direct it with
LET VS ENTERTAIN YOU
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering and Master of Business
ecu
L.g_hti di_icernm_ent.
rfoLeutirh.o
Review investments, future
Administration degrees from-Ohio State University, Columplans. Changes May be
bus, Ohio. He is currently the manager of Outdoor Power
rategicBasineSS UnitTor IriVrnalinitalrarVedetriiiiitianYPLSCM
C.
-in
X
Chicago,tn.
.
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
iding the-Chicago suburb of
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell are
- Aspects fanly generoutLaPast
na MURRAY T)AT
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
good work should bring rewards
now. In, making .plans, have
alternatives ready.
- It's Hard To Tell--

,.
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Avpiding Skin Trauma
When Bathing

FOR SATURDAY, APRIL es, t!75
What kind of day will
tomorrow be, To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
•
ARIES
sys"e-•
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
Personal relationships should
be highly congenial. In fact,
some of your brighter and more
knowledgeable companions
could give you some stimulating

By FJL Blasipgame, M.D.

-

' al y
_at
014/1Ce
Elberton. bride-elect or
Mark _ Goodman, _has
selected her pottery.
stainless and crystal
from our complete
•
registry.
Kathy.and Mark will
be married May. 11
1978.

The hon)case
121

ny-Pais

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

ft-ipir-4.-Aimppritzw.4

/WADE

ARUN FORD, bit,

Fern Terrace Gazette
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph.753-7109
Editor, La Verne Tapp
At Fern Terrace we are starting to prepare for our
"Keen Age Pageant" to be held Sunday May 7th starting at 1 P. M.
We had our election and the residents voted for the
candidates of their choice. The lucky five ladies in the
pageant will be Elizabeth Ruddle, 011ie Riley, Pearl
Skinner, Tencil Turner and Helen Godat.
The five gentlemen selected for the running of the
King crown are; Carl Ray, Arthur Jones, Leslie Mattingly, Leslie Burkhart and Ted Padden. The judges
are certainly going to have a hard time choosing the
Fern Terrace Keen Age King and Queen. Everyone in
the community is invited to come and be with us that
-day.
We are glad to have all our residents who have been
in the hospital back home again, and all on the up-hill
climb. We miss them *hen their gone. We are also glad
to have Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brownfield back. They went
for a weeks visit to their home but are back with us
now. Dr. C. S. Lowery also took a trip to Texas to visit,
hiS daughter but he is also back home now.
He and
Leslie Burkhart take their early morning walk each
dayaThats why they stay in such good shape.
Thais about all the news for this time so be sure and
come join in the fun of our Keen Age Pageant Sunday
May 7th at 1 P. M.See 'ya then?

JUST ARRIVED
NEW MOON KIDS
OVERHAUL &
T-SHIRT OUTFITS

DEAR AE
Mfataaation.a
information
started send
I don't wai
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I don't send
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Abby, I an
me! I have f
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wastebasket
return -an

DEAR I
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Under the
truth. Noon.
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why his mo
him "home"
My sister
be told som
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sister wants
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Basic Training Army Foriquie.
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Wilkerson-Culpepper

Anize Fisher Speaks
At Circle Meetinp-

BUILT•IN
WORN OUT?

Mrs. Anne Fisher was guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Faith Doran Circle of the First
United Methodist Church held
on Tuesday, April 11, artwo
p.m. in the senior youth room
of the church.
"Recognizing God In All.,
DELUXE BUILT:1N
Things" and "The Church"
was the topic by Mrs. Fisher
SURFACE COOKING UNIT
pArrirt
who was introduced by Mrs.
Claud Farmer, program
SA VEl
v
leader.
Mrs. R. A. Johnston gave
the devotion using the 23rd
Psalm as a basis for her
West Kentucky
thoughts. Miis Audie Green
---presided at.Theineeting. .... .
Ipplianoi-Cinfir
The hostesses, Mrs. Bun
641 Nord!, /Astray
Swann, Mrs. Mattie Parker,
753-4471
Lancaster,
Homer
Mrs.
' and
Across Fro. WNW Nem
served refreshments to the
,
SINIL"srd
rsppuoness IA,.Our GMT
-vrinty-tnembers--and-twe
----t
Mrs.
.
Suoiromsl"
- --yisiters, Mrs. Fisher and
.
Lane.
.i.

Friday, April 28
Piano recital by ,Renee
Recovery, Inc.; will meet at
Johnston Kelly, Marysville, the Health Center, North
Ohio, will be at 4:30 p.m., Seventh and Olive Streets,
French horn recital by Vickie Murray, at seven p.m.
Hays, Ledbetter, will be at
Groups of First Baptist
seven p.m., and a cello recital
by Susan Carp, Martin, Tn., Church Women will meet as
will be at 8:15 p.m., all in the follows: Lottie Moon with
Earrell Recital Hall, Price Mrs. T. C. Collie at seven p.m,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, and Kathleen Jones with Mrs.
M. T. Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
Murray State University.

Tuesday, May 2
West Kentucky Futtire
Woman's Guild of St. Leo's
Farmers of America Field
at
_ _ .Day will be at the Marray Catholic Church will meet
State'1JhiveityfiniistatiiijT73G p.m. it Gleason MIL
at 8:30a.m.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Presbyterian Church
First
the
at
Exhibits opening
_
Eagje Gallery, price _Women will meet at
Clara
Vivian
Mrs.
of
home
the
at
Center,
Arts
Doyle Pine
Murray State University, will Campbell.
be a three-dimensional exhibit
Dexter Senior Citizens will
by Shirley E. Walk, Radcliffe,
paintina_ affd_ drawings _by, meet at__9130 Ain,st the _
8ttil •
•
...
Alice Ann Henderson, Ripley,._Dexter Center.
i.
Tn., and weavings and textiles
and Randy Leon Culpepper
DEAR ABBY: My husband is 47. We've been married by Joyce Jean, Owensboro. - Ellis Center will be open
Mr.
and
Mrs. Bobby Wilkerson of Lynn Grove announce the
for 20 years and have a fine family. I have known for my They will continue through from ten a.m. to three irm. for
years that he is a transvestite. He enjoys dressingrn May 1Q.
'activities by the senior engagement and apprtaching marriage of their daughter,
women's clothing (only in private)-a practice which I
citizens with devotion at 10:05 Vicki Fay,to Randy Leon Culpepper,son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
tolerate but do-not CHCOuI agsi.
- - - - - -aoaGrove—Curitheriand-- ln:,- -business iort-liog- at- -Culpepper-of-Mayfield,
He Saw a—PaYChCICIgiat for two years in an effort-W-Presbytenan elmrch Pup- 1010at noon, - The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr.and Mrs.
overcome this urge, but decided not to-fight it any longer. Deteers will _ present a' band practice -and shuf
Dempsey Beane of Lynn Grove, and of Mrs. Myrtle Wilker8011For the last Ili months;heilieen taking hormones, and
'
at seven p.m., at the fleboard at one p.m:, shuf- of Coldwater and the late Noble Wilkerson. She is a graduate of
program
applies hormone cream (10,000 estrogen units per ounce)
Calloway County High School.
to his chest area daily. I think he is beginning to develop Kirksey United Methodist fleboard at six p.m.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
breasts, but the change is so gradual and subtle that it's Churchj.eon
Culpepper, Sr., and Mrs. Elizabeth Jordan of Mayfield
will
Club
TOPS
Murray
hard to tell. Also, the hair on his hands and arms has
Auction benefit sale for meet at the Health Center at Ind the late Ira Jordan. He will be a 1978 graduate of Mayfield
become finer and thinner.
High School.
Abby,-! don't-want a fernale-shaped husband. Whitt do Calloway County Fire and seven p.m.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 24, at three
you suggest?
Rescue Squad will be held at
HUDSON-, MASS., MRS. the building on South Fourth
Murray Assembly No. 19 p.m. at the First Baptist Church, Mayfield. A reception will
Order of the Rainbow for Girls follow the ceremony.
Street starting at 6:30 p.m.
..
DEAR MRS: From what you tell me, you are going to
No invitations will be sent, and all friends and relatives are
will meetat seven p.m. at the
have -a- female-shaped iTusband whet-tier you want-one or— ,rsaturday,Aprius
invited-to atten
_
lodge hall. - •
I not, because that's the way things are developing.
Dog wash by Murray State
You should be aware that your husband is a transsexualPre-Veterinary
who appears to be preparing for a sex-change operation. University
I recommend some candid dialogue between you and Club will be held from eight
a.m. to noon at the West
ypur husband in order to plan your future-and his.
Kentucky Livestock and
a magazine f
• DEAR ABBY: 1 answered an
Exposition Ces4er-2_ For in-

Family Gonftohts

11

New Development

By Abigail Van Buren
-----0440114y-Glweir-uokimr-wc.iimotisew

information about the club, but before I knew it., they a3 .
started sending me all kinds of seeds.
.
I don't want these seeds and didn't.order aim so I just__ Skate-A-Thon for Kentucky
put them aside.(Imlay have even thrown some away.) Now
I am getting letters from this flower club telling me that if. Association- of. Retarded
I don't send them the money or return the seeds they are Citizens will be held at the
Lynn Grove Roller Rink from
going to sue me!
,
Abby, I am worried sick. Can they sue me? Please help eight a.m. to nine p.m.
me! I have four, children and, no money to go to court to
Chicken dinner, spon.4ored
fight this thing.
SCARED by the Knights of Columbus of
St. Leo's Catholic Church will
DEAR SCARED: Throw their letters in the be bald frein.noon to six p.m.
wastebasket. No one is obligated to pay for-or with costsheing adults, $2.50,
return—anything that has been sent to him unsolicited. children 7 to'12, $1.50, and
free. Persons are
DEAR ABBY: My sister has a son ill' cad him Jason( under seven
to the church
come
to
asked
4
About
old.
years
6
is
He
wedlock.
of
out
who was born
months ago, my sister married a man who refuses to take parking lot.
Jason into his home, although he pays for his support.
Smorgasbord meal will be
Jason now lives with our parents and he can't understand
why his mommy "visits- him at Granny's but won't take served by the Independence
hlin "home" with her.
United Methodist Church
My sister hasn't told Jason'anything. I think he should Women at the church starting
be told something. But what? I have a right to ask this at six p.m. The public is inquestion because my mother is in poor health, and now' my vited.
sister wants me to promise that I will look after Jason in
•
case something happens to our mother.
Murray State 'University
I am 26, have been self-supporting since l'was 17, and
plan to be married in August. Please withhold my name. Alumni weekend • honoring
CONCERNED classes of 1928 and 1953 will
begin at 11:30 a.m. in Winslow
DEAR CONCERNED: Jason should be legally adopted Cafeteria. Other events are
by someone who wants him -ideally you, since you appear scheduled throughout the day
to be the only one,who is concerned about what the boy and evening.
thinks.
Under the circumstances, the child should be told the
Racer football clinic for
truth. No one can be forced to raise a child he doesn't want. area high school coaches will
Aid if he could, I'd pity the poor child.
be from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church at Murray State University.
wedding or • simple do•your-own-thing ceremony, get
Saturday, April 29
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Teutopolis High School
Seed $1 and • long, stamped (24 cents) self-addressed
en4elope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. Band, Teutopolis, Ill., will
present a concert at the close
90212.
of the First Regional Band
Festival at ten p.m. tt Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
--Pancake breakfast by
Searching for answers to all those who/whet/where
Murray High School Student
questions about your new city?
Council will be held from six to
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
eleven a.m. in the cafeteria of
help'yeu get over the hurdles of beeng a newcomer.
the school. Cost will be $1.50
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
for all one can eat and
And more.
children under six fre#.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very

Hello,stranger

Kut'N
Beauty Shop
rood that—

CaroIyn
Hicks
is now with them

Call For Appt.
753-1682
sourtnide Shopping Center

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
OUTLET STORE
RY
FACTO
Next To ('tide
79 Paris.,

Illio-hwav

Lee

Tennessee

East

Kith Our Annual

FISH FRY SUPER SALE!

FREE LAMPS
To 10 Lucky Persons
— we are going to wive

away 10 Nlar-Kel lamps

first nice things to happen when you're new here.

ire and
iunday
L
Kathryn Otittand...751-107,

' Sunday, April 30
Soprano recital by Debbie
Burke, Merrilville, Ind., will
begin at ..two p.m., and a
soprano recital by Ann R.
Logue will begin at 3:30 p.m.,
both in the Farrell Recital
. .Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
'
Center, MSU.

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS 1
I STOCK LIQUIDATION a
30°A, OFF

.

All Merchandise In Store

Murray State baseball
Racers will meet Southern
Illinois University in a single
game at Reagan Field starting at three p.m.
Maiday, May I
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will__
Meet at the club house ail241
am
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons- willmeet at 71.‘0,4phg:
higl• „ .
.leasa.,..aarsareprerierra,
• •
("ongregate meal site Is
open from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30
pm. for Senior Citizens. call
753-8393 for meal reservations
the day before. Call 753-0929
by 11.15 a.m, for transportation.
•41

Absolutely Free!

Saturday, April 29th
At 6 p.m.
do not haie to be
Nothing to intv — Youregister
each time

presetil to

s in. Just

%on vii t Nlar-kers Factor ( del St.ire
between floss and Saturda% .

‘111111114. Brifiutr

Fltitir Lamp

See thousands of lights on display. Check our bac prices
1111r prices.
when building or remodeling-.ill of

Custom Made Shades To Match Your Decor
30th
Good
1111'11 S11111111

%M.N.

N ILIAGF,SHOPPING CENTER

II) a.m. III 8 p.m., Miotitiat

- I iii Es it.itt.

'
MI
14 111111.1%

master charge
woo Noon

.011
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Atchley' 's Angle

B) Lowell Atehle)

•

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
story is written by L J. Hortin in
conjunction with the Alumni Weekend
being held at Murray State University
this weekend. In addition to this article,
Hortin has authored- several other
stories which appear in a special, eightpage tabloid section of today's
newspaper.)

Athletic Association.
The College News was under the
advisorship of Kyle Whitehead until
June, 1928, when L. J. Hortin became
head of journalism and adviser. He
appointed Hillard Otey as the first
_141.1/WELL ATCH.LEY •
the chewing fundamentals like how to
student editor of the College News.Sports item; Ron Guidry, a 27-yearchomp down on it, how to work it from
Music groups included: Mixed
old New York Yankees left hander, was
one jaw to the other, how not to swallow
Chorus, Girls Glee Club, College Band,
chewing -tobacco when he swallowed
the juice like that player with the Yanks
College Orchestra, Novelty Orchestra,
By L. J. HORTIN
the juice in the bottom of the fifth inning
did the other day... Excuse me...
Stringed Quartet.
against Baltimore. He pitched the sixth
Spppputttnntn." Spike sent a stream
Nostalgic Memories of Murray State
Senior Class (1928) officers were: C.
and seventh but sat out the rest of the
of brown liquid from where we sat to
as it was 50 years ago ( 1928) will be
S. Lowry, sponsor; ..Lowry Rains,
game with a queasy stomach and
midway tetween home plate and pitreviewed and re-told by the graduates
president.-LaBurna Nance, secretary;
headache. Guidry leaped to grab a high
cher's mound. •
and faculty members as they return
Herman Miller, treasurer.
chopper by a Baltimore batter. "I
"Didn't the player the other day
- Apet1-29--for- their- "Golden AnniverJuirier----flass-offtrers:
Vet keep tnyth
when
"or
' if
sary.''
Maryleona Bishop_ sponsor; Yewell
I grunted, the juice slipped down," he
you're chewing, always keep your
First in their books of memories at Harrison, president; Nelle Howard,
. said.
Mouth.closed when making a play?" I
that time will be the President and secretary-treasurer; Clifton Thurman,
• Disgusting.
asked.
Founder, Dr. Rainey T. Wells. Then
vice-president.
. What has modern baseball, with all
"Sure. That's a basic fandamental. It
there will be Dr. John W. Carr, first
**bereave Class (1928) officers: W.
2tles high salaries
just comes with practice like switch
hoopla
president iimd-then-deartibeTBeard-at-.-11
-Baidesponsor; Milton Tome,
surrounding guys like Reggie Jackson,
hitting or something. Sputtttttt."
Regents in 1928 included W. C. Bell, president;
Charlene
Parham,
come to? It's enough to make any red"Then after you teach them the
Laurine Wells Lovett, Thomas H. 'treasurer; Luiti - Clayton'Beale,'blooded Saturday afternoon baseball
basics of chewing and spitting, what
Stokes, J. F. Wilson and G. P. Thomas, secretary; W. H. Crowder, vicefan flip_ off_the iv. go outside and mow. comes nert?" I asked_
The 1928 Shield was dedicated to the president.
_
theland..
"Nextflake them
Board of Regents "As a token of our
-Freshman Oats (1928): No officers
Where are the great tobacco chewers art of using your thaw in the game. If
regard for their business ability., their listed_ The Shield said: "With superior _
ar.d spitters of old? My own inyou're a pitcher, things like spitting on
wise forethought, their great numbers, youth, and enthusiasm, the
vestigation Wows the great tobacco
the ball to give it a little English on the
achievements, and their uptiring freshmen have made themselves a
chewing and spitting coaches are being
throw. And if you're batting, how to
'devotion to this institution..." Mrs. G. potent factor in school activities." The
ar,f med out to the minor leagues.
grease up your hands with tobacco
C. Ashcraft was editor-in-chief of the class 01 150 was the largest on campus._
The other day I had the rare op- juice for a firmer grip. And for fielders, •
Shield. Preston Holland was business
ALumni NOTES: Prior to l
how tb ninitlth your g1de tdirittlet
jeirttir-iity-to ufferfrisiie cirtrieiea
manager.
there had been 6-Wiwi&grie glean"ball will stick. Excuse me pardner."
on the field and now a coach in the
The buildings were new, bright and - 1926 and 1927. In the class of 19101- -minors.
_the , legendary Spike Spike took one cud from his mouth and
shining: Administration Building (now - there were-12 graduates In the classofLOCALISSUES FORUM- —
Rawhide, the last of the great chewers exchanged it with the one in his shirt
known as Wrather Hall), Wells 'Hall 1927, there were 37. Hence the Alumni
and spaters in baseball. The stories pocket.
The Home Beautiful), Library Association consisted of 49 members.
about the great Rawhide are gems of
"Why did you do that?" I asked.
Building (now known as Wilson Hall),
Although no degrees were granted in
baseball: He once beat a hese path
"Pard. Now that's one of the trade
Training School (now a marker and a • the 1924 and 1925 classes, Dr. Carr
rundown by spitting in the second secrets I lay on my boys. A chaw isn't
memory), College Auditorium (Lovett , generally included in Murray State's
' baseman's glove midway,from first to good until you've worked it about a
Auditorium), Home of the President "Commencement" series the names of
second. The startled player though he week or so. See the one in my pocket?
(formerly Ecigewood, now Oakhurts). those who were awarded "diplomat" in
had the ball, tagged the ground. fell, I've had the basic part of that one for
Nelle Howard was "Most Popular these first, two years.
- and Rawhide slid into second safely.
over a month now."
Association recently adopted
EDITOR'S NOTE
Girl in College" and John Miller was
What were the 49 members of the
_Anothertime epposing..fans.. were,
;I see," .1._ said, feeling- slightlyreciolution -suggesting that a National "Best All Round Boy in College:" VI if.' Alurnni Association doing 'iii 19281
_.:--TIVecenBy,
a
'national
Magazine
-ran
booing him during a game. His time to queasy.
Health Insurance Plan provide for third Crowder was president of the Wilsonian From the class of 1926, three were high
an
article
on
"The
Great
Health
Care
-Say,
bat came. He sauntered up to the plate,
Spike, those legendary stories
party payment to registered nurses to Society and Miss Maryleona Bishop school principals; six were teaching
Rip-off." The story argued that medical
pointed to left field, then spit into right of your chewing and spitting feats on
cover home visits or house calls by was adviser of the Allenians.
and two were listed as "resident." One'
care cost more, and hospitals are
field. He won the game that day when the field. Are they true?"
nurses to people who would otherwise
Other clubs inclnde_d_ _Snek_ and.. name was- unlisted in.theSheilt From -growing
to
fast,
because
health
care
he spit into the catcher's face mask on a
"Sure par& Ever one of 'em. Let me
need hospitalization,
Buskin, English, French, English, the graduating class of 1927, there were
-*providers-basically doctors-set the
slide into-home plate.
show you."
Whilr cam. hal-gbaslied-tbat-:-61.111-shematryr-th vca QM IstY•
261,110 were Ilmetras-leacilltilr"EigTht
"-tthat
services:
own
7C51
ftt
--baptist facilities
the.--Tr
ies -liem;--gconornimlitorld'e_Affatr;- laMilletiMVals of high schools, Others._
despite Medicare and----Health in---- visited-a children's hospital and taught -'-fits mouthwaited
---OVerbuilt CM' &Y----d-Tinr
eea—
Christtan Association
Woman's,-Mt home ot.houseke
eping.
surance, consumers-the public-pay
'all the children there the rudiments Of picked up a bat and ball, tossed the ball
hospital construction is really over. In
the
bal.
_.
spitting and chewing...
and batted it straight up about 50 feet
west Kentucky, the Health Systems
Do these national problems affect.
itilinani Ned Speechei,
tut, I could go on and on.
Into the air. --------• •
Agency West and its advisory councils
Fried Chicken at 1928 Luncheon
found Spike sitting in the player's
On the ball'i downward flight, Spike,. Murray? While there is no direct inplan the building of new hospital
dication that Murrayans think so.
di gout about two hours before game let loose a stream that caught the ball
What took place. )years ago at the Alumni Luncheon Thursday, 1 p.m.,,
facilities. And some extra hospital
medical care is certainly one of our
time. He had a wad of chewing tobacco and *Shoved it clear to the 'pitcher's
May 31, 1929, at Murray State Normal School and Teachers College? The ofbeds, like those being added tcf.‘the
major concernt.
embedded in each law and' another mound.,
ficial "Program" for the luncheon had dropped the words "Normal School" -0
Murray-Calleway•County Hospital, are
( A recent sample survey of local
piece he'd already chewed in his shirt
,r was amazed.
and simply titled the institution as "Murray State Teachers College." •
in -fact needed.
opinion-which appeared earlier in this
pocket.
"You oughta see what I used to do to
The 1928 Alumni Luncheon program was followed by a business session.
People do not get sick at a uniform
Forum-indicates that a majority of
"Howdy pardner. Have a seat... those silly sports writers when they
What was on the luncheon menu? It was definitely first class: Strawberry
_rate. Conditions such as pneumonia and
Murray residents have questions about,
SputttttUttt...," he said. A stream of were interviewing- in the dressing
Cocktail, Fried thicken, New Potatoes in Cream, Buttered Peas, Asparagus ,
bronchitis occur with greater
the quality of health care in their
tobacco juice dribbled from his chin. It rooms before and after the games,"
on Toast, Mit Buttered Rolls, Grape-Jelly, Olives, iced Tea, Spring Salad.
frequency in the winter; to adequately
community.
was marvelous.
Spike said.
Saltines, Pineapple Sherbet and White Cake!
provide for this, some hospital beds
When asi.ed to agree or disagree
"Spike. What's happening in the big
"And what/ was that?" I asked,
Of course, the Alumni Luncheon was in Wells Hall, known as the "Home
vacant during periods in the
be
may
with the statement: "There are
leagues today? It seems that modern slightly unnerved.
Beautiful." C. M. Graham, Alumni President, "welcomed" the group, and
summer months._ The fact that
enought
doctors in Murray so that in an
baseball is missing the hard spitting;
"I'd wait till their batits was turned
L. A. Rains, senior class president, gave the "Response" M. 0. Wrather
Calloway and, surrounding counties
emergency I can see a physician at his
long chewing players of old," I said.
see. I'd be clear across the dressing
spoke on "The Alumnus'Part in Building a Greater College."
have twice as many people of
office without delay," 37 percent of the
"Ye... Sputttitittn. I don't know what room behind a locker or something.
After a' solo by Miss Annye Long, Dr. Rainey T. Wells, president of the
retirement age as the -rest of the state
respondents agreed, while 53 percent
it is. I don't know if they're lazy or Then I'd aim and spit Into their shirt
college, delivered the "Address."
also increases the need for more
disagreed. There were 10 percent unwhat. Why I get some players in here collars. Sputtttttt. Hee! Hee! They
hospital space.
decided.
that don't even know what a pack or wouldn't move, only flinch, because
According to one authority, "the
The
statement,
"In general the
Red Man is. Can you believe that! they knew they had to git their inmedical profession serves as a
hospital facilities in Murray are
Spuuuuutttttttttt." Spike spit a stream terviews..Sputttitttt." He spit from
lightening rod for the discontent with
adequate for all my needs," brought 43
of juice from where we sat to atop home where we stood to second base.
health care delivery in general." Being
percent agreement and 45 percent
plate_
- "Say,Spike, I see by my watch that I
a small community rather than a large
disagreement,
with
11 percent un"What do you tell these young guys have to leave and you have a ball game
medical center, Murray has both
decided.
when you get them in here"
to play. It has sure been nice talking to
disadvantages and., advantages in
(The
following
article is intended to
"Well_ Sputttttttttt. Some of 'em are you."
relation to health care. The Murray's
examine the question of medical care in
Pvt. Michael D. (Mike) Jones, Fort
so green that you have to show them
- "Sure pard. Any time. Sputtttttt."
doctors are often the center of comMurray
Rucker, Ala., son of Mr. and Mrs.
and
to
encourage community' 'what chewing tobacco is. I go through
I shook his hand. Facing him, I
plaint-and praise-for these advantages
Ralph Jones; was killed in an
consideration of the problem.
all the basics. How to pinch off enough backed away until I was almost out of
and disadvantages.
Responses
automobile accident last night on the
are
welcome. These may be
to fit your own mouth. Then I get into the stadium.
Having moved to Murray from
Addremes wither to The Editor, Murray
Mayfield-Paris Road in Henry County,
Houston and the Texas Medical Center,
.Ledger
Tn.
and
Times, or to the Editors,
By H.C.Chilet.
I find the medical and nursing care
Yandall Wrather of the U. S. Soil
LoCal Issue Forum, History Departhere much more personalized while not
ment, MSU.)
Based on c.fendhled outlines produced tn the( ornrruttee o.
Conservation Service will retire April
lacking in quality.
th,l'nef,,rnoSenes
ace? permookuon
30 after 33 years of working with
+ ++
A study of 80 counties in the Midagriculture.
South in 1975 conducted by the
Deaths reported include Freeman
By CINDY ASHBY
University of Tennessee Center for
Duncan,
age 70, John R. Garland, age
Murray State University
Health Sciences ranked Calloway
61, and Richard Hutchens, age 74.
Before we can evaluate the quality of
County, Kentucky, second only to
Jim Walston, fieldman for Ryan Milk
medical care in Murray, we must Jonesboro. Arkansas on health status,
Company, Murray, was awarded an
realize that, across the nation, the
McCracken County, Kentucky, was
"Outstanding Fieldman Award" at the
demand for health care and medical- ranked third. This study was based op
Chsist told Saul to go into Damascus
meeting of the Kentucky Fieldmen and,
care has increased dramatically in the thirteen health-related indicators
Saul was born in Tarsus, the capital
and,the desired information would be
Sanitarians held at Mammoth Cave.
last
generation,
of Cilicia, a self-governing, cultured,
with a number of social which included age factors, educational
given to him. Attendants led Saul into
The Calloway County High School
economic, and educational conditions attainments, income level, birth and
university city, which enabled her
the city, and there he rested in the
Concert
Band has been selected to
contributing
citizens to enjoy numerous advantages.
to this: •
- --(death rates, the ratio of physicians and
house of Judas for three days, dtwing
participate in the annual band festival
1. Increased involvement of the
"let us therefore follow after the
Being orthodox Jews and • strict
dentists to the number of people
which he remained sightless. Christ
at Coney Island Amusement Park,
things which make for peace and
Pharisees. Saul's parents saw to it that
residing here, and the hospital bed to
commanded Ananias to go to the house.- federal government in health care;
Cincinnati,
Ohio, on May 5.
things wherewith one may edify an2. Higher education for larger population ratio
Their son was well versed in the Oki
of Judas and inquire for Saul. Manias
Romans
other."
14:19
number
of
people;
Testament scriptures. Saul took full
Naturally, most highly specialized
was fearful that Saul might still-be a
Differences in the churches that can
3. The continued rise in the standard
advantage of the educational admedical treatment is usually available
worker of iniquity, but when Christ
lead
to separation ought to he set to
and
cost
of
living
vantages of the city, became a diligent
coupled
with pocket of only in larger medical centers
assured him that he was no longer His
one side, God's people ought then
poverty unemployment;
student of Judaism, mastered the
patients from Murray may, Of
enemy, he wasperfectly willing to go
Copies ollhe Ledger & Times for this
concentrate 'on things that unify.
4. Increased advances in medical
traditions of the elders and the
necessity, be refeered to specialists in
and do as the Master directed.
day
were not on the microfilm portion
science which require more as well as
philosophies of the Greeks, and thus
Nashville end Memphis. The hospitals
Beautiful indeed was that scene when
of this period of publication of the daily
new
types
of
health
became one of the best educated men of
workers; and
in these medical centers have nurses
Ananias betook himself to the house of
newspaper in 1958.
5. The emergence of minority groups and other personnel prepared to care
his time. He went to Jerusalem and was
Judas, was admitted to the room of
demanding
some
trained under the great and learned
voice
in decisions for patients with special needs.
Saul, in Christian obedience and-love
affecting their lives.
GaMaliel, one of the most renowned
Any discussion of health care and or
approached the arch-persecutor, gently
Any mapper reporter can tell you
30 Years Ago
People are demanding more in
Jewish teachers. Saul scrupulosuly
medical care ultimately comes down to
placed his hand on him in brotherliness,
political
with
a
up
met
never
has
he
•
preventive health care as well as imobserved all the requirements of the
a value question. "How much do we
and with a choice blend of discretion
type who could not or would not express
provement
in
law and became a leader in the per.
treatment
value our health?"
available in
More than 200 strawberry pickers are
and devotion said "Brother Saul, the
an opinion on any subject, whether
the preserlt health care delivery
secution of Christians, and in the at.If the length and cost of health care
needed'In.Calloway County by May 5.
Lord', even Jesus. . . hath sent me."
not.
it
or
with
familiar
system.
tempt to exterminate all of them.
education were the only questions to
Ananias ministered to Saul in a great
according to County Agent S. V. Foy.
- In Murray as elsewhere, the health
After most of the Christians had been
consider, the question might be
way - in tharestoration of his sight, in
Growers have reported that some
consumer now has greater choice;
driven out of Jerusalem, Saul's fury
relatively easy to answer. But there are
berries are ripe now, but the season is
leading him into that glarious exMurray Ledger & Times
seeing a physician and or going into a
and zeal against them remained
other considerations; for example,
expected to be in•-full swing by next
perience of being endued with the
hospital are not our only options. l'he
unabated Fearful that Christianity . pasissi#,-*silkily Spirit in preparation
physicians and nurses must keep up-40week.
Puni,o),
. Walter I. Apperson
would supersede Jtidaism, Saul became
date on current diagnosis and treatPublic Health Department offers many
FAIdor
Deaths reported include Curt Moore,
for service, and in baptizing him
R.Gene At 'utehe.,n
The Murray ledger & Tionet m published
health -services, including some r ment. The body of knowledge for health
an influential leader in the movement
age
67,
Anemias was the Lord's man in the right
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, (lyrist
diagnostic tests, immunization, well
to extreminateihristianity. He secured
care providers doubles every 7-10
L. A. Jones, Robbie Sue Poyner,
mas()ay, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving hv
piece at the proper time to be a briper
Murray Newspapers, Mr.. 103 N 401
chili' check-ups, family planning' years.
legal permission to go tot Damascus, 'toe man who sorely needed him and to
Benny Rya, Betty Holsapple, James
Murray,Ky.40171 Second Class Poopage Paid at
counseling and, more recently, Home
where some Christians had taken
The hospitals are run by nurses who
Rose, Dortha Mathis, I alah Henderson,
be the channel which God could use in
Murray. Ky 43071
SUBKNIPTION RATES In areas served by
Health Services where needed.
refuge, to arrest them and bring them
provide health care 14 hours a day with
Patricia Lewis, and Robert Ray are
giving Saul sight and the Spirit.
carriers,
per ibonth, payable in advance
Mental Health Centecs, established , doctors on call for their
to Jerusalem for trial. Ere he reached
mernbcrs of the cast of the pla$,"Doet3
After Fairrig a' derivigg strength
aid In Renton. Na rmail `4*-40.r
thdavidmal
Ar
during the Kennedy Administration,
Damascus. a brilllan Wit, brighter
care
patients Ameriransfrom therfood which he constaried, Saul
--44Atert-my-Rber"ftr
brpresetitiltrApri1
still Proalde important therapeutic
than the noonday sun, blinded him to 'preached his first sermon for Christ In
consumers and the majority have come
31:1 by the Junior Oast of _Almoiligh
-year llyinett le esteritsetimitheic
serncen
- —1118;leone- ab
Tost. AthiltIV
-11111I.
'SMOOT"
-the JeWisik iynatioitie 411 Nai,mpacus,
a". •
Malabar ul Associated Press, KipOOkaaa
-TTi-7-f-r~11111.11111111F:riinvir.
pall111100616‘.-41inte000T-Iitw-14-Iti 1111-9719144—
0464:---,Ate,.rwreitirintsiHRAIrtitt.rtati ftr Isnansia-011
The Murray 'State'C011ege Riseball
PaloelMada rind sfireh.rrossewseep•#
California by groups such as the
1Prostrate, and stunned*by the bright . hirn to. witness for the Saviour. His
in this, Miirrayans are no exception.
team beat Arkansas State 12 to 6 With
'11111141111mertated Press,eirligdvoly roullm to
Kaiser-Permanente Medical Care
light Of the glory of God, Saul inquired,
.Johnny Reagan pitching the entire
Ibis la a value' that will not likely
hearers were amazed and confounded
MAIO torsi neap% originated by. The Marra s
laipt& limes.. wet' as all other AP news
Program, pay for care in and out of a
-Lord, what wilt thou have me to do" as they listened.to this former hater of
change in the forseeable future One
game for the 'Breda.
TELEptiorawumsrlis
hospital This has caused a marked
This question indicated that his opmajor reason we enjoy this high level of
The Brotherhood of the Blood River
IMIness Office ''
Christ and His followers preach, not
753-1111,,
Plasellied Advertising
753-111111
reduction in hospitalization
position to Christ had collapsed, and
Baptist Association will meet April 30
health care is the dedication, and
current events, politics or philosophy,
artsit tt**ail .44**,11'111'g
763-111111
To further cut down on hospital excare
that he eras ready and eager to accept
health
committment of
at the Elm Grove Church, according to
but his proof of the deity of Christ,
'Ural/Aim
713411111
e
Nyle
41
and
Sporta'Dept
7004511
pense,
the
the will of the Lord for his life,
American
protessionale
the Rev. Leslie Gilbert, Much pastor
whom their rulers had crucified.
Nurses
4
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'Breds Manage To Split Pair,
Host SIEJ In Finale Sunday
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NOT CLOSE - It wasn't close on this play at the plate in the sixth inning of Thursday's first
game with Arkansas State. Mike Colicchio (11) of the 'Breds is about to be tagged out while
teammate Tom Felon watches from behind the catcher.
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Contrary to nrnor, they are
playing baseball at Reagan
Field these days.
,
and
bulldozers
With
Jackhammers providing
Excedrin with greater sales,
the Murray State Thoroughbreds Managed a split of a
twinbill with Arkansas State
Thursday.
Fittingly enough, the
jackhammers stopped for one
time and that was in the sixth
inning of the first game. At
that Paint. Murmy trend
Arkansas State 54.
The 'Breds then started
some jackhanunering of their
own, came up with six runs
_ then used some sparkling
relief from .Cliff Buechel to

Ty pickers are
ity by May 5,
nt S. V. Foy.
I that some

the meesonis
wing lit next

ege Riaebeil
12 to 6 %with
the nntire

hlood River
leet April 30
according to
Rirch pastor

walk in the seventh then a
single but proceeded to strike
out the side and chalk up the _
victory.
In the nightcap,- Dave
Bradford went six and twothirds innings and took the
loss. He fanned four, walked
four and gave up all four runs.
Murray threatened once in
the early innings as Tony
Ttireatt tripled with two out in
the first but was left stranded.

error to score the first 'Bred
run.
With Al lAiigs at the plate
and a 3-1 count, the 'Breds
tried the suicide squeeze,
Luigs missed the ball and Poe
was cut down at the plate.
In the top of the seventh,
Arkansas State ripped five
hits to score three times and
•
get the victory.
AS in the opening contest,
the 'Breds had seven hits.
Murray drops to 26-18 for the
The first run of the game season and will play its final
was stored in the top of the game at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
fourth and_an error put the against red-hot Southern
man on base. A double moved Illinois. The Salukis are
him to third and a sacrifice fly' currently 25-9.
scored the run. Southpaw Andy Rice will be
Murray tied the game In the on the hill for MSU.
First Gems
sixth and had the go-ahead run
',rods
nailed at the plate.
ob r h
3 1 1 ,
Rob Courtney singled with Luigs-ss.
4 il 2
one out in the sixth then after Perdue-2b
Threatt-cf
3 15.
3 1 1
.
Ted Poe singled and Tom Courtney-3b
Wagoner-lb
2 10
Fehn walked to load the bases, Poe-c
'1 1 1
3 1 2'
Cliff Buechel reached on an Fely-lf
ENisv_ ishml_
rtrt
s...3 1 2
7it a_ -1---'Totals
---111-1t--7
AztansuSt.
* 115 013 V 242 Murray
le IN • 4-74
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Tiger Boys
First
Net Match

Tiger Girls'

-At Caldwell

Lakers Droo 8-5G
To Lone Oak

Al Austin Inks Net
Scholarship With MSU

•

Way,-r•• -

,

"
T

Kentucky League
Tryout Dates Set

Truck & Car Corner

FORD

r§"qc: SECURITY FEDERAL
759-1234

LENDER

-

assbook Savings
10
4
51/
5.39% Effective
Annual Yield

All accounts are insured up to S40,000 and
interest is compounded daily from date of
deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook ac
counts may add to or,withdraw at any time
Certificates respire TI,000.00 minimum
Diridends may be withdrawn monthlkquartidy, suiteilieally, annually as the
depositor may 0100mt.

olden Passboo
N lays

3
/
4%
5.92% Effective Annual Yield
$500 Minimum Deposit

Curt Moore,

Sue Poyner,
ipple, James
h Henderson,
;ert Ray are
plsot, "Don:t
Penned-April
f Almo ttgb

An error and two hits gave
Arkansas State a run in the
first then another -errorproduced a 2-0 lead in the fifth.
In the sixth, a walk, two
groundouts and a single'made
it 3-0-before an error opened
the gates and gave Arkansas
State a second life: The next
man up after the error
doubled in two runs. '
Buechel then came in the
game and fanned the only man
he faced.
The last of the sixth for the
'Weds started with AI Liugs
hitting a hard double into the
rightfield corner then after
Doran Perdue had lined to
center, Tony Threatt retched

on an error by the shortstop.
The ball then eluded the
Arkansas State leftfield'er and
Luigs scored and Threatt
wound up on second.
Rob Courtney singled up the
middle to make it 5-2 before
Bill Wagoner walked.- Both
men moved up on a wild pitch
then Ted Poe laced a hai:c1
single into rightcenter_lor
pair of RBI's and it was a 5-4
game.
Tom Fehn then singled to
put runners od at the cornersand Darrell Niswonger lofted
a sacrifice fly to left for the
second out and the game was
tied at 5-5.
Nike Calicchio came up to
pinch hit and was given an
.intentional pass. After Al
Luigs drew a walk, Perdue
singled for an RBI but
Callcchiti was cut down at the
plate trying to score the
second runoff the hit.
Buechel gave up a leadoff

In the second contest,
Arkansas State ripped Murray
•
12 hits and finally came up
Murray High continued its
Marshall County touched tagged out for the third out. for
with three
in the top of
runs
torrid play on the baseball Thurman for its lone run in the
Murray again scored four
.the_sev_enth to snap a tie 'and
rooncLas..they_ Look _an._L14 _second whea.f_Darrell-Nan-nine-in-the-third to-Inata 44-win.
win over .Marshall County Meter led off with &triple and game all hut out of reach.
- _
The
'Breds didn't play well
Thursday at Holland Stadium. later scored on a fielder's
Alan Gibbs was hit by a
in -the field tai
The game was called the choice.
' 'pitch-to operitheIrger third
.
bottom of the fifth -inning
The Tigers scored four more then was wild, pitched to game. Neither did Arkansas
.
Soil
State
for
matter. Acab3 r h1
because of the 10-run rule.
times in the home half of the second and third. John way, thethat
setting seemed
ThrNPeisrwdeatuoen-tg.cfsier.rt
Righthander Bob Thurman second to make it a 6-1 lead_ Denham followed with,a walk
4 0
4
1
went the distance, fanning Stan Routt and David Mathis and stole eecond. Stan Boat more like a surface coal mine
Courtney-ti
4
2
four batters and issuing one each walked and after moving then followed with - a single, than a college baseball game
Poe-c . .
...........
3
2
Febn-if
_
2 0
walk. It was the third win over up, Routt scored on an RBI producing two runs and an 8-1
•
Buechel-lb --- 3 1
the Marshals this season.
groundout by Wilson. Thur- lead.
.Luigs-2b
3 0
Calicchio-3b
2
0
With the victory, the Tigers man and Brad Taylor followed
28
7
are .9-1 souls, into tnday's _with walks to_load the bases. The ether _key hit in the .
ArtanaaState
Tdtals
_ 000 10814-2.1-2
Lose_
000 001 I -7-2
Murray
game against Camden in the Hot-hitting Dean Cherry,_,inning was a two-run single by
Fish Fry TournaMent at who had three hits in a Tiger Thurman,
Paris.
.
win Wednesday, singled into
Murray ended the game in
Murray scored two times in the rightcenter power alley to the fifth when after one, nut,
the-first trifling on ontrinaIng Of--stbrtTOnti-runs. Cherry friedU consecutive singles
by
me MulTaY IrigE-TtoYT7
the bat. Leadoff hitter Thomas stretch the hit into a double Thurrnark Taylor and_rborry._ imulisleamooenedits
Kendall dmw,a...andk.andafter sam_t_koA,
IRST RUN = Tony Threatt delivered the first 1114wroy run with this smash toward shot. The
riArti rUndown scored a run and made it an at home Thursday with a 6-3.
tivii men had been retired, between first and second.
ball was ruled as on error and it eluded the leftfieWer, allowing a run to come home in the sixth
11-1 lead, thus ending the loss to a tough Lone Oak team.
Brad Taylor drilled a Long
While Cherry was trying to game,
inning of the first 'Bred game.
The Tigers came out of the
homerun. The ball went avoid the rundown, Taylor
singles with splits but lost all
The Murray High girls' golf
halfway up the stands in rounded third and came on in
Thurmap, Taylor and three of the double matches.
team had its first match of the
to score before Cherry
leftcenter.
was Cherry each had two hits to
In the singles play, Ashley ,
season Thursday and came
pace the nine-hit Tiger attack. Smock won 8-5 at number one
away as winners.
While Murray will meet over David-- Wilkins: Mickey
The Tigers Shot a 226 to win
Camden today, host Henry Cochran won 8-5 at number
by 15 strokes. over , host
County will have a bit tougher two over Jeff Clark; Mark
Caldwell County in a dual
of assignment as they play Overbey fell 3-8 at three to
match p1a37ed at Ptinceton.
Martin Weitview. The ..two,, Rob Echols; Paul Austin lost
,Christine
Eor, Murray,
A five-run outbreak in the seven. Danny Rogers allowed hit in the game for the Likeia Spann
Jill Austin, who has played tennis at Murray High School losers meet at 1 p.m. Saturday 5-6 at four to Stan Shuemaker;
and Jo Beth Oakley
since she was in the seventh grade, has signed an athletic for the consolation title while Mike Cappock lost 2-8 at five top of the fourth inning carried one run and just two hits over was by Bill Berberich.
both shot 56 while Velvet
grant-in-aid with Murray State University, MSU tennis coach theetwo. winners play for the to Danny Clark and at six, Lone Oak to an 8-5 win over the final'three innings.
The Lakers will play a2 - Jones and usa Clees both shot
_championship at 3:30
Andy Harrell won 9-8 over___. Citiloway County Thursday in
Lone Oak got on the Loard Fancy Farm todaY in hope of 57. Also playing were Becky
Nita Head has announced.a game played at the Murray- first in the top of the third getting back on the winning Shuffett with a 58 and
Mark Schlapbach.
Austin has gone undefeated the last three years at-Murray, Saturday.
Calloway County Park.
inning on a two-run single by track. Next. week will be the Elizabeth Stout with a 62.
during which she has played at each of the top three singles
The doubles play ,found
Matey MO
The loss dropped the Lakers Hayes. But in the bottom half final week before.. District
positions.
ab r h Smock-Overbey losing 2-8 to J.
For Caldwell County,
2 2 0
to 3-9 on the season.
of the third, the Lakers got the Tournament play be-gins the Pedley claimed medalist
She received a High School All-America Award,last year Kencla11-3b
Clark-Wilkins
at
one
while
at
4
0
0
Wilson-cf
Kelly White hurled four runs back.
based on her athletic ability, scholarship, leadership, spor- Thurman-p
week of May 8.
3 2 ...2 ._ two, Cochran and Paul Austin
honors with a 55 while Harris
3 2 2
complete innings on the hill
Taylor-a
Kelly White was hit by a
tsmanship,and extra-curricular activities.
Calloway
County
shot
60, Elder 61 and Hughes
lost
7-9
to
Echols-D.
Clark.
In
3
0
2
Cherry-lb
ab r h 65.
She has won regional championships the last three years in Gibbo-rf
1 1 1 the third doubles match, Mike for the Lakers and gave up pitch to open the Laker third Byn um-ss •
4
0
1
• 0
seven runs on five hits while then after okie out, Danny D Rogers-,p
both singles and doubles to qualify for the state high school Santagado-rf
3 2 1
The Murray High girls'
1' Cappock and Mark Austin lost
Denham-c
. •2
K McCutston41
4 0 3
tournament.
1 2 IS 1-8 to Shuemaker and Chris fanning five and walking Rogers uncorked a two-run Edwards-3b
Ftoutt-lb
golfers will host Mayfield
4
1
2
0
1
2b
homer to leftcenter.
In 1976, she was ranked fifth in singles and first in doubles
Garland-rf
3
0 Monday then play Mayfield
0 Houser.
1
is-lf
1
0
Four consecutive walks Lockhart-rf
in Kentucky among 16-year-olds. She did not play in enough Stripling-rf
1
0
here Wednesday before
Murray will play Franklin3
filcCallon-lf
0
22 11 9
Totals
started the Lone Oak fourth McAlister-lb
tournaments last year to be considered for ranking.
3
0 hosting Caldwell County
010 00 14-2 Simpson here at 9 a. m.
ktarshall
3
2
then a two-run double by Barrow-c
She ranks among the Top 10 in her graduating class.
244 01 114-1 Saturday,
Murray
0 Thursday.
White-0
1
Bohannon made it a 5-2 lead Brown-2b
0
0
The Regional golf tourney
Totals
N
10
Kentucky League tryouts for the Purple Flash. After Lone
Oak
002 500 1 8-7-2 will be May 8 at Princeton for
will be held at the league field two men had been retired, a Calloway
002 100 2 5-10-3 the girls.
two-run homer by Davis made
May 5 and May 6.
Boys and girls, ages nine it a 7-2 game.
and -10, who will not be 11
Calloway scored one in the
before August 1 are eligible to
play in the league this season. fourth on a solo homerun by
Registration forms for the Scott Barrow and it remained
league are available in all of 7-3 Until the seventh when
Lone Oak tallied its final run.
the elementary schools.
The Lakers made a bid for a
The May 5 tryouts will begin
at 4 p.m. and the May 6 tryoutS comeback in the last of the
seventh as Danny Rogers led
will start at 9 a.m.
Players are asked to bring off with a walk and after one
1977 Chevrolet Blazer, 4 door, power steering
along their form, filled out by man was out, Keith Edwards
and brakes, air, black on black C. B., real
a parent. If you played on a hit a two-run homer,i to left to
Lakers
nice.
team last year, you need not make it 8-5 but the
try out for a team but you still couldn't score again.
-need to bring along the form 'The Lakers ripped 10 hits in
1976 Ford F-100 Ranger, tan and white, power
on one of the days. Also, the contest as Kenneth Mcsteering arid brakes, air, automatic, real
three-for-four
players who played last year Cuiston had a
sharp.
are asked to name the team on day at the plate. Edwards,
James Bynum and Barrow
which they played.
For mbre information, each had two hits.
1967 Ford F-100 Pickup, 44,000 actual miles,
contact Jimmy Nix at 753- The teams also played a
green and white.
frosh-soph -game and Lone
:3735.
EMI/ IMOSING
got
its
Calloway
For youngsters who did not Oak won 12-2.
get a form, they may be runs on a solo homer by
19M Jeep CJ5, V-8, white with levi trim.
Savings 8 Loan Association '
picked up at Dennison-Hunt Bynum and an RBI single by
Murray, Ky
Keith Brown. The only other
1300 Johnson Blvd
Sporting Goods.
1977 Ford F-100 Explorer, silver with blue

OUR NEW

110

as the noise seemed to drive
both teams nuts.
Southpaw Doyle Miller
started on the hill for Murray
and was lifted in the sixth
inning. He gave up all five
runs but only two were earned. •

12 OR 24 MONTH
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48 MONTH
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MSU Invitational Track
Meet Set For Saturday

strips, low mileage, matching topper,
silver,6 cyclinder, automatic.
1976 Ford E-250 Cargo Van,real nice, tan.

Twenty high school teams from three states have entered
the Murray State Invitational Track Meet at Murray State
University Saturday.
The meet will get -underway in MSU's Roy Steward
Tradium at 11 a.m. with Reid events anti preliminaries for .
running events. Pinals will begin at 1 p.m.
Teams from Kentucky entered in the meet are Murray
High School, St. Mary's of Paducah, Paducah Tilghman,
Davies -CdUnty, Appollo of Owensboro, Louisville Valley.
1ouisville Western, North Hardin, Meade County. Henderson
county, Hopkinsville, Christian County,and Trigg County ,
Fromtennessee are Clarksville High School, Jackson C,entral. Meintgomety Central, Memphis Manassas.DinOILCoill1-._
ty, and Clarksville Northwest.
From Illinois is Cario High School.
Events to he-run at the meet are: pole vault. long lump,
diecuS, shot put, javelin, high jump, triple jimip, 440-yard
relay, mile run 120 high hurdles, 440-yard dash; 100-yard
lash, 880-yard run, 330 intermediate hurdles, 220-yard dash,
• hree-mile rwi, and the mile relay.
•
There will be no team champion named at the meet.
tlowever, an outstanding individual will be named for both
field events and track events.
•
•

1175 Ford Courier Pickup,topper, white.
-1974 Chevrolet Cheyenne Super, topper, greenio,
'real nice.
1976 Ford F-250 Pickup,dark blue and white.
Ca 753_6273 Or Soo Saloom'. At Immo •
Gary Turner 753-7736
Ed West 753-3084
Ron Wright 753-0156
Carlgg)ones 753-2471
Paul Garland 759-1851
David Parker 753-5180
Moss Parker 75=80
Mil-Parker f$3-1i33
Joe Parker 74-201,.
. _
we
"
rent sari "A.4411r.44/
Rufolting 11$-Ills
,.• -

PARKER FORD
101 lisle

.

•
4

Murray,Ky.

753-5273

••
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Laker Girls Win Dual
Wel-Al-Trigg County

Lady Racers End Tennis
Season With 12-5 Mark

The Calloway' County girls' trabeeday - I clitkaray Coot, „
tFigneio Pfaser,Malimos Miller, Ono
track team easily won a dual
- 1. Mu. Todd. MI. 2.
meet over host.•trigg County
t.
Wyatt 2941
Thursday.
uc - L Stephatue Wyatt, &IL Wayne.
7114
Ma!,
l"1,Iloway finished with 93.
Mina Todd, 154. 2.
bag
points while the Wildcats had Jena Sobe,14.2.
-1.
Ma
Todd,4-4. 1. Tamonly 26 points.
mtyl'ita=.4.1.3. Tammy Blakely,4-1.
Rost Ross, Felecia Pinner
and Mina Todd all had three
'first places for the -Lakers.
Ross won the two hurdling
.'events and the mile-run,
-.firmer won all three sprint
races and Todd won three field.
..4vents.
fell
Saturday. the Laker girls Two school record(
Calloway.
'Thursday'
as
the
_will run in. the Christian team
County Invitational. The County boys' track
at
triangular
a
placed
third
in
Laker girls will be at Heath
- Tuesday for- -r --trtangular Trigg County
against Fulton City and the The hest
meet with 66 points while
.'host Pirates.
County was second
Christian
- - Here'are the Laker results
with 61 and Calloway County
from Thursday's meet:
third with 35.
Ron Childress, only a
loner Sills' lasolts
60-yard hurdles - 1 Rose Ross,U.2. sophornore,'set a new school
Idehssa MLU,9.5
100-yard daah - I Felecia Pittner, record in the discus with an
• D.7.3. Dee Dee Darnell, 13.1. •
outstanding throw of 134-2.
mile-run - 1. Bose Ross,.11:14.4. 2.
- • The, other mark came in the
Penny Overbey,kV 4°
111111ard relay - 1 Calloway County . triple jump where Terry
(.3•••• Babe, Melissa Staler, Dee Dee
Adams went 39-7 and- took
noinna aid Ellen Mahan 1154

The Murray State women's tennis team closed Its season
Thursday with a 7-2 win over visiting Middle Termassee in a
dual match played at the MSU Tennis Complex.
The win, the seventh in succession- for the Lady Racers,
boosts their record to 12-5.
Since becoming the women's tennis coach in 1967, Nita
Head now has a cumulative record of 129-36.
In singles play, MSU won five of six matches.

Laker. Boys
Set Pair Of
SchoolMarks

,
1.
- • ?fled& Mow;
it
=
=
1

&it off the hat fore she* that
WINS GAME - Dorm "UM,$W Perdue wee the first pine foe the 'Bred: with
scored the winning run. Anotheralle wae col dawn at
"kite on the some ploy. Porde* has home carrying o hot stick all season
for the 'Broth.

(Staff Rafts by Mike Ilrowilai)

In the doubles; blartin-Ress won 6-3, 6-3 at one over
Broadhurst-Daly; Weis-Utley won 6-3, 6-4 at two over Mcdonald-Wrather and at three, Owen-Lindstrom were defeated
2-6, 6-3 and 6-2 by Craig-Miller.
Weis has qualified for the Region Two MAWChampionships which will be held in Memphis May 10-13. The
damRegional is a qualifying tourney for the national
.
pionships.
Teams from Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Virginia compose Region Two.

TIGERS
Grettis 11,
COMM

ft I

M

By KEN
AP Spoi
- -The Attar
short end ol
the _long
McCovey's I
The trues
Francisco
took some t
Braves Thi
knocked th
three-run d
homer.
McCovey'
up to a 5Francisco a
the slugger
prestigioi
__plateau.

the shot put with -a 42-4.
The only other win for the

e
- by Kevlit Scugglirs1- -: 1.-ibiewsy 'Laken eam"
- 11111/81
rasa
r=4Ow,Holm Illmasid..Do Dee who went 9-7 for first in the.
41m1=ns blobss11:111.
pole vault.
feliard tow-1. bleb= Miner. 33
- 1. Velem Pinner,
alifillIrd
The Lakers will participate
37.2.3. ANIBiiiii4 29.8.

=

ANY

sow EMU
shot put -2 Ras Chliereis,414.
dims- I. Ras Cbildrano 134-2. sew
Mind record.
long
-2. Gory lentswitia,IN.4.
43-4.
- Terry Adm.314.

most //shoos+ popes roe ;

•hpi5e=r1111,10
-3.48
9
er
1 ggaW'
k
---=-±120-04gb lisdna - 2. Terry Mow
•
16 4 4. Kerb Scruggs,21.6.
mile-rat -3. Marty Wyatt,5 M.
_
440-yard dash -3.Jim:1y Lam15.1EIL
ia0-low hurdles - 2. Terry A.
333 4. Gary Emerson,21.1

GoNqp Melton
Signs With
Murray State

4

•

n the Mayfield Invitational
Saturday then will go to Heath_
Tuesday for a triangular with
the Pirates and Fulton City.
Here are the results from
Thursday's meet -

WE

pips bending
Gordon Melton, a 6-6 forto your spec& - ward from Louisville Doss
DUALS
_High School._ has figned a
national letter-of-intent with
EXHAUST PIPES
Murray State University.
R)RMING
..
,
Coach' Ron Greene has an...EXPANDING
nounced:
Melton averaged 22_7 points
Discount
I
and 12 rebounds last season
and connected on 63 percent of
Mufflers
his field goal attempts. He was
Irons
named second team all-state,
all-district; and all-regional
and was listed among the
Oa Elbow Off
Louisville Courier-Journal's
Pert
Top 10 college prospects in
•Free
Kentucky.
A B stbdent, he was named
In
to -Who's Who in Colleges and
Secondary Schools" and "Mr
Doss High School" by its
eff4IP 1"1
teachers.
flasliat Caster
ketharivitl
In announcing Melton's
signing, Greene said, -He's
not yet 18 and has a lot of
filling out to do. He's not yet
reached his potential. But he's
a hard-nosed player with lots
639 S. 4th St.
of determination to reach his
We're extremely
Phone 753-9868 goals.
pleased to keep such a
talented player in Kentucky."

net

Karen Weis won a tough 6-4, 6-4 match at one over Nancy
Broadhurst; Lynn Martin won 6-4, 6-1 at'two over Kay
Wrather; Anne Ress won 6-4, 6-3 at three over Corinne McDonald; Kathy Lindstrom lost 1-6,6-3 and 2-6 at four to Karen
Millet; Leanne Owen won 6-2, 6-0 at five over Carol Craig;
and at six,?vocals Utley won 6-0,6-0over Mimi Daly.
_

--ArsighildF4s.W4-S- qknilei

Lystritons•- .
3311,0611ardlas -1.IN.Ras,14.4.

PAIL,

1HE 19

__21"ive

SOMETHING FOR THE
1.15 OLYMPIC ATHLETES
A $it000000 DONATION. •

•

my mind f)
said McCos
run Thursda
his career.
figure. I'd
than say, 4
better."
McCovey
double capf
rally that go
a fast 3-0 It
the sixth gai

Help us
help them

•

As you may know, our Olymplc athletes are not government subsidized. So they need money to train now if
they're-going-to-win-in-MoscOwirv1980.
Here's our 'plan: Toyota and your participating Toyota
dealer witt.makez_donation for tAEILS_ __Olympic team
every time.a -riewTdyota car or frt.:6K is soldthrough June
30th,1978. Help us Make our sales goal-, so we can give
team.
$1,000,000 or morer_to help build a tough
When you buy a new Toyota, _you'll also get a specially
designed Olympic pin, patch, and a certificate thanking
you for your support. Now you can get a tough Toyota,
and a tough Olympic team.--

10% to 20%

•

Three "Gold Medal" first prizes, worth over
$134,000 each. How'd you like to win all of
this? A $100,000 condominium in Snoyvmass,
Colorado. Two brand-new Toyotas. $5,000 in
AMF Sports Equipment, A Nikon FM Camera.
A $1,000 Levi Shopping,Spree. A 3-week trip
for two to Moscow, Munich, apd Montreal, with
$10,000 in pocket money. And a S
* ony Color
TV, in case you get bored. That's just,the first
prize. Three lucky people will win thern.,Qood.7
tuck!
Ten "Silver Medal" second prizes. Every
Silver Medal" winner will receive a Toyota
Corolla SR-5 Liftback, a $1,000 AMF Sports
Shopping Spree, a Nikon FM Camera, and a
one-week trip for two to theEuropean.,Track .
and Field Championships in- Prague,
Czechoslovakia. And $2,500 cash.
1000 "Bronze Medal" third prizes. A Nikon
FM 35mrn .Camera witty.5Qrnmf.2
Nice
-.-----fiaVe'arOurid even if you can't Make it -to the
•- games.
How to enter: Just go to your participating
Toyota dealer and fill out an entry form.There's
nothing to buy, no sentences to complete. But .
do it sobn.Your Olympic-sized chance to win it
big ends June 30th. The Mitlion-Dollar-Dash
for the Olyrta0c_clarne,s. You,asked fOr it.

BARRM'S
SERVICE CENTER

Murray
Chiropractic
Center
903 Sycamore St.
Murray,iy. 42071
Dr. Bryon L Under

502-753-9909

Why Chiropractic?
Many people when confronted with a health problem
ask themselves to whom they should go for help. Some of
them have Spent Much-Urns and money looking for relief
without results- soinetinto without even being told what
is wrong with them -or warm,
• told that it is "all in their
head."
When they finally decided to-go to a Chiropractor for
help (usually through referral from a Chiropractic
patient) they are somewhat skeptical. But they soon find
out that, as a rule, the Chiropractic Physician wants
nothing more than to find out the real cause of their'
problem, and will &everything possible to do so and let
the patient know what is really wrong. Even in the few
cases he can't help, the Chiropractor will try to expykin
the problem,and them refer the patient to the type of Oc
.
tot who can help theta.
And when he4s able to help, he tries to go the war*dap

r

.

gfria' track

piece in be'

•
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DOUBLE
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.

Complete rules av astable at path6palinct goalets tJ
S licensed drivers only
'veeptflte=111(ssoi;ri,
44:
i Maryland,
khrite rmr411el by law See Jarrc0
and

lirm
he
P
alt=
-129 in onForiSIVII"4"Is
Isli. irliebe body itylleal
-"
F°
way so the problem doesn't come back agiin.
If you've had or have a health problem-thiropractic
may have the answer,. airy Chirowrseflet My SW

Worianen'e compensation and most major iniuirruice companies cover Chiropratic care.

SOMETHING FOR YOU... - •
A CHANCE'AT $1,000,000- I N PRIZES. ENTER NOW! -

OYOTA

Mayfield
1

At
Ain

41,
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Cornell Became,Well-Known
On Track And Sometimes Off
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ennessee in a
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rEong
and
iand
trip ticket from
were and climbed the pole only to have some more fun."'
barracks
-The
By MIKE BRANDON
alU
free
to
Ledger & Times Sports Editor ,S
patrolled by armed guards, find there wasn't a rope but
They did.
Cornell made the team on since Yugoslavia is a corn- instead, it was wire. So I just
"He stripped off and ran
The summer of 1961 was a
big adjustment for the Cor- his second try ad thus munist country. We were cut the flags down the edges. uutside and started doing 'The
qualified for the European walking in and saw a couple of
was -the big
nelis.
•
"I dropped thesis
in
Bill was running 10 miles a Games
Belgrade, flags up on a pole. One was a ground and suddenly from out dance back then. I've never
day, something he'd never Yugoslavia. Due to a stomach Yugoslavian national flag and of the bushes, there were seen anything as funny in my -•
done in England. And of virus, he was unable to qualify the other was a European armed guards with pistols. life as those guards out these
course, they were learning for the finals,Games flag...a couple of guys The three of us stood there trying to shoo him back in like
more about America every
they'd make good bewildered and the other he was a sheep.
suggested
It was on the last night of the
day.
-Somehow, the word had
miler started to run then one
games that a banquet was sesivenin•
The summer passed quickly held for all the athletes. And
"We got back inside the of the guards clicked hisliistor gotten to our teamn FoUrdbitilik
MUSWINIMMINIMIN
and Cornell moved into his it's a night Cornell will never barracks and put on our dark with the safety latch on and and although they didn't know .
first cross country season,
track uniforms and got a razor the miler froze in his tracks. who the culprits were, we
forget.
TIGERS TOP TWO - Murray Nigh took the top two places in the quarter as first place went to
didn't cheristrthe idea of
"The guards threw the flags, received the ribbing of our
"They
serving blade to cut the rope which
were
Grettis Bumphis (right) and second place to teammate Greg Garfield (left) who is smiling for the
running cross country," he slivovitz la plum brandeyand _ wassupporting--the-flags,
---in-my-ehest -and-pointed-to-a-- -lives-for-having-eome-so-eloseccuriam.
"One of-the guys decided to-nearby road and started-to to -causing an international
It was available in- plenty.
But he did PrettY well. He
stay in the barracks so me, a -march us down the road as the . disturbence."
A
was one of the top ;Saltdd "There were four of us in a javelin thrower and another--dawn was starting to break- - -In 1963, -SILI's great halfrunners and he finished 17th in grOup and We were in a taxi miler went back for our The other miler turned to me miler- Jim Dupree graduated
the AAU championships in traveling back to the barracks souvenirs. I got on top of the and said: 'those s.o.b.'s aren't Ind Cornell inherited the
where we were staying.
Louisville.
• javelin -thrower's shoulders going-to shooLus, let's make a event. He placed second in the
In the spring of 1962, he
run for it."
NCAA Championships with a
-_
• .
The javelin thrower, not 1:48.1 and later that year, ran
started affwith irbang. In his
being noted for speed, a personal best of 1:47.1. He
first race, he ran a 4:08.4 mile
disagreed and said 'they'll also won the USTFF half-mile
at the Arkansas Relays then a
s•
-1
shoot our butts."
week later:lie did an 880-yard
and had hoped for a spot on the
-We tried to talk to the English Olympic squad.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
advantage and their winning streak. At the same time, the anchor leg in 1:48.6 at the
guards then realized they
_
AP Sports Writer
In '64, he ran a 1:50:9 in the
run after the Braves had come victory ended Minnesota's Florida Relays. He was
-Is-speak-English- so-wis-fikieen-Disen-Games-1010-and-selected as-the-outstanding--The- Atlanta Braves got the back to tie the game.
nine-game °I Sing-streak.
started 'calling them every Missed a world record by just
short end of the'stick -from
•
The Twins took a 2-4 lead off track athlete. While McCovey was doing
name in the book and laughing .6 second. But he received a
the
Just
in
a
little
later
the _long end _oU __Willie his thing at the
plate, another loser Allan Wirth in the second
at
them. A half-mile down the foot`injury during the indoor
against
season
in
a
dual
meet
McCovey's bat.
with
Willie
Norwood'
s
RBI
lefthander of note also
road, we passed another season and was- redshirted in
Kansas, he lowered his perThe truest Giant of the San provided some solid help to double capping the rally.
•
outpost and there were two the spring of '64 during the
sonal best standard to a 4:02.8
Francisco Giants, McCovey the San Francisco cauie. Vida
Blue Jays 8, Royals 7
•
more flags so I started up the outdoor season, therefore
before
3,000
fans
in
Cartook some hard swings at the Blue scattered seven hits to
Willie UPshaw cracked a
pole•and the guards wrestled missing a chance for the
Braves Thursday night and win his second game in three twoout, two-run double in the bondale. The time was the
me to the ground. After that, Olympics.
knocked them down with a decisions since coming to the ninth inning as Toronto rallied fastest collegiate mile of the
In the fall of 1964, he came
we were three dead-serious
three-run double and a solo National League from the to beat Kansas City. Rico season.
back from surgery. He ran
Englishmen.
The following weekend, he
homer.
Oakland A's shortly before the Carty drove in five runs with a
"We finally came to a cross country for the Saluki's
McCo_s_vey'_a big _game added season started_
pair of_homeninslor thelmis ran a 4:02.7. Then came the
buirdirit:That 'had -hart-id:- aid bad'asifccusEirseiiiiif
up to a 5-3 victory for San
Angels 5, Mariners 1
Jays, who completed a two- NCAA Championships at
windows and realized then season In the outdoor half of
Francisco and another step in
Undefeated Frank Tanana game sweep of the Royals Eugene, Oregon. Elefinished
maybe we were in trouble and the year.
the slugger's quest for the fired a four-hitter for his fifth while handing them their third second and missed breaking
He started off with a win in
I said,'damn it, we don't want
the four-minute mile barrier
prestigious 500-homer victory to lead California past straight loss.
to start an internationalAns__ .the 1,500 meters at the Sugar _
by just .6 second as he had his
_plateau.
Rangers 3, Indians 1
_
-Seattle. Tanana walked two
Bowl Classic but then because
cident.""
''Five_kundred_haainen_on__ -batters and struck out three.
Islike.Hargrove_ hit-his third all-time best of 4:00J.
An o weir '
t7.-WIET61-1119-Or12ERIMentitirartlie-SirlUkt
"I had run -a practice
my mind for a few years,"
California took a 1-0 lead in home run in as many games
pajamas and came to the door mile-relay team, started
said McCovey, whose home the first inning when Bobby and Jon Matlack and Len session a couple of weeks
and the three stood at at- .concentrating .on shorter
run Thursday was the 496th of (rich singled and scored on Barker combined on a nine- before and did 40, 220-yard
events.
tention.
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at
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double capped a first-inning start, pitched a five-hitter and in the fifth inning to provide breaking the four-minute mile
made
then put his hands together - Most Valuable Track Athlete
rally that got the Giants off to struck out six as Minnesota the Rangers with the winning that day.. It was one of those
Filar rem - Bill Cornell is in the lead as he runs his first and took them to his cheek and in '65.
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time
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more
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to sleep. I reached for the he remained as an assistant to.
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flags and they were snatched Hartsog,. working with the
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How good was Bill Cornell?,_
distance and Middle distance
out of my grasp.
inning in favor of Barker.
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and
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triangular golf match at believable. Everywhere he Thursday.
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They Spin
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So Easy
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in Canada and
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a
pair
of
first
places,
winning
opening
finished
the
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He
was invited back to
Nelson 47.
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hurdles and the round 4 shots off the pace after
The Tigers will take their 5-3 England to compete ,in the
Logansport. Indiana 46947
quarter.
69.
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shooting
a
3
record into the 18-team British National ,ChamIn the girls' meet, Stacey
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Overbey
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British national team. He had •
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events. The only other wins for
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753-7111

IMMOCUlatt-

MMUS
MininglIoning
MOM.
retoing1PardiS •
asewspos
11:004111.
Morning Iforship
Tallp.m.
•
EveningiVerdip
UAL MO*
Morning-Ikellmim_ gamin Word*,
SHONE
ask
_
•11:311gems.
Evening War**.
OEM OMIT
11:41111.1111.
. SwigSchool
•
mini*
Minis
1110611ersdnglrors: 0:31,11011p.m.
11.010Ira
llniabellordOP
11-:014•11L
deanigillhaship
_USW&
- MET BAPTIST.
Mu
Ms
=
e
llsZ
re
• T:30 p.m.
SIMOMALBAPTM
10.10 am
Woming*MOS
EmenieOlneellp . _
_44.14WIL
WSW OSSIMISS •
7:1111p.m.
11001114 worship PUNT DAME
11:60a.m.
• -101rfiftWenblp
S:46 p.m.
Evushrherilip:
.
IlsenigWorship
Evening Merge* •
EVA GPOVT.
Marmot _Worship
Eviniogwerstup
SALIM MOUE,
•
•
EveninejMorship
MernMglIsmIllor r----•

WNC
6:00- Mar
700- Sop'
111410- Lift
10:00-- Kr*
11:00--N.
•
11:30- Men
12:30- Fist
1:00- Wad
2:30 - Spor:
3:00- Gato
4:00- Wort
5.30- Nem
6:00-Bugs
7:00-- Mel 1
7:30 - Op. 1

If God is your partner,
--make your piens Imp

Plalibingt IS NKr,e frustrating than trying to talk to ionionnat trio=
a
wort. link child trying to gin Mt modier's
Inntatiag
166// all•

Churdi of Christ

100 Se. 1 3tti St.

"We Service Thom Al-Large or Smell"
Mos Keel
Colimeer MI

PMawn
11-00a.m. •
Minim TIMSM
Evening Worship 530 p.m & 6.00 p m
MOUNT win Finwitasnat •
L.Sootv SchiK
II:ULM

Quality Commeecial Printing
1118-Cisestnut, Murray
-753-22115-

We est pleotic
weed inMiesent for
miMimages •

Your Complete Tire Sonic' Center

HE HEARS US

Swaim Evaiing
Widnes* Ee ening

luster & Auto Gloss Service

-

SCOTTS GIO YE
11:110
daniMplorvice
11:3110.m
Iteminglissahep
--1111110.11. memo=
11:08.0
Merging Weed*
II:Mlp.m.
Evening Worship
JIMITIMPHI8
411641646014---Morning Worship 7 00p.m.
F\ enuig Worship
WEST FOINE
1106Worship

753-8777

s Auto Repair
'
Boyd
nor
GermId Ilettninion
Servior
-Ciampart• Wow*
- tram Fad Agummern
-Caeopions Tons-Up A Armee Sags

Keel Purchase Tire

IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

Hwy.94 &I
'M (4 mi. East)of Murray 753-0605

orner of Square

AN INVESTMENT

1 71 7

zotsauftedr
SIGNS
*759-1661

FIREPLACE
-

SHOPPE

Olympic Pla7.4:111urray,Ky

753-1150

e
-

•••••••••:--

`","..!*"'"

-WINK

74111 Cartel
MOe
MOO - Mewls
MOO- Nein
10130- Meek
MN"
12110-111C

'4
• •

_

,
-
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Schedules For The Week Of April 29 - May 5'

WKMS Highlights

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2

WSIL-3

6:00- Mario
7:00-Soperfrieteds
7:00 -Soper Friends
100-Scoolty Dee
11:40- Liffetympics
10:00- Krefts
10:00-Krefts
11:00-AtC Out of
11:00- Winstead Speci
Scheel Sp.
I
12:00- liendstered
11:30- Ihneedstaral
12:30- Way It Was
12:30- Fishing Nolo
1:00-The Racers
1:00- WorW of Sets.
1:30 -Tennis Opm
2307Spoms Loomis
2:00-Sportsmen haled
3:00- Getaraitionals
2:30- Tennis Ciessic
4:00- Weddell50s.
440-Wadi of Spts.
5:30-14Nalffiakle
5:30-News
COO-Bapam,
6:00 -- Lowrance Web
7:00-- Mel Tills
7:00-MillSusan
Pettleme
7:30-Op. Petticoat
COO-tem
-.- 1:00- limbo&
9:00- Forum,Isla
9:00-fantasy Wood
10:00- Newsiest&
10:00-News
10:30-Inure Theatre 10:1S- News
"Anatomy
A Mea- 1010-7Rock Come
der"
I:00-PTI.Orb

III

WSM-4

1

WPSD-6

MIFF-5

S:35
U.S.A.
6:00-kern* Sam.
641104- Ferns Digest
7:00-Risheadelhapp
6:30-I
ern
the
7:3e-spesdihiser
Greatest
8A11-11rpo bony
7:00- None
K•oy
9:311-11afamo
Kamm
10:30- tois
1:30- Globetrotters
11:00-FM Alert
9:30-Plait heftier
11:30- Space Aced.
10:00-Boggy Peat,
12:00 - Wrestiog
Nitwits
1:00 -Spetliglet
10:30-Smite Sent.
1:30 -Fun City 5
11:00-Land of Lest
2:00-News Conf.
11:30- Theodor
2:30 -Ironside
12:40-Not Fed,*
4:30-51m Nu Ni
12:30-Porter Warmer
S:00- Gadd Camera
5:30-News
1:110-11emball: TBA
,
--440--Wors Mow
WM-Nash AM
7:00- Bob tilesebtot
Scam ø6
1:30-Ted Koisit
640- Barrs Mambas
4:00-Umber lay
7:00- Oiips
1:30-Moe
1:00-Movie
MOT Way,
10:00-UMW 10
Pare*
1st.lt
11:31-Movia

6:43- Weather Info.
7:01-Nest
Crop
Phooey
7:111-Gla8.trotters
!:30-P8. Panther
10:00- leggy Poets
10:30-Thari Lewis
11:00-LosW of the Lost
11:30-Thunder
12:00-Fano import
12:30-hooped "
1:00-loosedi
4:00- Basepie & Om*
4:30-TRA
5:00- Mornay*
4;30-News
IA-Mews
6:30-Accost
7:00-Chips
1:00-Movie
"NW
Nero'.
10:00- Nam111:3011:311-0ohles
Amt

-

"Mellerr

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2
753-3404

l&ros

WSIL-3

WSM-4

WTVF-5

6:00- Nadi%mai
6:30-Ilielaprat
7:00-11tmom if Wets*

1:00-18. Ridge
6:50-Form -Digest
7:30-Day of Diemeing 7:00 -Denitis
1:00-Jmneo Robbie
7;30-Jeff's Celia
11:3111-.0rel RobiaW
1:01-Booyor
Fle.
112-311-Day of Dist.
tit* 90541Mit
TIM-Grape Am;
91011-04mpol Show •
11:35- Throe keeps ' MN-Animals, Assim.....011(-In8..
-Itirramtlasid-• 018
10:01.:KaiallififStA
10:30- Woodinesst lap- 11:01-Isom & Aas,
10:10-Commemit1, Wofist
11:30-Directions
rship
1:30- Tom fileathiy
12:00-Den Tome
11:116-firmy Spectrma
12:00-Now
NM& 12:30- Jabber Jaw
ii:30-Mist the Press
1:00-Tennis Classic
12:1101-NIC
12:30-BIB Dome 3:00-Am.Sportsman _
1:00-Pee Comstvy
1:00-Specs: 1999
3:30-World of SOL
1:30-temaris of Gotf
200-Ciffwood Kids
5:00- Oil Dame
3:30-Sperts World
2:10 -Inerreace Well
5:30-Wild Kingdom
5:00-Me.,
3:307Movie
"Some OAR-Moodpilays_
-Riad of Net"
?AO -Now, Tho Weer 6:00 _ ways pita
"
5:30-Wad Iriplolle
Was Wes
'
7.06-Pre4rsct IMO
6:00-Needy lege
$1011-Mov10
"iry 0:00-Pike Story
7:00-Now The West
Terror"
10:00-News
Was Won
10:411,••11hime
15:30-ahvie "OMB ma
1:00 - Merle TM
10:00-Abwo
Tome
10:0010:XI-Mateo& aitt N.
11:00-

WPtD-6
6:45- Wombor Info
7:00-Meat,.,.
7:30-40•Pel SWIMM
SAO-Devoliair

6:00-Saari,Sem
6:30-CO Tipton
7:00 -Gospel meet

-

1:30-lames lahiskis
9:00- OralIsliarto
9:30-Two Klyam '111:30-It le Written
11:00-Yew aserels
11:30-G. Ted Armstrong
12:00-tom Swam
12:30-NBA Pim*
COO-News
5:30- News
600-4.111Mates
7:01-Adios Aydin

9:30-010001pier
10:011-gampil Lima
10:3S..Mjfbjth
11:00- Accost
11:30- Meet the Press
12:00-Ineleht
12:30-To NO A Tear
AflaW
1:30- topsail of Golf
3:30-Sports World
5:00-News
5:30- News
.6.:00 Wok Nosioy7:00-Praise IWO
8:00- Poke Shay
10:00-News
10:30- Am% "Reis ise
Tern"

--

8:30-6Wm
9AIR-Dalles
10416-11mirs
10:30- WM Reports
11t110-facq the WW1
1113S-Miwo
=
-DwomarPflibif
12:30- Movies

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WSIL-3

WNGE-2

6:00-Goottlion. Am. 7:00- Good
Morning
7:30--lot. Show
Am.
N
4:30-Green Acres
9:00- 700 Club
Mortingwatch
10- 30- Fasnly Feud"
WM- Nappy Days
1140-Better Sex
-_
10;3Q-Fumdy Food
11:30- Ryans Nom
11:00- Ritter Sez
12:00-AU My Children
Ryom's Nem
1:00-520,000 Pyramid
AN
My
Childroa
1211101:30-0m Life
$20,000 Ppeamisl 2:15
1:30-1.e Life
'3:011-pkia a RM. '
2:15-0sworalMoinflaf 3i3W-1111VTIF
3:00-11dpit af Wait
ThaMt•
' hvi- Vibe ArcIti•s
1:30
4:00- BOOM,
4:00-F•Wellys
5:00-Faselly Affair
tor
5-30-AK News
4:30-F-Seel Troia
6:00- Newswirtch

$3-2814

lepair
ae.
'753483

WSM-4

WTVF-5

S:53- Allosaig
6:00-Ralph Emmy7:00-Today
7:23-Sermse Today
7:30-Today
8:25-Sees,Wry
11;30- Tear
9:00- Dosfilaso
10:00-Whoel of Fertile

S:15- Country Journal
5:30- Cori Tipton
6:00- News
7:00-Singing Cony.
7:30- Mornings on 5
1:00- Capt. Komporm
9-00- Tattletales •
930 - Price.14.1410__
10:30- Love of lffe
11:00-The Restless
11:30-Semech for Tom
12:00-Tel the Truth
1140 111O WOrid Turns

3146--Stir
.
Load

WPSD-6
6:15-Weather
6:25-Arthur Smith
6:54- Pastor Speaks
7:00- Tdoey
9:00- Sanford
11:30- Romper Room
9:55-Calendar
10:00- Wheel/Fortune
1030- knockout
15:00-Say the least
11:30- Gong Show
11:00-News
12:30-Our Lives
1:30-Doctors
2:00 - An. World
COO-Fer Moor
3:30-Gaga
4:00-Parteddy be.
4:30- Brody Bench
5:00-Ness
5:30-News
6:00- News

--13;18-feet Una__ _
M the FO•lily
t:30-Doctors
3:00- Munster:
2:00-Anothar*Weeid
3:30- Gilligan
3:00-for lido
4:00 - Cromer Pyle
3;30- laiduty Mosso
4:30- Doris Dey
4:00-leaver
5:00- Mary Moore
4;30- My Three Sons
'
5:30 - News
5:00-Bewitched
6:00-News
5:30- ROC News
6- TO -Scone it 6

WNGE-2
6:30- Marty Robbins
1:00-Sow Time
7,30- MosobaN
10:00-thowswatch
10:30- Polka Story
11:XI- Mimi,
"Armored Attack"
1:00 - PT1 ChM
3:00- Newsy/etch

753-3642

WSIL-3
5:30- Cactus Pete
6:15-News
6:301fIllows
7:011-Sew Time
7:34- Baseball
10:00-News •
10:30-Poke Story
11:37-Am,Angler
12:00-News

WPSD-6

WTVF-5

WSM-4
7:00-Roller Girls
7:30-j.eg Vsiern
COO-Movie' IMM.
f?se Cm"
10:00-Moors
10:30- Issigist
12:00-Tomorrow

6:30-Pop Country
7:00 - Roller Girls
7:30-Joe Valet-le
1:00- Movie ' "Kill Mei
If Toe Cm"
10:00-News
10:30- Tonight
12:00- Teamerew

6:30-Tel The Troth
7:00 -Geed Times
7:30-11ohy I'm lock
1:00- AVA•S•4
130- One Day
9:00 -Los Grant
10:00- News
10:30-Rookies
11:30- News
12.00 -Movie The Breves

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY

753-5986

WSIL-3

WAGE-2
6:30 Troth or Comm.
7:00 - Nappy Days
7:30- Lavers,& SIMI,
8:00 Diroe's Compsory
8:30- Carter Calk,
9:00- towily
,
10:00- Newsiest&
10:310 - Marotta
11:30- Movie TS*
1:50- PT1
3:00- Newsweek

.1711.h

WSM-4

WPSD-6

WTVF-5
7:00-Tel The Troth
7:30 - Itemise "71
800-COS sprioisi
8:30-Now To Ssuy
10:00-News
1110:30
30:16•
Roishim
ws

5:30-°metes Pete
700 - Man From An6:1S- News
tlers*
7:00 -Floppy Days
ivoot
1:00- Rig
7:30- levers,'Shirley
'11111ai Stowe"
0:00-Throe's Company 10:00-News
8:36- Carter Coantry
10:30- Tonight
9:00- Pawl,
12:00- Tmeorrow
10:00- Mows
10:30- Morn
12:00 - News

12:00-Mole "What's
So Red About Frislay
Gime"

6:30-5121,000 Oreestien
COO - Man From Anthank
Event
41111111-111,
'
uning Steeie4
10:00- News
10:30- Trasight
13:00- Tomorrow

TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2

753.3000

6:30- Mama
7500-&leMs
11:00 Charles Mph
9:00 Stwsky 11Mch
0.00 Newswatela
10:30 -Pike Story
s -pit Orb
3407Wewsuretch

o.

WSIL-3

WSM-4

Crews Pit,
6:55- News
6:35- Mows
1:01-81. triompli
8:00 -Chortles Angel
9:00-keSiy& Weds
1014111C-Thlwg
10:34-Peke Story
13:00-News

7:00-Reim Girls
7:30-Joel Valerie
8:00- Roe 'a Roll Sports Classic
10:110- News
111130- UMW
1241-Temerrew

5,35

1

WTVF-5

WPSD-11

li:30 -Toll tho truth
7:111-Amiably Supermen
11:00 -Movie
"Monomors
Are
Loose"
1040-News
10:30- Roiskim
11:30- New*

6:30= Mashyille Musk
7:00 Rolm
7:30- boo & Valerie
841-Rock 'n Rd Sports Classic
10410 - Nem
10:30-Tonight
12.00- Tomorrow

TV GUIDE FOR-THURSDAY

53-1540

WNGE-2

5-30

WSIL-3

Cacaos Pete
6:30 Anything Goes
6-IS News
7:00 Rhea ef ietai
--7-10 Whet',
Nap 6-30 News
7110 - Phen of amp
MAIM
7-30 Whets Nom.
1.00 isimy
1.00 bonny Miller
S-30 Fish
1-30 Fish
000 Berets
9-00 Roy Clerk
111 - Nowsmock
14:810-Starkey II hutch 10:00 - New'
-Stersky II Honcho
10:34-,
124-111.Civh

WSN-4
7:00- Morse liorliere
IAN-Op. lbssismay
9:110- Niko Woman
111:00
10:30 Tad*,
17:00 Yeteen-e•

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:31-Tel The Trio*
7:00-Witham
8:110-&mon Five 0
941-Iterwaler limes
1541- Mows
111:311- Geseseashe
11:30-Newe
12,15-Movie
"Om
111••• Trek To Riels:'

6-30 Marty Robblas
7-00 Nome Berbera
11-00 Op Rmenway
9-00 Poke Weems
10•011 News
1430- Tonight
12:11/11- Tomorrow

- TY GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
--0

WIl9f-2 1;
••••

WS4L-3 6 s News
600 News
7:00 Certain & Tea
Mlle
1,00 Meals
flas Meg"'
10:00 News

- • WSM-4
.. ,
7-00 Gnisly Adams
140 -Rechford'
9100 Oehecy
1440- Nells
1031-1.5,1
12:00-MIdalght Sped-

• WTVF41
7:1111-NI,
SIN-Monad* poi
11:01- Ilashmsds. Wife,
mid timers
1041- Mows
HIM-NIA Playoff
12:311 -News

Friday, Apr. 28
7 p. m. Options "An
Exhibition Of Radio Art"
Radio experiences prnduced
by Keith Talbot, David

KFVS-12
6:00-Swim Sem.
6:30-New,
1:05-houSe Stooges
CM-Speed Bony
8:011-Mom law
9:30-Imam
10:35-Isis
11:00-FM Abort
11:31-Spec. Academy
12:00-Mr. Mopes
12:30- Fib' Festival
1:01-1.58.. ''The
Sisorkor
2:33-now looked,
310-Pviic Affairs
3:35-30s.Sped.
:00-line
11311-11itat- •
6:00- WM ilair
7:00-lafformas
730- Telli Wein
Arstliar Day

Freudberg, Scott Simon, and
others "displayed" in repeat
performances of "sound
Portraits" and other pieces
and clips from
longer
programs.
10 p. m. Nightflight Four
iturs of album oriented rock
heard Tuesday-Saturday. At
midnight on the FM 91 album
hour we will feature a very
special 'recording - ot "The--Band's" final concert appearance together entitled
'"The Lail Waltz." Special
guests include Bob Dylan,
Joni Mitchell, Dr,'John, Neil
Young and many more.

1141-11eirk•

Republic of Germany.
Monday, May 1
7 p..tp. Murray State Alumni
7 p. m. Options in Education
Banquet WKMS will be 'Art in The Schools" To kick
providing live coverage of the off
A regular program of
NPR's
month
long
1978 Spring Alumni Banquet at celebration sit the arts, Op- nonieculaf religions music
Murray State University. tions In Education repeats is entitled ''The Old ChoirGuest speaker
will
be popular program on the state master" is broadcast at 7:30
Governor Julian Carroll. of art education. Highlighting a.m. and at noon each Sunday
(Preempts Earplay)
the program are reports on on WKMS-FM Radio atsuccessful arts programs in Murray State University. •
Sunday, Apr.a
Larrie Clark, assistant
schools across the nation.
2:15 p. m. Guitar Notebook Tuesday, May 2
professor of music at Murrtkr
"Ignace
Fleta,
Master
7p. m.Options "To Dance -- State, is the host and teatime!
Luthier" We heard portions of Motion Is Their Medium' performer for the progra*
an interview recorded with Your hour to feel like dancing
recorded in stereo in tl#
this master instasment-maker Some of us excel at it, and we station studios on the six,
at-his-home in Barcelona,-less- all have it In us. In works and floor of-the Price Doyle Firm; than two weeks before his music, dancers tell why Arts Center on the campus. death in 1977 at the age of 83. motion is their medium.
Accompanied by his wife
British virtuoso John Williams
Frances on the piano, Clark
explains why he only plays the Wednesday, May 3
sings a variety of traditional
Fleta guitar in concert.
7 p. m. Options "The Art Of and contemporary hymns,
830p. m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ The Oral Reader" Frank including some requested by
The lineup consists of Jazz Bullard presents readings listeners. He discusses each
Revisited followed'intrepresenting the wide range of -Minn In depth, relating
Alive at 9:00. Contemporary the spoken word.
backgroundinformation about
.4
jazz is next on Jazz Horizons Thursday,
hymn and its compoSeirthe
May 4
at 10:30 with an artist feature
7 p. nt. Options 'Where's and any other interesting
at midnight. •
The Melody- An Introduction characteristics of the music or
PUBLIC RADIO 'ARTS To Jazz" Martin Williams, lyrics.
MONTH
May 1-31
Join Director of the jazz program
Clark, a voice teacher in the ,
National Public Radio and of the Smithsonian institute Department of Music, selects
WKMS-FM for a month of and
different
from
“The. hymns
editor
of
programs celebrating the Smithatinian Collection O&Christian church groups,
visual and performing arts! Classic Jazz." gives an ...LivityLemphasts to songs that

01 -Mu • NA
Pegome
11:1111-1"
--ftrui**,
11:30-opeaushe
5 p. m. Musics Da Camera
12:30- Nooballe. est
. The fifth program in a series
Road
MIN
of eight featuring music from
(. •
the International Chamber
Music Festival. This week the
compositions of Damase,
Rameau, Danzi, Hindemith
6:00-Chef:tacks
and Mozart. Performing will
6:30-News
be the Kreuzberger String
7S-.Athletes
•
-Quartet Imo,. _the Fosleral,_
7:30-Nereid of Trails .
illustrated introduction to he considers good from a 8:40-.1
4111 .1 Restore
jazz, not in historical terms, musical viewpoint,as well as
11•341-rWmito
-but in structural and musical of an inspirational nature.
5:1111-iirst Baptist
WKMS, which broadcasts at
terms.
1000-Camera Three
8 p. m. The Courage To 91.3 on the FM dial, is licensed
10:30-Foca the Natio
"An International to operate as a cultural serCreate
11:00-This Is/Lifis
11:30-Look Up
'Look At The Precess Of vice of Murray State. The
12:00-Three.n3
A YOUNG MAN IN SEARCH idols led to any number of ad- Creation" This program nonprofit, noncommercial
12:30-NBA
OF LOVE. By Isaac Bashevis ventures - some sad, some explores the artistic ex- station is heard by listeners in
5:00-Visit/point
Singer, Doubleday. 177 Pages. funny - and Singer recalls pression of artists in various parts of Kentucky, Missouri,
5:15-News
them well. He tells of the worn$12.95,
fields. Distinguished artists Tennessee,and Illinois.
,5:30-tlaws
In a brief _note_ at the begin, en he loved, some of who loved from- Europe, America and
111111-8011115Mos
ning of this memorable book, him and some who used him.
7:00-Rhoda
Canada will explain why they
National_ Book Award winner With bittersweet memories, he
Did You Know...
". 7:30-On Our Owe
create and how they create.
recalls
Miss
Stefa,
the
one
who
it
Bashevis
Singer
Isaac
calls
4COO-Al 1.18. Feu.
are Rollo
"a kind of spiritual autobiogra- used him the worst, and Gina, Among the guests
KET's in-school programs are
1:30-Alice
JeanMoreau,
Jeanne
phy, which I hope to continue in the woman twice. his age, who May,
9:00-Dallas
used by 1,049, or 75 per cent..pf
Rampal, Geroge
loved him but who was not Pierre
the years to come.'
111411- News
schools.
K
•
-It1s-1w he topetrthat-thls-real* loved in return.
&tearing- and-Leo Katt:let-in
OiTSLkws
first
efforts
to enter the
His
comes about. For "A Young
10:36- Giussuipke
Man in Search of Love" is a world of literature also are retender, moving tale that beau- membered with a mixture of
tifully captures the essence of sadness and joy as well as with
what it is like to be young and a generous dash of wit. Workin search of love, and it really ing as a copy reade,r, the young
Singer moved on the fringes of
must be continued.
•
6:00-Sunrise
The story is a highly im- a writers' club where the other
6:30-Breakfast Show
•
pressionistic recalling of some members either ignored him or
7:00-News
1:00-Cup?. Kangaroo
of the years Singer spent in condemned his writing. .
Enhancing this fine memoir
9:00- Tattletales
Warsaw, Poland, when he was
9:30-Price i Right
are 25 drawings and eight color '
a very young man.
10:30-Love al Life
/
He had chosen two idols he plates by Raphael Soyer which
10:55-News -The New ,
...was" willing to serve: the "idol illuminate Singer's words.
11:00- Toratgiltestlesc
Phil Thomas
..of literature and the' idol of
Marshall Tucker '
The
New
1F:30-Search For Tom.
Love.' His efforts .to serve his
.
AP Books Editor
Kiss
12:00-Ferns Picture
)2;05- News
1530- WorldTwat
1:30-Garbing light
The New
Some 4 99
2:30- In the Feasilly
Manhattan Transfer
3:00-Match Gam 77
3:30 -16111111es
4:00-Little bid,
The Largest Soloclion of Toots ond Albums in This Area
SHADOWS ON OUR SKIN. casionally erupts bloodily forth.
4:30-Andy Griffith
5:00 -Te1 The Troth
By Jennifer Johnston. DoubleTwelve-year-old Joe Logan
5:30- News
day. 198 Pages. $7.95.•
has found a way to get away 6:00- News
In contemporary Northern if only briefly - from the ranIreland ..there are not many dom shootings, the ubiquitous
ways to escape the random vio- soldiers, the late night raids on
lence' which seethes below the sleeping homes. He composes
surface of everyday life and oc- poems in his mind and, for a
little while, he is out of it.
2
6:30-Viewpoint
Then, while returning home
7:00- Good Timm
from his Londonderry school,
7:30-lohy, I'm lack
Joe finds another oasis of peace
COO- WA'S-6
in the persbn of •Kathleen Do8:30-0114 Day
herty, a young schoolteacher
9:00-Les Greet
who befriends him. She takes
10:00- News
him on trips to the quiet coun10:30-Movie "Camel
tryside, tells him her hopes,
My Reservation"
calms his troubled spirit and
12:30-News
THE TWO. By Irving Wallace for a short while things are id& Amy Wallace. Simon & yllic.
Schuster. 335 Pages. 110.95.
But, considering the state in
At first thought, the idea of a which things are, the relationbiography on Chang and Eng, ship is bound to founder. The
the original and famous Siam- cause is Joe's older brother,
ese twins, seems repugnant, ex- Brendan. A rivalry between the
6:30-166•10 111.1 Tow
cept to those with the most ex- brothers develops for the young
7:00-News Special 0
treme curiosity.
woman's attention, becomes
8:30 -Speck,/ "'Nemo to
--And it could be repugnant if vicious and ends with Kathleen
Stay"
•••••••••••11••••••••••••
•••••"•4*".•
the biography
concentrated leaving the city. Joe once more
10:00-News
only on the anatomical oddity has only his poems.
10:30-Mel.
"Kits
of Siamese twins.
Ate, KU M.
Novelist Jennifer Johnston
1:30- New
But that's not what Irving tells Joe's story in near ,lyric
and Amy Wallace did. Chang prose that often sparks into poand Eng were extraordinary etry: "The day waking, waving
human beings who happened to golden flags across the sky.
be joined together for all their Down'
The dry streets, still
natural liveowtand this is what smoke smelling. Past the eyethe authors have captured.
Soldiers watchless houses .
Wallace and his daughter ap- ful at street corners. Eyes in '
parently undertook extensive the backs of their heads. Seacn-Illoppets
research for material to write gulls mew, dip, and soar,
7:00-Spider's=
this biography and it shows. watchful like the waiting sol1:00- Movie "Mame,
There are no gaps.
diers, but free."
ors Are Lem"
Instead,"The Two" is an exA superb stylist, Miss John'15:00- News
cellent study of the twins and ston has written a novel that is
111:311-14e1e
the adjustments involving a brutally realistic yet profoundly
12:30-News
world that looked on them as touching at the same time.
freaks of nature. Most of the
Phil Thomas
adjustments, according to the
AP Books Editor
book, had to be made by the
world because, as they grew
up, the twins never really saw
any serious problems in their
union.
It was Chang and Eng who"
put "Siamese Twins" in the vocabulary, having been born in
Siam joined together at the abdomen by a thick cartilage-like
band.
They could run like ordinary
children, swim, do acrobatics
News, Society and
and, when they grew up, get
merriest and ski children. 21 in
Sparti . 753- 75.'18
fre
Asia, Display ..CMI
411.
- Ty
he had a .uick-fsense,01 hu(Jo... 753-1919
•
111,144,11f7" -Ms-Pay. I
"" dass
.ibe plight.of being less than one
CirClassified,
foot from the other only in the
hicrodilio tai
the
and
culation.
tame Mows
latter part of their life when
Business OffIce may
11111311 MIA Ilaskotball
they wanted to spend more
1246- News
time alone with their families.
be reached on 753Dudley Lehew
1 9 16 and 753-1917
Associated Press
JEEP

KFVS-12

ng Man inearth- of Love'
Is a Fine Memoir by Singer

Special On Tapes I Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.

KFVS12

_Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's

'Shadows-o-n-Our SkiW
Teems With PoignanQr

Album Reg. 7.98 _
55"
I Track Reg. 7.95

TV Service Center

Central Shopping Center

TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY

753-7205

Religious Music
Broadcast Is.
Slated, WKMS

1

- wpske-AsI0
- i•Girissly is..,
1,
11011
11
10:05 Mows
15:35 Thisight
17.00- Midnight Speck
el

753-5885

KFIIS-1

'The Two' Is A
Good Study Of
Siamese Twins

ATTENTION
School fe-Church

GROUPS!!

KFVS-12

Special May
Spring Outings on
Kentucky Lake
•Speciai Runs
•speciai Rates

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger 8 Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Call
5274573 or 527-3486
for
Information and Reservations
Special offer ends May 26

Belle dm, lakes°
- Ridefoit

tcrirs4

Sailing- from

.
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
STATE PARK MARINA

-

Army General
Criticizes Carter
WASHINGTON tAP) Outspoken Maj. Gen. John K.
Singlaub was calied to account
today for the second time in
less than a year for publicly
criticizing President Carter's

policies..
The heivUy

decoratid

Singlaub, a combat veteran of
three wars, was summoned to
the Pentagon from his Atlanta
post_ba explain-.-- = Army
leaders his blast at'Carter's

_-

showing their

from List Elementary School
EAST WINNERS — Among the winners
_County Humane Society were,left
Calloway
the
by_
d
Ck-the conies* sponanfe
Driver.
Jonathan
and
to tight, Terry Cunningham,Tammy Thomas,

Humane Society Sponsored

Calloway
• Grand -prize winners in the April 29,• at the
Public
LibracYs poster- verticsl.foe ehildrertine-CouatY
gg te,ntheskinde
its
WilTners
schools
county
and
city
the
were
grade
third
through
conducted by the Calloway
first;
Carter,
Oakley,
Cheri
have
Society
Humane
County
by the Sandra Hutchins, Robertson,
been released
now on second; Stacey Paschall,
are
and
ion,
organizat
Mathew
display through Saturday. Robertson, fourth;

Cohen, East,fourth.
- Named as winners in Sae
fourtrr-thrtfagtr-sixtrrgrad
were Raysha Roberts, Murray
Middle; first; Steve Wells,
Murray Middle, second;
Jonathan Driver, East, third;
Ward Simmons, Robertson,

Elementary School showing *heir
NORTH .WINNERS ----Pairlidpants from North
County Humane Society were, left
Calloway
the
by
d
sponsore
posters in the contest
Kerr,and Russell Dunn.
Rhonda
Ken,
Darren
Canney,
Douthicl
to Vit.

ThiEREFORE,45 A 5PECiAL,
TREAT, I HAVE BROUGHT ,
FOR qal. TOPA'? A
REAL LIVE ANIMAL!

SLUGGO -- EXPLAIN
THESE WEIGHTS AND
MEASUREMENTS
•

YES. I SAID IF YOU
KEEP YOUR NOSE
OUT OF THE WASP'S
BUSINESS, HE'LL
KEEP HIS NOSE
OUT OF YOURS

SHOWING POSTERS — Sean Moore, left, and Tracey
Parker,' right, students at Robertson School show the
posters they made in the contest sponsored by the
C_alloway -County Humane Society. Judy Baucum,
teacher, is shown with the students.

decision not to produce .th
neutron warhead and his
public disagreement with the
-Carter-backed Panama
CanltreiL
_
The 56-year-old Singlaub,
chief of staff of the Army

of the canal.
About 11

At45 BEING
/ FE-LT
WATCHE0...T4N LAST

NIG'HT, A MAN 6R4IVED
jsiE Ou75IDE. I .Tt4FMW
Hit/ ANG .G4,:l7 AWAY.,

1M COMING TO GET
EIE
it:XJ AT ONCE

CAPE,F.ut uNTit
'rT

ago,
WANT

MACH
Baser
Mac
Equip
pay, v
exc,elle
K. Bu
'
_

Forces Command, told ROTC for the comment, but tranmedical
cadets at Georgia Tech on sferred because his Korean dietitians, nurses,
volundiabetic
and
students
in_
that
Carter's post would have directly
Thursday
shelving of the neutron vOlved him in the policy he leers uAer the supervision
of the medical, nursing and
warhead was militarily un- was criticising,
staffs- at Norton's •
dietary
sound.
"We are now in the proceiS
in.
Hospital
to
not
Childrens
"I think the decision
of carrying on this policy,"
produce the neutron bomb Carter said last May of the Louisville. The cost , of one
Terry Cunningham, without some compensating Korean withdrawal. "And I -child's stay at the two-week
fourth.
concession from the other side.
First place winner the
threw' ing your truñt --- Singlaub
could' have • ef- sportation. Members of the
storenthantetgrittrgradeswa
, card away in a game of fectiveiy carried out -this local ADA chapter will sell Gail Horn, and second place -fourth,
bryige," Singlaub said. "I - poliey when-she-Tia publiclY raffle ticketi- for the. Patthroughfourth
North
wits Renee ;Taylor, both_frons
it's tirliculous."
think
sixth grade - Rhonda Kerr,
been identified as being op- chwork dog at the Bel-Air
Murray Middle.
also told the cadets posed to it."
Singlaub
near
second,
Center
Ditrui,
the
Shopping
first, Russell
Divisional winners from
the Panama Canal
Carter also said then that Otasco on Saturday, April
various schools were as Darren Kerr, third, and Doug that
treaties, ratified by the Senate Singlaub had committed a 29,from ten a.m, to four p.m.
McKinney,fourth.
follows:
lobSouthwest - kindergarten _after months .of intense
very serious breach of his and on Sunday, April 30„
Murray Middle - Fourth
ation,
administr
the
by
bying
Betsy
grade
third
responsibility' by making "an from one to five p.m. The
through seventh - Raysha through
unnecessary. He said he invitation to North Korea."
Roberts, first, Steve Wells, Whitfield, first; fourth -- were
drawing for the winner of.
concerned about ties
was
Edward
sixth
It was uncertain whether the,
second, Nicole Fravel, third, through
w_iltte tteld. at the .
Panama and Cuba &rig n ,-meeting-with
y
Shelly Howell,foigtk_seveRth Crutchfield-first._Billy. Eart between,,
meeting on
chapter
ADA
that Panama
Secretary Clifford Alexander Thursday, May 4, at seven
and eighth - Gail Horn, first, Knight, second, Jon Burke: - and worried
use
on
ns
restrictio
put
might
and Gen. Bernard Rogers, p.m. at the first Presbyterian
third, and Anglia Rader,
and Renee Taylor,second.
Army chief of staff, would get
Robertson - kindergarten fourth; seventh through
Church.
first.
Taylor,
Amy
Renee
as lightly this time.
off
gradeeighth
third
through
Humane
Officials of the
Spencer, first, Chip Adkins,
op
esprcseed
second, __Sandra Hutchins,
third, and Stacey Paschall, presiation to each one who
fourth; fourth grade - Iukie entered the contest and said
Bartlett, first, Carla Jackson, each one may pick up their
second, Ward Simmons,third. posters and ribbons at the
library on Saturday, April 29,
and Gina Herndon,fourth.
NOW OPEN Tuesdayarten
'kinderg
they will be returned to the
.or
Carter
Sell Avon-make money, new
Sunday for your dining
•
•
fnencts and put Avon on
'•
through third -Cheri Oakley. ''sttifints; Cypress
pleasure.
everybody's lips. Call 733first. ahd Karen Fox,second: ,• All posters will be displayed
Springs Restaurant on
5730 in Murray or 443-3366 in
nt
Departme
Music
the
_ UniversityEast - kindergarten throughout Murray during
Beautiful Ky. Lake. Call
Paducah.
through third grade - Susan "Be Kind To Animal Week” in the College of Creative
436-5496.
Expression will present the
Edmonson, first, Mathew • May 7 to 14.
Boaz.
Teutopolis High School Band,
Beth
second,
Gohen,
INC. ,
FACT
BIBLE
•
Teutopolis, 1111, in Concert on.
third, and Chriity-Mullinas,
states:"
12:2
Romans
Saturday, April 29, at ten p. m.
fourth; fourth through sixth
And be not conformed to
in Lovett Auditorium, Murray
this world: but be ye
State.
transformed-- by the
This hind; dIrettar-tiy.T.
renewing of your, mind,
L.- Uptrnor, Is
Urban
that ye may prove what
• nicknamed the Wooen Shoes is that good, and acBus driver for April is
Members of the Girls and has participated conceptable, and perfect,
High
lianas
in
sistently
Bill Crick, 489-2521.
Chorus and Mixed Chorus._ _
will of God." Are you
band
directed by laVaughn Wells, School Association state
serving the Lord acwin1947,
since
on
competiti
Band,
and the High School
cording to the scripture?
COLOR PORTRAITS,
directed by Cecil GliSs, took ning 21 first places out of the
For Bible study or Bible
bring us yours for extra
ing.
participat
times
Festival
23
part in the °pry:land
call 753-0984.
any
from
answers
Made
copies.
band
In 1976 the Teutopolis
held at Opryland, USA, Nashsize into any size.
band
honor
an
as
chosen
was
and
ville, Tn., on April 20, 21,
DEEP-FRIED CHICKEN
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
to the National American
- t22.
dinner, sponsored by the
x
10
Fast
$2.40.
service.
in the competition of Legion Convention at Chicago,
Knights of Columbus of
118
South
12th.,
Artcraft,
Division II Schools the Girls Ill., but was unable to attend.:
St.
Leo's church,
753-0035. Free parking
This past summer the
Chorus received an excellent
, April 29, noon
Saturday
enrear
lot,
our
use
rating, the Mixed Chorus a Teutopolis band raised a large
6
until
p.m. Adults,
trance.
good rating, and the Band a sum of their money for the
• $2.50: children 7-12,
in
band tour and earned $2200
good rating.
81.50; under 7 free. For
FOR
WATKINS
During the three days the a one concert performance on
information call 753-3876 _
.
Products
Contact
the
students and teachers toured World Color Press Day. On
217
South
Holman
Jones,
the Hermitage. Opryland past band trips Teutopolis has
13th., phone 753-3128.
Hotel, had a free day at performed in the states of
,
Kentucky
Missouri,
Indiana,
Olds wet Is accepted for Noe
Opryland, and stayed at the
at Tennessee, Arkansas,
Motel
opk000 of it,. rimpii, Nil
DointOwner
WESTERN DARK FIRED
Cemetery, "Mil 400 p. m.
Rivergate Mall. while in Mississippi, Louisiana,
TOBACCO GROWERS
Illinois.
and
,
Michigan
nights.
sworike, May 6. Seetwl
two
for
Tn.,
.
Nashville
ASSC.
bid,may be pees to Saha
The public is invited to.
The groups made the trip by
at
concert
special
decorated
KA awewt,
the
the
Geste'',
attend
Newly
for
funds
and
buses
school
Keeton Woodall
532 sq. ft.
trip were raised through many the close of the First Regional
._ office space for rent.
fund raising efforts of the Band Festival on Saturday
'Utilities furnished
said.
n
spokesma
a
night,
students at the School.
plenty of
parking space
Phone 753-3341 or

Music Groups

Answer to Thursday's Punk
DOWN
1 Fashi0r1 •
$T LADU
2 Declare
A
11
3 Mend
TLRIE
1 Ccuc.
Seed
5
L
5.
for
Posed
8 African
portrait •
tree
S__R I
6
Bone
12 Above
7
Pronoun
13 Hard8 Rent
wood tree
9 Hurls
14 Shut up
10 Heraldry
H E
15 Expel from
grafted
country
4.
11 The
17 Dedicated
sweetsop
19 Wipe out
16 Units of 20 Dwells
Portuguese
21 Egyptian
currency
goddess
sheep
43 Highlander
18 Color
21 Shrewd
35 Barters
44 Crippled
22 Vapid
36 Let it
23 Applauds
46 Prepare
24 Prohibit
!tend
24 Nod
for print
26 Fur piece__
Ripped
drink
Fruit
25
37
28 Weight of
47 ComMurusts
Calm
38
27
Poem
India
49 Seed
40 Steer
Guido's
31 Hypothetical 29
50 Crimson
demi of
•
note
?Ugh
force
53 Sun god.
42
Male
30
Sprints
32 Girl's
name
33 Note of
scale
- 34 Damp
111
ill
III4
36 Slumbered
Mans
38
‘
/"--nick name
I WILL !ON,P4in_INC,'

MIN

I'm nttED Or
T.& SAM< SENDING ME
-OvERDRAWN NCrriCES

months

Singlaub was ordered home.
from South Korea by Carter
after the general publicly
POTTER, son of
opposed the president's plan DAVID
Ann Higgins of
Jo
Mrs.
ground
to withdraw U.S.
the patchwork
holds
troops from that country. Murray,
raffled by
being
is
which
dog
Singlaub said the plan would
y-Marshall
Callowa
the.-'
war.
to
inevitably
lead
American
The general, then chief of Chapter of the
on (ADA)
Associati
Korea,
Diabetes
in
forces
U.S.'
staff of
from
had a 30-minute meeting with this month. Proceeds
be used
raffle
the
later
will
dAys
several
-Carter and
was reassigned to the send area diabetic children,
such as
comparable job at the corn- ages eight to fifteen
headquarters_ -a David, to the Kentuckymand
-Atlanta.
DialliPrte _Canitp.12111eCM
. The presidenfigd- it the held each summer near
time that Singlaub "was_ not Rough River Dam State Park;
being chastized or punished" is staffed by student

-\
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45 More
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753-3342

busts
approximately 4 inches
George
of
tall
Washington and John
Quincy Adams was
stolen from my home
Reward for any information leading to the
inAll
recovery.
formation confidential.
Call 75971920aftier 6 p.m\

TWO. BRONZE

fOlt Mt!
Teo Crypts, No. 3 4, 4 ea
Solite side if Morro,
Moostsiman, Norte IA Street,
Mertsty. 000.00 tor bee.
C.aN 437 4444 eke S p.m.

FAC•
BELTONE
TORY FRESH batteries
Wallis Drug Store,
Murray, Ky. Call 7531272

„ 30

BELTONF

I

ill MIR

iiii

"

I

MEDICA
with
shift. LP
Clapp_ at

man.
profi
ditio
Ap I
Depa

positi

RN MITI

Bases
Fri. Night
Sat. Night
April 28 Is 29
"SENE WOOS
oriel M000ffe'

AMVETS
POST445
Near Paris Landing
State Park.

.08 BEAGLE, 3 years
old male. About 15"
tall. Black back, light
tan head. Gall 753-4688.
, •

What
The 19
Big c
tbiistrt

•and be
House SmPrgashord

§alon
$20 permanent waves
fof $15 May 1713. Call
for
753-2551
ap-

rill 1 III 1

QUALIF
BOOK
acCOUn
Applica
taken f
position
Person
Pos5Oss
entries,
and r
fidenti
Degree
degree
necessa
person
complet
experi
expecte
Box 1
42071.

HEARING

MIMI
51 Hebrew
reolattro
52 Native
metal
51 Wept
Geornt
55 Trial
56 Small
linen
5/ Deposits

Collect

Aid Sales. Free Service
oh all makes. Open 9-1
daily, ?Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Bentpo,
Call 527-8463.
-

1

willeilina mug
'
I II Ilii id

Las V

pointment.

• WANTED 'AMBITIOUS
couple to manage a
consumer service center
In this area, part time

Unlimited --"incorrj'p
potential.. call 753-3753.

•
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e patchwork
ng raffled by
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American
ation (ADA)
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be used to
tic children,
een such as
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n State Park,
y student
es, medical
ibetic volunsupervision
nursing and
at Norton's
in.
3spital
cost , of ode
e two-week
/Ala
Fibers of the
iter will se'
ar the patthe Bel-Air
near
nter
urday, April
.to four p.m.
y, April 30,.
ye p.m. The
e winner of.
held at the
meeting on
4, at seven
Presbyterian
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BUILDING FOR LEASE
KEY OPERATOR
for
121 Bypass. See Betty
photo copies at MSU.
Hinton, Special Oc• Approximately 2 hours
casion Ltd.
daily.
Approximately
salary $1,500 per year.
For more information
Summer Is
and appointment call
Almost
Bend-A Copy Inc. 800Nero
30562.
Would
,you like ilo
SHORT ORDER cook day
shifts. Eiperience
preferred. Apply - in
person after 5 pan. T
Boston Tea-Party;
PARKING ATTENDENT
Latern
Brass
at
Restaurant in Aurora 810 hours a week
weekend evening only.
Call 474-2337.

thik
energy related lodorikiry?
LOW INVEST11'
1:, -HIGH
PROFITS
Full or part time Company
Training School. Age is not a
isd.or.Investment secured by
You may never have a chance
like this again

18. Sewing

ONE THOUSAND gallon
steel water tank on skids
with complete hoses.
$850. Call $02-382-2322,
Henry A Burton, Lynnville, Ky.
FREEZER BEEF Choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter 79 cents Sr'
pound, whole or half 89
cents a pound, hind
quarter 99 cents a pound
hanging weight. Food
stamps accepted. We
docustom
also
slaughtering. Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641 One mile
North of Paris on Old
Murray.Road.

SEWING MACHINE in
cabinet, sews. perfect.
Full cash price, $39-50.
Call Martha Hopper,
35441611.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato stick*: Call
489-2126.
1963 4,000 GAS burner
Ford tractor. In good
operating condition. Cal
753-855.5.

Avon on
Call 753441-1366 in

If

INC.
states:"
'ormed to
it be ye
by the
iur miod,
ove what
and acperfect,
Are you
Ard `accripture?
or Bible
753-0984.

=MIM
I
BALDWIN PIANOS an&

20 Sports Equipment
western
44 MAGNUM
style pistol. Call 753-9951
after 5 p.m.

organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.

20" GIRLS bicycle. Call
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
33 FT. NAUTALINE
house boat. Has Kroler
electric generator.
Chrysler V-8 engine.
Call 759-4877.

SALE

MANURE SPREADER.
$125. Call 489-2242:
•

26 TV Radio
PHASE LINEAR 400
amplifier, Sony reel to
reel tape recorder. Call
753-0492.
27 Mobile Home Sales

FREE
Inspection

Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control Hie South 1304
Phone 753-3514
In Business(her
30 Yeari
Certified By EPA

home, Ai
65. Call betivien 5049 Pm. 7534103.

ion MOBILE

12.x 60 TWO bedroom-VA
baths.,a all_ niectric,
central- -heat-end-air,
Furnished. Call 489-2408.

20' Starcraft, 200 H.P.
WELL 'KEPT mobile
aaa-Johnson V-013utboard
home. Large wooded lot.
TWO ROW BIRCH
Motor. Like new. FacNew spacious work
planter in good eontory demonstrator.
shop.
Edge of
753-1300
dition.
a37-4382.
Call
or 753-9916
a SCRAP CANDY and
$9500 rirm. Call 436-5540
nights.
$4750.
scrap log rolls. $1.00 to
IN STOCK
-MEENE=INIMEMIhr 14. Want To
for appointment.
1951 FORD RED Belly
But
CARL HOWARD
$1.50
per
pound.
Decorative Rock
tractor.
New
paint
MANAGER
Available at old Almo
GOOD USED MOBILE
_ AUTO SALES
Riff Raff
Excellent cOnditiop,
TRAINEE
homes Call 1-527-8322._ , school house,8 a.m. to 5 _
_
." REDUCED mobile home,
21-4
.m_
moodily_
4orough_ara-a
-11250.
Call
410-25311.
%kr
.-ceritral heat and air.
of
See
or
toil
Friday,
11
to -U
A-SICT-OF- patio_ wrought
Nice garage, lot with
Lembellle, KS.
INTERNATIONAL
five
WANTED RESPONnoon *timidity Ky..
Deer Hudson
--well. Close toalakta-Cal
'
- --•14" semi-mounted plow.
This newspaper is ---irorn - furniture. Tahlsa
SIBLE
party
le
take
4-4maY ye- and -chairs:Call 753-6747.436-2733.
Ford two row cultivator
looking for an inover small monthly
753-4545 or
dividual whg enjoys
with fenders. Call 753payment on 6 months old
STANDING
10 x50 mobile home, •2
WANTED
3090.
When Yoe Think Of
weekly travel (Ky. &
Wurlitzer piano. J and B
753-6763
bedroom. Call 753-5352timber. We pay top
So. Ind.) and has the
Music, 753-7575.
SUPER A FARMALL
prices on good quality
qualities needed for
Thrt_Ft
1zxt
tractor with all equip- it
timber and will pay cap
working with the
ment. Two stands of this
Most Ky.
or percentage your
public. The person
Applime Coster
years lard. Call after 5
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
selected for this
Saks & Sonic*
pan. /5344111
502.-489-2334a
_position should -haveFt-34471
business experience in
641 N.
Articles
15
For
Sale
1953 FORD JUBILEE
sales
and/or
tractor. 3600 hours. One
management. This
Home
16
furnishings
FRIGIDAIRE washer
owner.
Excellent.
position will pay above
and dryer. Remington
Contact
Howard
average salary - inFLORAL SOFA,$25. Call
Baandart.,714-4389 or 753eluding, rapenie a"- C. typewriter. Call 753-.
7k3-0492
'Jas.
1960.
count, car allowanace,
HIDE-A-BED Call 753liberal benefits and -CUSTOM
MADE
6' GRAIN AUGER, 47
7779.
bonus package.
draperies, made to your
foot long. $650. Call 489Nail Resume 11
measurement. No labor .USED FURNITURE
2101.
References
to:
charge. Over 150 patdressers, _. bedroom
Courier-Journal, Bob
terns and colors, 15 per
CUB FAIIMMALL
suites, living room
with
Jaren, State Circent off month of April.
belly
suites, love seat sleeper,
mower and •
culation
Dept.,
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 753cultivator.' Gobdsmall drop arm .colia,
Louisville, Ky. 402020,
9779.
mechanical condition.
office desk, corner desk,
525 W. Broadway.
recliners, dining room .• $1495. Call 527-7879 after
Philco
FOR SALE:
7 p.m.
suites, wood tables, 4
9. Situations Wanted
Electric cook stove. $90
arm chairs; base and
Division merchandise WANT YARDS TO mow
Like new. Moving must
isr DELUXE MASSEY
wall cabinet. Maytag
sell. Call 759-4631 and
Call'753-5854.
manager. Good benefits, vacation,
wringer washer, 2 king
Ferguson 245 tractor,
753-9924.
RUSTIC PRIVACY
like riew _145 hottra._
_size a.box,_ springs,
profit sharing, good working -conGONE Minn
Contact
Silverton phonograph,
Howard
Peaceful,
restful seclusion
.
SALE
SNAPPER
Try catching this lake front
ditions, experience preferred.
ALL FIXTURES and
also record players, 2
Brandon,753-4389 or 753among pine trees in a natural
_moweareplacemept
condominium furnished, and
supplies-. Contact
5960.Apply- in person at Roses
pie safes,- marble tap
setting in this speciously end
blades.-Your choice 26",
on wooded shoreline lot
Special Occasion, Ltd.
bureau, player piano
artistically designed modem 28" or 30". $5.99 each.
Department Store. Full time
'coated in Keniana Sub121 Bypass
TOBACCO
organ,
pump
setter,
also
and
1 row
frame home. Just minutes
" Wallin Hardware, Paris.
division - one bedroom, living
position.
and tobacco sticks.
electric, organ.
from Murray, near Coldwater,
room, kitchen, boat ramp Carraway
Furniture,
Call
753-5532.
WE BUY AND SELL used
this 3 bedroom home is equipwhat more could you ask for'
105 N. 3rd, 753-1502.
PIM 1111117
air conditioners. Dill
pt.& with many extras - large
All under $17,000.00.
SO row ow laws 6 166•1114
el II•ii
M
JOHN
DEERE tractor
Electric, 753-9104 or 753fi. II 6•41601
and plentiful closets, extra
BIS bairn
Equal Opportunity Employer
a Mimi wiiiiii4"17
like new. With 42" wood
""g
1551.
gad Nil
.size bedrooms, 2 baths, huge
Lakeview lot, 1 acre more or
14,116 Ed Mr to. 111111111511
OUSE OF THOUSANDS
bt- 1U
mower, 16" breaking_
Wain Ilimilm 16.
22 x42 his and her garage with
AIR
less joining TVA & State Park
CONDMONERS.
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
plow. Cultivator and _
workshop. Workmanship and
-RC. Evans, 474-8846, or
- just stones throw to boat
Meadows, South 16th
wheel weights. Exmaterials in this home would
ramp. 24 x 60 basement
474-2748.
Street. Must sell my
cellent condition. Call
be hard to duplicate at the
already built plus septic tank,
entire
stock
of
753-8332 before 5 p.m. or
price offered.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
electricity and water.
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
753-4695 after 7 p.m. CUSTOM BUILT
Thornton Tile and
worsted weight and
LOOKING FOR ELBOW-a
Marble, South 9th. Call
NEW NOME
ONE- TWO ROW
sports weight yarns at ...
3 poinf
ROOM WITH THAT
753-5719.
A rare find and one of our best
hitch cultivator. Call
th price, to make room
FRESH COUNTRY AIR?
offerings is this brand new,
753-1261 or 759-4088.
for my new line of
12 CUBIC FT. Freezer,
. . or looking for some fresh
never lived in 3 bedroom
Brunswick Yarns, in
20 Spots Equipment
$75. Call 7594585.
country air with a little elbow
deluxe country home both wool and acrylic, in
1.6'
ALUMINUM
room too? Just a couple of
featuring appoximately 2,430
worsted weight and
TO
SETTLE
FISHING
AN
boat with '
minutes from Murray is this
sq. ft. - large family room and
sports weight. Now in
is now accepting applications for
ESTATE, the following
accessories, 20 hp
well built, 3 bedroom brick
combination,
kitchen
stock - many new kits
units are being offered
home - approximately 1,600
economic fireplace equipped
and pattern books in . Johnson motor, trailer
to sell. 1974 Model
and trolling motor.
sq. ft. with 2 baths, large kitwith 'heatalator and circrewel and cotton
mobile home, 12 X 45
$1,000.00.
Call 753-9235
chen, living room, drapes
culation fans for those low
embroideries, latch
Belle Meadeall-electric,
after 3 p.m.
ust be willing to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a
throughout, dishwasher and
heat bills - 2 baths, large his
hook, neeallepoint
for $2,500.1965 Chevrolet
variety of job skills. Persons interested should apply in person at the
built-in stove - sitting on this
and her garage, porch, patio,
-knitting and crochet.
MUST SELL 277 Apollo
'a ton pickup truck, $400.
personnel office of
comfortable 128a 256 lot. _
utility room,6 closets, central
Stamped atilblecloths,
jet boat, one new, one
1967 Buick station
heat and air - located just
napkins and quilt tops,
demonstrator. One
SMART STYLE
!
wagon 8 cylinder sport,
minutes from Murray.
baby or fingering yam. ' equipped 460 Ford
$450. 1962 - Chevrolet 2
SMART NY
FOR THE THRIFTY
Full line of accessories
engine, one equipped 454
door,6 cylinder car, $75.
Tucked away in a bit of
for ,each needleart.
Chevrolet engine. With
tempting buy and hard
most
A
Building lot near Ky.
woodland, a stones throw from
Needlepoint lessons warranty.
beat
hamprice
at
to
the
A
Edwards
Lake, suitable for house
lake, just minutes from
the
cost of materials only.
-Motor Co., E. 4th Street
initiative
mer,saw and a little
or mobile unit,;LOW. To
town and located in Lake "Information call 783!Benton, Ky. 527-1436
dollars
you.
saves
This
for
is
a
see or for -merar 2In-"`
Forrest Subdivision.
38551
days, 527-8814 nights.
house you can fix up to live in,
formation call 474-2337
Murray, Kentucky 42071
home is strictly exclusive - a
-located
on
or
16th
resell
rent
or 753-4726.
two
story gambrel roof design.
Street just north of 121 ByMonday through Saturday
that offers approximately1974 Oldsmobile II, 4 door, all the extras, 37,000
Pass -a has an extra large lot
SMOKE DETECTORS.
1,700 sq. ft. of living area ,3
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
and in a good location.
•
nationally
advertised
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitRETREAT,
'
WEEKEND
brand.
Battery operated
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
chen and living room, sewing
Mercury
1974
Montego
and included. Rowland
Brougham, double power
SUMMER VACATION OR
room or office, patio, sun deck
and air
Refrigeration', 110 South
YEAR ROUND LIVING
and large his and hers carport
, 12th.
with storage.
You must see this 2 bedroom
1973 Pontiac Brand Prix, double power and air,
mobile home, situated on a
CLOSE TO TOWN
new car trade in.
beautiful lake front lot located
AS YOU CAN GET
on the main lake in Pine Bluff
AND STILL ENJOY 1.974 Chevrolet Pick-Up Custom Rolm, double
Shores to believe it. The lot itpower'and air
LIVING AT THE LAKE
self is practically worth the
This luxurious home has eye
total price and you can have it
1111711 Chevrolet Impala Wagon, 9 passenger, new
appeal, convenient design and
all for only 115.50000.
special
energy
saving
car trade in.
BEAT THE NEAT
features. A 3 bedroom brick
THIS SUMMER WITH
, located in Lake Fotrest With
• 1972 Chevrolet Kingsweed Estate Wagon,
THOSE COOL
13 x 20 paneled family room
LAKE BREEZES
with fireplace equipped with '
1972 Dodge Monaco, 4 door, double power and
efficient heatalator tied into
. in this smart two-story, 3
air
central heating unit tor those '
bedroom lakefront home with .
What makes a.great family daysailer/weekendert
, low coat heating bills, large •
2 baths, large kitchen and
11171 Iota Watell,fisherman's dream.
The 19'2" O'Day Mariner!
carport with storage, 14 x
••
family room combination with
Big cockpit easy handling, lively sailing, and safe.'
black alyslialaue fireplace - large bedrooms
wooded lots.Ertanreffirtilt trrt
with pTentayaof storage areatiffigtio(Oa;DdM
backyard
deck
sun
000
Orch
-.
•
,
•
-.and head,. - •
atrite,
cty
slopes't
Ky. take 4
Shores,
Lakeway
located
in
Ms• Powisse • aim*
.11ineawide Marketimp,
1431 twit mak aveava
Note Palioalphis, Clige 44663
Mime:(214)335-23W

Around!
Cash In
One Of These
Great Buys

Help
Watited

oney, new

•

-

I

CHICKEN
red by the
lumbus of
Church,
il 29, noon
Adults,
'en 7-12,
free. For
11 753-3876

The
Tappan Company

god for the
feat* Nil
4:411 p.
4. Sealed
ma to lelba
memey, Sr

Hourly Employees

BEST is
e 75U333.

The Tappan Company

NEARING
.?e Service
Open 9-1
iy-Friday.
nion, 1200
mton, Ky.

Appliance Group Murray Operations

ht

(ht
ht
k29
POO
eta'

qt,'

rs

Landing

31111

3 years
out 15"
7k, light ;
7534668.

LY rook..
WON&
'hoed.

BITIOUS
anage a
ice center
art time.
-incorrie
7534763.

15 Articles For Sale

6. Help Wanted

PIZZA HUT now taking
WANTED -BLCITK
applications for full and
MACHINE operator.
part time waitresseswaiter and cooks. Must
Besser and Columbia
Machine and Associated
be 18 and over. Apply in
Equipment. Very good
person only at Regal 8
pay, very'good benefits,
Motel, Conference
excellent climate. W. M.
Room between 10 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
K. Builders Products,
Las Vegas Nevada, Call__
_
Collect
1-702-565-9751. WANTED PART OR
FULL time general
labor worker. Call 753RELIABLE
WANT
6970.
woman for housekeeper.
One to 2 days per week: SOMEONE-141- KEEP
child care inchildren in my home one
volved. References
- to two days a week
required. Call 753-8760.
Must have rererences.
Call 753-8393
QUALIFIED.
NEED SOMEONE TO
BOOKKEEPER
or
clean house References
accountant
needed.
Applications now being
required. Call 763-7431.
taken for bookkeeping
position with local firm. PHONE
solicitors
Perkin hired must
needed, day and and
pasaosa skills in 'ledger_
sight shift. call 753entries, payriall,-etca,------anBta- •
and respect and con,
FINISfa :
1 CARPENTER
fidentially Of.. POStiall•
oarnci carpenter helper.
Degree- or associate --L
Do not apply on
degree preferred but not
Saturday. Custom Built,
necessary. Interested
753-0984.
person should mail
complete resume of past
experience and salary
141411DIATE OPINING for
expectations to P. 0.
Chemical
Operater.
Box 148 Murray, Ky.
*low mania asps Era
42071.
4611/111111114/11/1/118=112.-141144:COlt:
me ism D. soma Sr., OfMEDICATION 'AIDES
*, Porsonool monassa
with certificate for 3-11
Kasha* Cimindsol torshift. LPN or RN for 3-11
pwasiso, Roots 2, lox $4,
Shift. Contact Barbara
• Way,502-753-4424.
Clapp at N7-0200

'FIBS4101114011PRORTABLE ROES'

•

Weekend Specials On
All Stock Boats!

/

MID-SOUTH SAWS
CHARTER,INC.

Finaincing Available

759-46 0

-Saikifed Customers Are Our
•
Maim Corteem"

Dralorc for
Romon Whaler, Windsurfer,
Volvo Penta,14otedahe Trailer

Next To Murray Bait Co.,
Hwy.94 East

-.•-.Ohm

a

1,West Main - 7534315
..

lisekseilsA hem* C.
ire Immo 434-5674
Bed gal 7534161
he Tucker 753-1119
P e Mirky 753-14/4

CALL 7$3-4342 TODAY

DONALD ft

TUCKER
REALTOR

I,
gt

R
OMB OWN

--

•
•
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44 PUT IT IN THE
34 Houses For Rent

29 Mobile Home Rentals

41 Public Sales

SALE SATURDAY April
43 Real Estate
TRAILER FOR RENT. HOUSE 641 South. Three
29, 8:00 a.m. to 2:00
miles
from
Murray. Call
YARD SALE, Classic
See B. B. Dill at Dills
p.m., 106 So. 12th.St., ANOTHER
NEW
753-4645 after 4:30 p.m
Datsun Sport 1600,
'Trailer'- Ct., no phone
books, material,
clothes,
LISTING - Roomy 3
Station
Chevrolet
calls pleases
35 Farms For Rent
dishes, cojnietics,
bedroom home on so
wagon, tools, auto parts
household items, odds
acre lot only minutes
MOBILE HOMES and FOR RENT 140 *Tea for
boat equipment.
from city limits. Home
and ends, some nice
mobile home spaces for
clothing, furniture, lots
soy beans,. New Conitems, very reasonable.
/
2
features study, 11
rent. at Riviera Courts.
of Miscellaneous,
cord. Write Harold
and
heat
baths,
central
Friday
and
Saturday
Call 753-3280.
Moorhouse,
Jewell, 1750
3 Real Estate
airy -2- car attached
April 28th and 29th HighFerndale, Michigan
31 Want To Rent
garage. Lot has nice
New
passed
121
wily
WANT 111) RENT furTilu
and Veer. _Innew
the
left
at
Concord,
36 For Rent Or Lease
iffiEed- apartment or
cluding some fruit trees,
Mt. Carmel Church and
duplex for single retired
-and fenced backyard.
follow signs.
teacher. ,Prefer quiet
Phone Kapperud Realtyi
Mini
atmosphere.. Call 753753-1222
or visit our
Warehouse
MOVING SALE. old
5109 after 5.
located
conveniently
Storage Spate
_f2chion Philos_ radio_
office-St711Math:
Alta*ic,
4
bedroom
Imo
For Rent
cabinet model. $50. •
WANT TO RENT- nice
en quiet resideatial meet.
253-4258
Black naugahyde extra
srock
.
fmay mos
small - effiCiency- I
GOOD t bedroom frame
long
couch
and
chair,
firepiects,
Otte low etility
bedroom apartment far
home, large tot Good
$75.
37. livestock Supplies
Black
vinyl
nom, it clouts, 2 Evil bem
i
fall and spring semester
garden. Near church
rocking recliner,- $25..
2'cat wrap, retie wittl 982
Call 759-4953.
and grocery Call for
WEINED PIGS. Call 753French -- Prekine
Fit civirol gee beet Wid
appointment Galloway
0468,
teettil or, priced to set
32 Apartments For Rent
Basset. 2 end tables and
Realty,-; 505 Main St.
ONE BEDROOM furPONY AND SADDLE,' 1 long coffee table. $50
itmospiere
Phone-763-5842
oil
nished apartment near
each. Large mirror,
$35. Call 436-5618.
lawn from taw* llirve lit
downtown Murray. Call
geld _ leatrantique Imtad
lit* with
--1110EILE- IJOME,_ I_ _mile
753-4109
-bad backyard. Om* ow
BLACK QUARTER
carved frame. $50.
Universitv,, Now
Dtbleas.417fe-table
__-_4"freamba billares seem
rented
-for --titer
kik lama
t
_
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
horse. Call 492-8128.
chairs
and chhia
month,. Completely
'
losidiet•
Tile
bath.
APARTMENTS South
cabinet,' early 19.
furnished. Ortiy 4000.
----„---04sessios. Only S34,3043.
Extended, EIGHT . NICE. PIGS, - Century, $225. One
Broad
-Fulton Young Realty,
753-3243 Allyiime
Noble L. Hurt. Call 474ApMurray, Ky.
maple chest drawers,
753-7333, Forest
2301.
PlICations no*-- being
Early American. $50-. 4
Shoulders, 753-8071 or
taken for new one, two
French
Provincial* CONVENIENT
38 Pets Supplies
Fulton Young 753-4946.
and three bedroom,
LOCATION - Walk
Chair, red and gold, $25,
REGISTERED
OLD
Section VIII Hud across the street to the
One tent like new, $45.
English Sheep do? I
subsidized apartments.
university from this ,:,
Ca11151.3940.
year old Call 759-4631.
Occupancy available 30Waldrop Realty
well-kept older home
ANTIQUE YARD SALE
60 days. Call 753-8668.
bedrooms,
with
three
SoBu
AKC BLACK LAB peps,Apeuzi and_2e,44,..0aa _
Ask for Brenda
rot)dl-gas - twoSTAte
good
blood
lines. Call
china cubbard, kitchen
opportunity
Equal
a
heat and
half
753-56-to
247-2281, nights 247-7002.
cabinet, large oat
housing.
basement. There is also
wardrobe, round oak
am:<extra plus with a
NICE TWO BEDROOM
table, camel back trunk
For Sali
three room upstairs
a
IN SEARCH of
apartment.
Water
retreat'
and
of
We
mall
-chairs,
Iota
apartment
-outside
.
with
summer
_ -furnished. 1414 Vine.
antic1M---aad-mmlants--7--eatranee, If-%pea-ave......••=beetion=labillespefklE.t Caps
items. Follow 121 South ' looking for a house
listed in Pine Bluff
Call
DUPLEX 2 bedroom.
to Fairview Acres. turn
Shores, Panorama,
priced in the mid forties
range, refrigerator,
753-7737
left go 3'4 miles Sale
convenient
that
to
is
the
Lake Forest, Lakeway
washer dryer hookup,
across road from Old
university call us today.
Shores and Palisades
carpet, Call 753-80%
GERMAN
WHITE
Salem Cemetery.
Phone Kopperud Realty.
Subdivision . lots and
Shepard, female. 8
2814222, anytime.
homes. Make an inFURNISHED
APARTmonths. Housebroken; AUCTION SALE Wed=•
vestment your whole
MENT. $65 month. Call
with
Good
shots.
nesday May 3„ 10 a.m.
all
130 ACRES KY. LAKE
family will enjoy. Call
753-8333
kids. Call 753-5986.
Old National 'Hotel ,'development property
753-1492, Lorena Jobs
Furnishing, 6th & Main
34 Houses For Rent
City water available.
Realtors.
PUPPIES
Murray ky. 48 rooms of
Approximately 1 mile
HOUSE FOR RENT 4 PUPPIES
Golden
Chows,
antique
Chow
furniture.
new road built through THREE 8EDReOlit.
bedroom. In Kirksiy.
Retrievers, •• Bull'
Watch Monday afproperty. Located near
farm home with 2 acres
Furnished
or
unTerriers, Chesapeake
ternoons paper for detail
Dover Erin, and Paris
fui-nished. $75 monthTend. Barn and outlisting or call 435-4128
Bay retrievers, Scotties.
Landing. See, call or
buildings. Good garden.
Can 411112548.
Pekingese, Pugs.- Hours
for information.
write J. H. Austin,
8 miles from Paris
9-6 Monday through
Southland Real estate,
FARM HOUSE near city
Landing J. H. Austin,
S a t iirday.._ Clatled FI)-14.1.1)ffltIY. 'prd sale,
_Clarksville... _Tenn.
S ou th
limits. Horse farm.
Sunday. Paradise. Friday and Saturday
Phone 552-6831.
Small acreage. and
Estate,5524131.
9:00 till? 94 Highway_
Kennels, 753-41118.
garden spot. Spring
East of Murray, 3rd
water
in
yard.
41 Public Sales
house past Brown's'
Refrigerator, stove, 3
Purdom & Thurman
grocery.
29
April
SALE,
ARD
bedrooms, fireplace.
Insurance & Real Estate
and 30th, 8 to 5. 1106
Send" resume with
southi.dl cow,squat..
YARD SALE, Friday and
anLots
Mulberry.
of
references to P. 0. Box
sternly, Keinecky
10
at
starting
Saturday
tiques.
32R
BOYDM AJOR
.
753-4431
a.m. 1511 Johnson Blvd.
REAL ESTATE
Some antiques, dolls
753-8080
toys and furniture,
A TOUCH of Nature
miscellaneous items. 280
Professional Se rv
this
surrounds
With The Fnendk. Tou ii
National Geographies.
beautifully kept brick on
picturesque 2 acre
DON'T BE A RENT
Mini Warehouse space ivailable, large 28' x 24'
GARAGE SALE, Friday
lot Some of the special
SLAVE... A little
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
12-5, Saturday 7:30-5. 701
features of this home
paint and cleaning up
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
Furnture,
Sycamore.
are beautiful built-in
will put this 5 room
house full of furniture.
pictures, clothes and
home in top shape.
kitchen, fireplace with
ite_rns.
Good size rooms,
miscellaneous
heatalator for winter
Call Days 753-3744
convenient to schoolmonths, 22 x 15 patio for
walking distance to
till
Friday
8
SALE,
YARD
summer cook-outs...and
Nights 753-7618
downtown. PRICED
4. Saturday 8-12, 505 N.
much, much more! May
LOW TO GO. BOYD
5th Street.
we show you toc*? Call
MAJORS
REAL
753-1492 or 753-1499
ESTATE,105 N. 12th.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Saturday,
YARD SALE,
.orl=t
April 29 am.- 2 pm.
1700 Miller Ave Lots of
110 Acres
nice items.

WILSON

13 Real Estate
FIVE ACRES land with 2
houses. Four piles
South on 641. Call 4928356.

Strawbetries

"Pick Your Own"
1-19 Qts. 35( per Qt.

20-49 Qts. 33t Per Qt.
50-79 Qts.31r per Qt.
80 Qts. And Up 290 per Qt.
Mew prides aro per rietkii• and nt4;1;f be paid for ant
a".P."°"- 0°"P• brinfi vow Mends end SAVE(
Bring your own containers
Picking Begins May 4
Open 7Days Per Week

NOITIS Farms
Rt.3

Bells Tenn.

Ph.901-7724769

Storewide
Inventory Sale
If You Are In
Need Of A

Stereo Or
TV
Nowt Is The Time To
Buy, While The Price k.Right

ervice
Center

Cowtrwl Sapp* Coo..
753 MS

s.
a.

GARAGE SALE, 1409
Stadium View Saturday
10 to 5 p.m 759-1448.
Toaster, lamps, bicycle,
T. V. guitar, etc.
HODGEPODGE Sale.
10-6
Saturday
Junktiques r antiques,
glassware) housewares,
and
items
store
Coney
--miscellaneous'
Island dogs and baked
goods available.
lAxieland Center.
YARD SkILF., Five party
Saturday Mayfield
Highway across from
Penny Road Clothes.
weed. eater, new fire
irons,
dog
screen
electric log. Childs
speed
10
bicycle,
bicycle, toys.
SALE,
GARAGE
Saturday April 29. 707
Sycamore.
DOORS CLOSING for
. good, $1.00 large sack
Sale hest day'Sahreday• 79-4 p m Rairgam Hirh,
•
• 13th and Maim
YARD SALE, Saturday
sun up till? 121 South at
Meadow Green Acres.
Watch for signs Lots of
sewing
.clotfies,
machine, furniture,
antiques.

-.merman.

eettegeo,
N;siolle home .d-ens, owl patios. or U CURD re cut ceessiletti
is esseseslie es to 71 I oe.,eet ti4i• best fn. 611

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

m4-im
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

BY OWN
er 3 ae
Murray,
Rd. four
Two bedi
heat, Fret
air conc
carpet, ne
windows,
horses G
-Lots of to
hookup fca
on propel
7450. Prici

• Or
*PRESCRIPTIONS
SOPPLIES FOR RENT ANDVALU *LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
BaWMIMMERRIMIRINWW

46 Homes F

THREE B
bath, carp
Farm Rd.
753-7909.

S
FOR
- OWNER 2
Jiving a
bedrooms,

bar, recrl

..iireplace, I
-wish-good" Lake. Atti
large
On 120
Lakeway
bottom of
Make offe
at Bonner'
-Poftertow
Red McC
after 5 p.n

Guy Spann Realty
Your ley People
In Reel (stele753,7724
901 Syumossie Iterrey, Ky.

-Prutessional Services
With The Friendly Touch

-PROFEfSIONAL
-or private
residence possibilities
FAMILY SITE AND
with this farm home
COUNTRY
located only 2 blocks
STYLE..4 bedroom,
from court square.
aluminum
siding
Property is zoned B3
home, hall, large
and could Pasily be
room, ample closet
converted to offices or
space. Located on 1
continue to -R---iised as
acre lot off841 North.
private
residence.
ONLY $21,900. BOYD
Convenient location,
MAJORS
REAL
Immediately occupancy
ESTATE,105N. 12th.
very reasonable price. _
$19,'500. Phone
KOP10 ACRE FARM in N: W. PERU() REALTY, 75.1;
1222 for. , more inCounty for only $69,500.
formation.
83 acres out buildings
and mobile home for
$87,500. 60 acres Tor
$45,000, 25 acre; for
$22,500, 138 acres at $886
acre for more detailsREALTY
call The Nelson Shroat
Co. Realtors, 759-1707.
WNW 7531(12i

/
2
/
2 bath - brick veneer, 31
New 3 bedroom - 11
miles from Murray. Wall to wall carpet. Lots of
closets and cabinets

LAKE
'
'YIELD
PROPERTIES
BARKLEY SHORES,
3 bedroom, fireplace,
'Iakeview,$39,500.

. LARGE 4 BEDROOM,
bath home on private
/
2 miles
one acre tract, 41
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
BLUE
SPRINGS
and large 2 car garage.
BAY, 3 bedroom, lake
Built-in kitchen with all
front, boat dock,
appliances including
. refrigerator, range,
disposal and trash
BLUE
SPRINGS
compactor staying with
SHORES, 2 bedroom
sale of home Priced well
frame, . furnished,
below replacement cost$32,000.
only $44,000. Phone us
today for -more inCANTON HEIGHTS,4
formation. KOPPERUD
bedroom, 2 bath.
REALTY 735-1222.
luxury,$88,000.

COUNTY E
convenier(
from city
acres
of
-Private lak
_wood park,
suitable for
and storag
large -2 bed)
fully carpe'
. closets an
Contractor
to 3 or 4
your specifir
commitment
low's 40's C.

Building Lots
We have a large selection of building lots at a
wide range of prices. Located on Wiswell Road Grove -Heights - Lynwood Estates - Fairview
Acres - Kennianna - Bluff Shores-and Panorama
giores.

• .Development Property
36 Acres - sewer and water line on property near Murray.
20.9 Acres -ppar Oaks country4lak_____

It*

QUALITY

Houseboat - sleeps six - excellent condition - air
conditioned, Chrysler Engine. Ideal for whole
family or entertaining your friends and business
assocotes.

FOR SALE B
3 bedroom, 1
den with
cathedral ci
wood beam
beat and-air.
western ce
water. Two
miles East
Call 753-5933
after 5 p.m.

•481111111Mnsemmo

3 Bedrooms, 11
/
2 tree covered acres - on blacktop
hiway 2 miles from boat dock. Call us for more
information.

ROCKCASTLE, new
water front home, 3
bedroom,$74,200
CUMBERLAND
SHORES- 4 bedroom
lakefront
home,
$65,000.

LYNN
WALLER
REALTOR

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
OPfN WEEKDAYS
Mon Wed ti
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Fri & Sat P.M

WALLIS DRUG

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531061

ROCKCASTLE4
bedroom, 2 baths, 2
Inta,$19,500.
_ .
Many homes and
building sites to
choose-from. For fur,tiler information call
collect:

noprild.will reedy tap 3* 12 1 31 Ake Ws

*House
Cons

THIRTY FIVE
acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park AOC
of the lake (Hamlin,
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road ( Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
a
portion of the
property. John
C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, • Murrey.,
753-010f cir 151-7531.

45. Farms

LOTS FOR ALL 'Occasions. We have listed
DEAR AD , READER:
lots for the vacationers
- !!Love This Howell It's
in _Lakeway
locatedin walking
Pine Bluff and Ken
distance of shopping
Shores Estates. Or if
centers, grocery stores
you are interested in
-and school...3 bedroom
building in town, take a
brick with rec room and
took at the lot we ahve
den,fencd in brick and
listed a 1514 Oxford
-wood patio, prieed in the
Drive in Canterbury
30's...Can't wait to tell
Subdivision. Let us show
you more-about it. Call
you these fine lots or
me at 753-1492 for more
ankother lots listed with
details, Loretta Jobs _
the Multiple Listing
Realtors.
Service, Call -John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 753MO& or,505_Main St.

NOTICE

The More You Pick-TheMore You Save

43 Real Estate

5221765
Miry. toS I wile west ef
_7 Dwys

*Hospital
Call

PUT NfC
Profeassenel Sennett
With The Friendly Thuds4 ACRES-WOODED
,BUILDING
SITE,One of the prettiest 4
acres you'll ever see.
Heavily wooded with
big timber. 600' on
Hwy. 1828 West of
Midway just 4.8
miles from Murray.
Ordy $11,100. BETTER
ACT
QUICKLY? BOYD
MAJORS
REAL
ESTATE,105 N. 12th.

HAVE PROPERTY TO
SELL? if you've been
of-lair Cuts Shoves
thinking of selling why
209 Walnut Street
' not give us a call' You'll
44 lots For Sale
Call this number after 5 00 fc) assure 16.. receive friendly,
ONE
DUPLEX lot for
courteous service and
prompt service next day. 753-3685 sale. Contact Howard
professional
advice
and night appointments
_Brandon, 753-4389.
from our five full-time
sales representatives. - We have clients waiting LOTS FOR SALE in
Bagwell Manor: Contact
to purchase all types of
Woward Brandon, 753real estate so let us
4389.
Ilattirday,.KarN 29, 111:00 a.m. off 121 North at city
match a buyer to your
. limits, Nissan Lemary, 212 Bailey Read, array.
property.. Phone
tors FOR SALE Lake
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Antique tools. Owen xheaterady,.• ovd.200 anzestaidad
1'51.-1221 iinirarne; Ye
Atte dirimitler 404farm loots antique doll/ilia
subdivisitin at
maismbuying and selling
glass. Horne Furnishings gun eatanet„ walnut.,
prices. Central water
utteitaif
taktatilitbilaL" ....._„-asi+LaLekkailayfiaityoui .41111-1814101'""and-saddle, sinks, betr
e
45 Farms For Sale
maohine 'which sews heirvy leather,
machine(sews heebi on shoes' And more!
HOUSE
WITH 12 acres
TNE NELSON SMART
Not responsible for accidents in case of rain
land, extra nice. Two
CO. REALTORS
will be held following Saturday
bedroom brick, shop.
A Uctioneer
Other
outbuilding.
75S-1701
trotio me.Iltemois coo,
'
Priced to sell. Call 753Joe Pat Lamb
0430 or 434121.
4
11111161...........„4111111111.
.
0 1111...1
"
"
1 111111

••
2 Bedroom cottage in Pine Bluff Shores near boat
access. On Lakeshore Drive. Priced to sell

ls

lorettA Job
Helen Span
e
Brenda ion

Choice bi-level year round lakeside home - large
lot, gentle slope to waters edge, surrounded by'
beautiful homes in restricted area. Over 1700
sq.ft. living area. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Go West yo
District - H
pride. Fron
Peted ii vin
or down the
pegged floo

10.1r.

Auction Sale

.zegiiiiiietieLbritue

IT

'

Brick veneer on 1 acre 3 miles from Murray. Exhost eendition on all weether road: Prired in
itigh 30's.
•
_

FUITON YOUNG.
REALTY
733-1333
Sad& 1S3411/1 • .

Yawl 753-846

,

A "Sprit* F
fering a hon
country kttc
course.
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45. Farms For Sale

46. Homes For Sale

49.Used Cars

BY OWNER mini farm.
THREE STORY brick, 3
Over 3 acres. 4 miles to
- bedroom- in ground.
Murray, on Pottertown --Two rooms up. Four
Rd. four miles to lake.
. rooms in basement.
Two bedroom, electric
Large living room, large
heat, Franklin fireplace,
kitchen, 2 baths. Dishair conditoner, new
washer,
garbage
carpet, new roof, storm
disposal and stove. 1008
windows, fenced for
Sharp St. Call 753-6638.
horses Good pasture.
. _-• --- Lots of trees. Ccimplete
HOME FOR SALE 4 Year
hookup_for-mobili-hogna..., - old 3 bedroom, 2 full
on property. Call 753baths, dishwasher,
7450. Price $27,5e0.
_electric. stove, part
basement,on large lot in
46. Homes For Sale
Kenitna _Subdivision.
-Call 430473.
THREE- BEDROOM, 1
47.
Motorcycles
bath, carport on College

OM 2

ots of

at a
Dad view
arna

- air
whole
isiness

In e

Trucks

1273 CHR
- YSLER,
and clean, air, AM-FM-radio. Good rubber. $2,000 or would trade for.
late model pickup. Call
436-2461.

CARL HOWARD
AUTO SALES

51. Services Offered

50. Campers

TOPPER for long -DO YOU need- stunspe
removed from your yard
wheel base truck. Good
,
- --land Cleared of
condition,insulated.- 01
stumps? We can remove
paneled walls, light,
stumps up to 24"
curtians, etc, Call 753beneath ground. Leaves
9382 after 5 p.m.
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
--Bob Kemp,-4354343.----

Sibel(
MARKET
o

o

1976 Dodge Maxi Van,
V-8 automatic, power
steering, _power
brakes, air
conditioning. $3,150_ Make
an offer.
753-1300 or 753-9916

iCktOp
more

1969 GRAND PRIX
Pontiac, good condition.
$875 or best offer. Call
753-4198.

1970 V. W. runs good.
Needs body work. Take
$400. Call after 5 p.m.
753-0189.

1972 DATSUN 24e2. Call
753-6809 after 5 p.m.

1977 DODGE 4 X 4 318
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air.
Like new. Camper shell
for long wheel base.
Sears 12" table saw, like
new. Call 753-1578 after 5
p.m.

1969 Ford LTD, low
mileage. Call 753-2960.

II

1971 DATSUN 240Z, good
running order, needs
body work. $18130. Call
753-6688 or 753-1931.

75:1-1492
1200 Sycamore
kniettA Jobs-753-079 Judy lohnston437-4446
Helen Spann-151-8579
Bill Payne-753-9794
Brenda jones-753-8668 Glenda Smith-753-1499
Amos McCarty-753-2249

-large
led by'
r 1700
ap-

V

P

1970 TRIUMPH Spitfire
convertible. Call 7539437 after 6.

1975 MUSTANG II.
--Green, 4 speed four
cylinder. Good ,condition. $2300. Call 7672877.

Go West young man - meaning Southwest School
District - Here is a 3 bedroom brick toenjoy with
pride. From entry hall, you enter the plush carpeted living room or family room with fireplace
or down the carpeted hall to the 3 bedrooms with
pegged floors and 2 decorative baths.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for -WILL MOW lawns in ,
your needs..
Murray and around
take. Call 436-2563.=-=---

FOR
SALE:
1977
Cutlass Salon, 18,000
miles Loaded. Call 7530799 days, 759-4990
nights.
1910

MERCEDES, 6. •
4-4444column. 25 mpg._ or. better. Beautiful con- 7411tigiii. •-$16.36. -viir -beta
offer,'. Call 769.4196.
A "Spring Fare" that will "Fare Thee Well" offering a home witik3 bedeborna, 2 baths,spacious •
country kitchen, double garage - overlooking golf
course.

1974 DATSUNI1219,
automatic, AM-FM
radio, steel belted
radials. $1900. Call 7672455.

Carrier
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Ifodei42-n sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753'9290.

_

CAEPET CLEANING at ,
reasonable rites.
Prompt and efficient._ _
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.
ALL TYPESbackhoe_and
septic tank work. Field
tile, lines installed, n
_years_ _etperience___-Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

MITCHELL
WILL DO interior and
BLACKTOPPING
,s ealkeg. patching_ exterior house painting.--m-12215.
striping. For free
estimates call- 753-1537
BYARS BROTHERS dr--SON -- General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
PROFESSIONAL
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
winclow cleaner, private
ar 1-362-4895.
homes, offices, store
run YOUR septic tank
fronts, etc. 20 years
and backhoe work needs.
experience. Call 901-782Also
septic
tank
5981.
cleaitinC511 Jeihrrtane.
Phone 753-8669 or 436WE DO MASONRY work.
5348.'
Anything in . brick or
block. No jobs too big or
53. Feed And Seed
small. Call Henry Tenn,
KOBE JAP SEED 2000 lb.
243-4651.

SANDY'S HANDY
MAN SERVICE
Home
repair
work.
Remode/Mg, small plumbing.
No job to small/ Satisfaction
guaranteed. 436-161111.

straw. Call 753-8329 or
7534215.
54. Free Column
EIGHT WEEK old part
Beagle Puppy. Call 7539755

315 N. 7th, $16,900
A nice clean 2 BR on 95 x 159 lot. Electric wall
heaters. ALSO 9 acres with 499 frontage on US
641 near Midway, good 3 BR house, good well and
15 trailer hook-ups all for $55,000.

C.O. BONDURANT REALTY
"--. 753-9954 or 753-3460

FOR SALE_ _

Gas Tank, Front Seat
Ann Rests, Sun Wades.
Driver's PriveCy Curtain, Rear Privacy Curtain with Track, Spare
Tire Cow, 225 AMP
Battery, Slide out battery trey, Chrome Bumper, Wheel Covers,
Bolster Beck Rests,
Automotive Air Conditioner, Roof Moulted
Conditioner,
Alt
Generator with converter and charger 11.5,
Microwave
oven,
AM/FM Stereo with
tape deck TV Artearmia,
C•neral
Vacuum
Cleaner C B Radio Colt
753 4321
see crt 705
S 4th Stree'

1975 CHEVROLET
Monza town coupe.
Triple
red.
Four
cylinder, automatic.
transmission, 26,000
miles. Like new. Call
759-1735 after 5 p.m.

1977 CAMARO IT, 22,000
miles. AM-FM and tape
Silver with black interior.
767-2358.

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms
and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

31 Ft. Motor Horn,.
auks* Control, Asediary

1974 CADILLAC Coupe
De Ville. Call 759-4592.

Exred rn

SI 4944

1967 FORD FALCON
Sport coupe. 289 V-8, 4
speed, good engine and
tires. Call 753-7356.

1969
PLYMOUTH_
BARRACUDA, power
steering, brakes and air
condition. Call 753-6680

Pack"

51 Services Offered

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential aria
commercial: Rex Camp
753-5933.

BEAUTIFY your home
with lightweight easy-toEldorado Stone.
install
NkED
TREES
or
No
lootinm or
-shrUbbery
cut
or
foundations. 100 percent
- trimmed? Call George
masonary
fireproof
l.andolt, 753-4707.
product.
Less
than the
$39,000.
Call
Farm Rd.
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
EXPERIENCED PAINcost of natural stone.
753-7909.
.
than 1,000 miles. Call
TER, interior or exUse for iriterior or ex1976 PINTO, excellent
- 436-2262 or 753-8078.
terior. Call for free
terior. An excellent docondition. Silver. Can be
FOR - SALE - BY
estimate 489-2.322 after 6
it-yourself project or we
seen at Fina Station, 121 11-2
OWNER 2280 sq. -ft. of
MOTORCYCLE
p.m.
will install. Buy direct
Bypass. Call 753-9706.
•
living area. Three"' TRAILER for sale.
from
Our factory.
WILL DO ALL TYPES
bedrooms, 2 kitchens,
Hauls 3. Can be seen
49. Used Cars & Trucks
49
Timber-Lod
Used
Cars
ge Stone and
&
Trucks
1968 CHEVY Impala, 4
carpenter work. Ex1634 Hamilton.
hat, recreation room,
Fireplace, 706 N.
door.
Call
76742W
perienced.
Large
1973
GREMLIN - 6 cyl.
Or - •Market
fireplace, balcony porch
1972 CIIEVELLEMallbü
-gtreet,
-straight-shift:--Gets- 27 --- ani411- jabs- Free-----Tenn. 38'242. -Phone 997with-good-view 4-duo?,
alltornatte,
19'73
CADILLAC
estimate..
Call
Sedan
527-1023.
miles
per gallon and in
Lake. Attached garage
power
steering, 6
642-1328.
.De Ville. Am-FM stereo,
excellent , condition.
with large storage area.
cylinder„ tape player,
, - CONCRETE
-8
track,
cruise,
niggling
power
1:354;
$950.00. Phone on 120 x290 lot in
$1195. 1973 Datsun PL
-1
1 KIND
of hauling in
Patios,
seats, leather interior,
driveways, etc.
6217. Lakeway Shores at
610, 2 door hardtop, 4
city or county. Call 759- •
Call 753-0659.
low mileage, excellent
bottom of hill on left. HONDA SL 350, needs
50. Campers
speed with tape player
1247 or 753-9685.
work. Call 767-3844.
condition. Make an
Make offer. Driections
$1395. Call 489-2595.
J AND R Pool - ConWESTERN KY. Travel
offer. Call-753-5561.
at Bonner'a Grocery on
.tractor-, Custom
.MOW - Yards- Call
Trailer
Pottertown Rood for. 19711n.250 Won& set up 1974
1971. PLYMOUTHSport
vinyl
lined
pdbls.
7534257PINTO
Squire
1-24,
for
and
woods
Route
68
and
vice,
trail
Red McCormick. See
Fury. Air conditiqn
Several sizes. Water
Wagon,4 speed and air.
riding. $525.1974 CR 125
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522INSULATION
after 5 p.m.
BLOWN
power
steering,
power
Valley 355-2838 or 323Excellent condition. Call
8507.
Honda $375. Call 474-2741
IN by. Sears save on
brakes
automatic.
1975
67.
7.6-1-ff±70
-after
-5.
•
'
er-±t-p.m. the-Se-high- heat and
WHITES CAMPER
, Chevrolet 44 ton pickup
COUNTY ESTATE -city
cooling bills. Call Sears
Guttering
by
Sears,
SALES
Your
friendly
air
Seams
condition,
power
HARLEY 1975 DATSUN
B210.
• conveniences 2 miles 19-76
753-2310
for
continuous
free
Tree!
dealer.
Starcraft
gutters
steering
inpower
brakes,
Excellent
DAVIDSON,
- 1200 Super
condition.
from city limits. 3.3
estimates.
stalled
per
trailers,
pop
automatic.
your
topper.
ups,
used
With
$2500 or best offer. Call
Chile.
Black.
3400
miles.
acres
of
privacy.
specifications.
campers and toppers.
Call 753-5334.
Call
759-1284.
Like new. Call 474-2346
Private lake. Beautiful
Sears 753-2310 for free MOBILE HOME ANAll at discount prices.
or
753-2321.
CHORSI_
wood park-azaa.,....bagn-099.PtitftlfRITItytiti12-1221-F-WW-XLI-aaagoag,-----CasaPiste-Ji^.)
Par"
awiiings,
suitable for horses, shop
carports and
(.2 ton, automatic, air,
accessorie
'and
We
s.
wagon, power and air.
MOTORCYCLES
roofs sealed. Call Jack
and storage building, TWO
FOR _INSULATION
power steering, brakes,
sell.
what
service
we
$650.
Excellent
conlarge -2 bedroom house, - KR 75 Honda, excellent
needs. Call Jackson -- _Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
wall
tires,
Open Monday-Saturdy.
dition. Call 436-2427 - -white
condition. $300. Mini
m. or weekend.
Purchase Insulation
fully carpeted lots of
chrome,
excellent.
Sunday,
_
7
a.m.
till
?
trail 50' Honda, fair
. closets and cabinets.
condition.
p.m.
'12:
1
un
- condition. $75. Call 753Contractor will expand-LICENSED EtEC-after pas,or may he
Highway-4- miles from PAINTING
==CARL HOWARD
5044.
INTERIOR,
TRICAN and gas- -into 3 or 4 bedroom to
seen
at
810
Guthrie
SL
Murray.
Call 753-0605
lAUTO SALES
exterior. Also dry wall
_
49.Used Cars & Trucks
your specifications with
stallation
will
do
finishing. 10 years ex1975 Honda Civicc,
1976
plumbing, heating and
corrunitment. Priced in
SALE:
1977
THUNDERBIRD, FOR
perience.
436-2563,
Call
$1750.
sewer cleaning. Call 753low's 40's Call 753-9850.
Winebago motor home.
red with white vinyl top,
Ralph i.yorlev.
753-6300 or 753.9916
7203.
p.
:
fter
00
753-8681
Call
5
a
automatic
bucket
seats,
_
_
nichts.
in floor. 11 000 miles
In.
Call 753-2935
FOR SALE BY OWNER1971
NOVA
SS
IDLEWILD CUSTOM
3 bedroom, 1 large bath,
CLASSIC DATSUN Sport
Automatic, Mr con=JiberglasScamper for El
1974
f9RD
.
RANGER
den with fireplace,
Roadster,
baby
blue,
dition, Power steering,
XLT. All power and air. Camino or Ranchero
cathedral ceiling, with
Power Brakes, V-8 $850. ; excellent condition. See
trucks, sleeps four, gas
Chrome
rails. New tires.
wood beams, central
at
the
Yard
sale
on
753-6958.
Phone
cooking
and heat, 3`Way
56,000
miles
heat and-air. Exterior is-Highway 121 to New Mt.
$3200- Call
refrigerator $2.500. Will
753-4891...
western cedar. City
1972 DODGE DART
Carmel Church and
, sell equipped El Camino
Swinger. V-8 engine.
water. Two acre lot, 4
follow signs, Friday and
yen, p in Mu....t he 18 . ears• old
truck if desired Call 7531973 CAPRI, V-6,4 speed,
Power,air, low mileage.
miles East of Murray.
Saturday. 436-2146.
IIac
Proof In our i's•kket
7745.
with radial tires, tack
Call 753-5933 or 753-4079
Excellent condition. Call
This Friday & Sat_irday Nite
and gauges. Sharp. Call
1977 LIMITED Electra
after 4, 753-8560.
after 5 p.m.
1975- DODGE WINDOW
753-6341.
Buick for sale or will
VAN, V-8 automatic,
consider trade. Also
And The
power steering and
1972 DATSUN 1200, 52,000
complete- PA equipbrakes. Air condition.
miles. Good condition.
ment. Call 753-8410 after
- New tires. Good conCall 753-7289.
5 p.m.
dition. 705 Sycamore.

Wolfinan

r boat

51. Services Offered

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
You will fall in love with this lovely home in
Panorama Shores at first glance. 3 SRO%
baths, foyer, I.R, sunken family room with
sliding glass doors to patio, nice kitchen With
abundant cabinet & storage space. 2 car garage,
lovely neighboallood for only $41,000. Call before
Its too late. •

e NelsoanifiCo,REALI

LOVING CARE SURE SHOWS in this 3 bedroom
brick home on North 18th near M.S.U.,features
family room with woodburning fireplace. This
sits on a shaded lot with room for garden. Owner
will consider trading for a smaller home convenient to shopping area of court square.
OF INTEREST TO THE LADIES- Looking for
a secure future, small investment, large return
on your money. Make your own job and get paid
well for your time and management. Calf'us for
more information.

SMALL ACREAGE, with 3 bedroom brick home
and shop building. Beautiful yard and fruit trees.
This is the type home you would be proud to call
your own. 7 acres extra good land.
80 ACRE FARM - Needs a care-taker. This is a
good investment piece of land. For more inforMation call Charles Jeffrey.
20 ACRE FARM WITH GOOD FRAMED HOME
- Ready to move into, has other outbuildings on
blacktop road. This is a dandy.

55 ACRE FARM - One-half in cultivation. Good
site for new home with new well. Good roadfronEXCELI.F.NT CATTLE FARM -97 acres, with
tage could be subdivided into smaller tracts. Call
40 acres of goeil creek bottom and 1,2 Acres et,.
-40r moreinforrhat
upland pasture. With 3 or 4 bedroom home,good
stock barn with 0.7 mile road frontage.
9 ACRE MINI-FARM -3 bedroom rustic; with
fireplace, central heat and air. Beautiful location
on blacktop road with year around spring water.
147 SCENIC ACRES'with modern 2 bedroom
neat house, plus a log cabin, barn. Located on
51 ACRE FARM - With 2 bedroom frame home
Boatwright Road & Joins TVA property on Blood
and other outbuildings, on blacktop road. Would
River in Calloway County. 35 acres pasture, apconsider a trade for neat 2 bedroom home in
proximately 100 acres under good (fence, a good
Murray. If integsted call Charles.
stand of marketable timber. Has excellent potential for development. Opportunity i‘lsnocIsing at
NEAR KENLAKE STATE PARK - A year
your door - better knock on this one right away
round 3 bedroom brick home with halfprice $110,000. Owner will finance below bank
basement. This home is well-constructed and
rates with 299r, down.
conveniently arranged. Priced at $41,500.00.
42 ACRE FARM - With tobacco barn and base,
livestock barn, good water supply. This is a good
.1-man family farm.

80 ACRE FARM - approx. II tillable, with 2
bedroom home and livestock barn on blacktop
road near Cherry Corner. c* all Thomas.
-

Darrell Cope,Broker
4'337 North,poplar Phone 527-1468
tALIOW
AY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
T.
41134Atter hours, please

''Hielpingpeopie is 01 or h

Nelson %root 759.1716
Marie Skis 759-1056

Charles Jeffrey 474-2337
Thomas I. Iferndon 136-2139
Darrel Morgan 527-11171
Bob Riley 527-9066

4-0

!
Brunsett 527-9921
Sue Wynn 527-7444 .
Joe Carl Wyatt 577-7532
Yoleny Bran, Mgr.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY

-.-

w.s.ss.wowoosso

PACA 14 Till athtIPAY;4.11110111&111141lidag1 gpl

11*

StaffOldtoltapsei On lUest Virginia
Work Tower; 51 Construction Workers Die
generate electricity. When completed, "I was on the ground when it started
ST. MAFtYS, W.Va. ( AP) - All Si
the cooling tower is to be used to cool making noise. It was just a roar."
workers atop a scaffold inside a power
down the water before it flows back into
company cooling tower were killed
Another witness said of the doomed
Thursday when the con.structioo frame- .the river.
men,'"They"knew what was happening,
Research Cottrell of Bound brook, but there wasn't anything they could do
work collapsed and the crew fell 188
feet to the ground in a twisted mass of .N.J. was building the tower for the about it."
power company.
Steel and rabble.
Lee Steele, of nearby Shultz, said he
Monongahela Power said the
Scott Widmeyer, press aide to G.
Jay Rockefeller, said hours after the structure was about one-third corn- lost four of his five sons, a brother, two
pleted. A spokesman said the diameter brothers-in-law and a nephew. The
accident, "There are 51 confirmed
at the base was 380 feet and the tower surviving son, Robert, 35, who said he
dead."
was to.be 430 feet tall when finished. was also employed at the construction
Rescuers had to pull many of the
,George Morrison, an engineer, said: site but was not on the scaffolding.
victims from under the debris inside
Des
Vie huge circular.
tower.
A local fire station was pressed into
service as a temporary morgue where
relatives came to identify the dead, including eight members of one family
working at the site.
e
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PANCAKE DAY-The Murray High School Student Council Pancake Breakfast will be held Saturday, April 29 from
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the Emeritus Club Certificates at the
-•
It was the-Geveriase et O=
IC
Iuncheon. James E. Hurley, chairman
Edwin P. Morrow'— who n
II,
of,the Century Club, will present the
1922. signed the bill that authorized a _ . scholarships at the banquet.
• new college in West Kentucky. It will be
•
matt Sparkman, Class of 1928, will
today's Governor of Kentucky,the Hon.
give "Reflections and Observations" at
Julian M. Carroll, who will highlight
the Reunion Luncheon. Mike Peek, vice
Murray State's Alumni Reunion and
president of the Association, will
Banquet Saturday, April 29, 1978.
present the Twenty-Five Year Service
Appropriately, Mrs. Julian Carroll
Awards at the banquet. and their daughter, Patrice _Carroll,
Dr. Constantine Curris, president of
will idiii-Ve there to participate in the
Murray State University, will give the
program of events. Patrice, a senior,
"President's Welcome" at the luncheon
and Kathy Crow, student, will present
and will make the "Presentation of
music for the Annual Alumni Banquet
Distinguished Alumni" at the banquet.
in the University Center ( Beshear
Governor Carroll, the first governor
Gym) at 6:301). m., April 29.
from Jackstes PIW.C118/18.111.1kalitive41
.PlanecLand _directed by -Mandl
latiiiCkin County and a—graduate of
-Vinson, director of Alumni Affairs, the
Heath High School. Two of his uncles,
Alumni Weekendincludesthe following . Jack Carroll and Willard Carroll, are,
events, awards, citations and
----zalumni of Murray State.
recognitions:
Through the leadership and support
7-- Golden Anniversary Class of 1928
of Governor Carroll, the "Wrather Hall
— 50 Years
Project" has been authorized. Plans
Silver Anniversary Class of 1953 —
are now being finalized for the
*Years.
restoration of this Charter Home of
— Distinguished Professor.
Murray and for converting it into the
— Outstanding Aturnrii.
Jackson Purchase Heritage Museum.
--Loyal Scholarship Donors.
Carroll was the first candidate for
— Scholarship Winners
governor s, to carry all seven
— Luncheon, Class Reunions,
Congressional districts when he was
Reception,
President's
Annual
elected in 1975. He will be introduced by
Banquet.
Senator Pat McCuiston of Pembroke.
— Century Club Recognition.
School teachers and educators
— Emeritus Club Certificates.
throughout the state have charac— Instillation of New Alumni
terized Governor Carroll as "The
Officers.
Friend of Education" for his tremenDistrict Judge Ski Easley,Class of 62,
dous contributions to the schools and
president-elect of the Alumni
colleges of the state.
•
_
Association,will preside at the Reunion
Reservations are ;4 and for the
Ltiritisein. Senator-Pat M. McCuiston,
Reunion Luncheon and each for the
current Alumni president, will' preside
Alumni Banquet. Reservations should
at the Annual Banquet and rtil present
(See GOVERNOlk Page 2i

•

•

This Copy Provided
Compliments Ot. 'Murray

GOVERNOR AND MRS.JULIAN CARROLL'S FINE FAMILY — At least three
of the above family will be at the "head table" in the University Center
apnl 29, at 6:30 p. m., when Murray State University will hold its Annual
Alumni Banquet The Governor will give the main address, Mrs. Carroll will
be an honored guest, and daughter Patrice will assist in the "Musical Entertainmenr on the program.Patrice is a senior at Murray State.
Governor C_arroll's friends have described him as a "Friend of Education
— a man who loves his family, his schools, his state, his church, and his
coun "•
In the photo (above), left to right Seated, front row Sly Carroll, Mrs.
Carroll and Governor Carroll. Standing, back row Brad Carroll, Kenny
Carroll and Patrice Carroll.

When Governor and Mrs. Julian
Carroll came to the Alumni Reunion
April 29, they will see historic Wrather
Hall, enveloped by gorgeous dogwoods and nostalgic memories of 23,000
alumni of Murray State.
The "Old Normal School Building,"
built in 1924 with $117,000 contributed by
Calloway Countian.s, is soop to be
restored and converted into a Jackson
Purchase Heritage Museum. It was
Governor Carroll who committed the
$950,000 for the restoration.
This sum includes $225,609 from the
University, $25,000 from a Jesse Stuart
fund drive,$250,000 matching funds and
"an additional $450,000 for a total
project of $950,000." Architect's plans
and specifications are now being
prepared so that a construction contract *ay be awarded in the near
future.
Governor Carroll, in a recent letter to
a member of the p/anning committee,
said: "It is a source of great personal

ranch Kopletrisville dedera

satisfaction to assist in making possible
the restoration of Wrather Hall and
thereby the preservation of a vital part
of the heritage of Murray State
University, the Purchase area and
indeed of the entire Commonwealth."
The Governor added: "It is
gratifying to know that our efforts are
so well received, as expressed in both
your letter of January 19, 1978, and the
Murray Ledger & Times articles."
The Old Normal School building is
officially listed in the National Register
of Historic Places by the U. S. Dept. of
Interior, Washington, D. C. It is truly,
Murray State's Charter Home. Without
it, there would never have been a
Murray State University. The City of
Murray and Calloway County gave-the
$117,600 to build it —'as required by law
— and the citizens of this community
are expressing their sincerest thanks to
Governor Carroll for restoring and
preserving this Heritage Hall.
—L.J.H.
p. •
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Miss Patrice Carroll
bliss Kathy Crew
TWO MSU STUDENTS TOPROVIDE
MUSIC FOR ALUMNI BANQUET
Miss Patrice Carroll and Miss Kathy Crow will provide special music
for On
Alumni Reunion Banquet Saturday evening, April 29,in the University
Center.
Diru' ter Music WHI•be-ptesented by Miss Crow,a student at MSU. MissCarroll,
daughter of GOVernor and Mrs. Julian Carroll, will join Miss Crow in a
special "Musical Entertainment" feature. Miss Carroll, is a senior at Murray
State
University.
•

Alumni Director ManciLl.Vinson has
reported that the nab formed
Emeritus Club has contributed ;1,650.27
to the Emeritus Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University, from the
.clasairs of 1926 and 1927. Eligible
mealbers of the club are the 50-year
graduates of Murray State.
Emeritus Club Certificates will be
*Dented by Senator Pat McCuistcyrat
the Reunion Luncheon Saturday, April
29, at 11:30 a.m. at Winslow Cafeteria.
Donors to the Fund ($1..660.27) from
the 1926 and 1927 classes are:
EMERITUS CLUB DONORS
--(1121 anti 1,11,1
_
Reba Brown Miller
Evelyn Linn Allbritten
Mary Campbell Williams
Martha Stevenson Carter
Robbie Tinsley Harrison
Oscar L. Brann
Beulah Elliott Clinton
Dwight D. Crisp
Mayme Bagwell Dent
S. Jack Gardner
W. J. Gibson
&tell Lockhart Goheen
Carmon Graham
Annie Robertson Gunter
Mildred Hatcher

(Continued From Page 1)
be made with Mandl J. °Vinson,
Director of Alumni Affairs, Murray
State University.
Schedule of Alumni
Weekend Events
Saturday, April 29. 1972,
11:30 a. m. - Reunion luncheon,
honoring the Class of '28., Class of '53 to
be recognized. (Open to public),
Winslow Cafeteria.
2 to 4 p. m.- Class reunions - 1928
and 1953 ( open to public), Student
Center
University
(formerly
Laboratory School).
4 to 6 p. m. - President's reception
for
Alumni
MSU
Association
scholarship winners,their parents, and
high schoofprincipaLl and counselors.
Thoroughbred Snack Bar(T-Room),
Student Center (formerly University
Laboratory School).
6:30 p. m. - Alumni Banquet,
Student Center (formerly University
Laboratory School), featuring The
Honorable Julian Carroll, governor of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky and a
booster of Murray State University

Max B. Hurt
William V. James.—
Modest Clark Jeffrey
• Pauline McRae Johnston
Oury M. Lassiter
William R. McNeill,
Claude Miller
Mavis Hamilton Moore
Lucy Murdock Myers
• Stephen Wooldridge Peck
Lassie Douthitt Pickard Lorene Swann
Euva Arnett 'Merrell
Virgil G. Waggener

In 1928, May was a big month in the 5year history of Murray State Normal
Schobl and Teachers College. After the
May Day Festival on Friday, May 11,
1928, Murray State had a week or more
of activities centered on their Fifth
Annual Commencement,May 23 to May
,
They included the following
scheduled events:
I
May 23, "Operetta."
•
May 24, Reception to Seniors,
President and Mrs. Wells
May*, Baseball -Game, Bethel
College rrenh:1
May 26, Junior-Senior Banquet, Wells
Hall
May 27, Baccalaureate Sermon, Dr.
David M: Ausinus, First Presbyterian
Church, Mayfield
May 28, Musicale
May 29, Literary Contests, Allenian
vs. Wilsonian Literary Societies,
Auditorium
May 30,High School Commegcsimetik
Auditorium, Adm. Building FacultyReception for Seniors, Wells Hall
May 31, Meeting of Board of Regenfir4
President's Office, 9 a.m. Commencement Address, Hon. Thomas
McGregor, Frankfort, Auditorium, 10_
a.m. Alumni Luncheon, Wells Hall, 1
p.m. Musical Comedy, Auditorium, 8
p.m.
The formal program'
for the Commencement in 1928 was very similar to
the graduation exercises held today.
Returning members of the 1928 class
will probably remember what took

FIFTH ANNUAL
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Thursday, May 31, 1928 10a.rn..
College Auditorinin
Processional
trivistation,•Rev-.-L, 14. Jones-, Murray,-K);.
Piano Scherzo, Cartier, Marguerite
Wiggins
Address, "Landmarks," Hon.
Thomas B. McGregor, Frankfort
Voice.- "The Lord Is My Light and
My Salvation," Allitzeu, Ralph
Churchill
Awarding of Degrees and
tificates, President
ikriedi-ction, Elder R. W. -Murray, Ky.
An old scrapbook of 1928 reveals that
there were 10candidates for graduation
from the high school in 1928. Records
reveal that two bachelor of arts degrees
and one bachelor of science were
granted in January, 1928.
Also, on August 24, 1928, a brief
"commencement" program was held for 14 BA candidates and 22 BS candidates. There were eight candidates
for high school graduation in August.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells conferred the
degrees also for the August graduation.
Listed for awarding of "Standard"
Teaching certificates were 72 persons
in 1928. These were grantedin January,
Arne and August, 1928.

conwatuiate the Murray
State University.graduating classes
of 1928 and 1953?
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Dr.Stuntman To Speak
At Reunion Luncheon
"Reflections and Observations" will
be the subject of remarks by Dr. J.
Matt Sparkman at the Reunion lAul:•cheon at 11:30 a. m. April 29. "Matt"
received his BS degree from Murray
State in 1928, at which time the Shield
printed his photograph with this
,4 quotation :
"Roll on, old world, and ru roll with
thee; I prefer cheerfulness.
- care is
not with
Dr. Sparkman was on the staff and
Faculty of Murray State 1949-1972. At
the time of his retirement, he was vicepresident for Student Affairs. He
received the Master of Arta degree
from the University of Kentucky, and in
1972 the honorary Doctor of Laws
degree, was conferred on hip by
Murray State.
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ANNUAL ALUMNI BANQUET MOM
Univarsity Carta(Wm,
6:30 p.m., Atin129. 191$
PRESIDING:
Senator Pat M. McCUiston,President
Murray State University Alumni Association
Invocation
Bill Morgan
Dinner Music
Kathy Crow
Musical Entertainment
Patrice Carroll & Kathy Crow
Kentucky's Educational Progress
...Julian Carroll
Governor,of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
Presentation of Distinguished Alumni
Dr. Constantine Curris
President, Murray State University
JiA5gbIdiK.T30,Pa__
_
_
James E. Hurley _
--CriaWalf;erAiWyeltib
---,- ;-Centuryaub Recognition
Mr. Hurley
Twenty-Five Year Serxice Awards
Mike Peek
Distinguished Professor Award
-,Dr. John C. Winter
1977 Distinguished Professor Award Recipient
Installation of New Officers
Senator McCuiston
Alma Mater
r.Dr. Roger Reictunuth
-

a brief
was held
BS candidates
August.
ed the
duation.
tandard"
2 persons
January,

Michael S. Peek,
President-Elect Of
MSU Alumni Association
Mike Peek, president-elect of the
Murray State Alumni Association, will
present the "Twenty-five Year Service
Awards" at the Alumni Annual
Banquet Saturday evening, April 29. He
will also give the invocation at the
Reunion Luncheon at noon on the same
day at Winslow Cafeteria. His home is
at 6212 Bresslyn Rd., Nashville, TN.

James E. Hurley, Murray State
alumnus, will .officiate at the
"Presentation of Scholarships" and
"Century Club Recognition" at the
Alumni Banquet. Mr. Hurley is
chairman of the MSU Century Club.

An Editorial Tribute
To Mandl J. Vinson
By L.J. Hortin
reside at their home, 310 Oakdale
Mancil J. Vinson, BS from Murray
Street, Murray. An Air Force Veteran
State and MS from University of
of World War II, Director Vinson is a
Kentucky, is completing his tenth year
member of the Baptist Church, the
as director of Alumni Affairs at Murray
Masonic order, Rotary Club, and
State University.
Kentucky Farm Bureau.
In his decade of service, Mr. Vinson
Farmers,school men,and alumni are
has initiated and developed many
listening with much interest to recent
memorial and honorary scholarship
"tips" that Mr. Vinson is seriously
funds for Murray, his Alma Mater. He
thinking about making the race for
is known among the 23,000 alumni as
Commissioner of Agriculture in the
"the man who gets things done."
Demoeratic primary.
Quietly and efficiently he organizes
He responds to these "tips" by saying
Alumni Clubs, reunions, homecomings,
he is "checking it out," and if -the
memorial services, tours, receptions,
prospects continue to look favorable,
and celebrations for the Murray State
he'll run. His latest response is that all
graduates. Many sizable gifts have
signs are favorable for his candidacy.
come to Murray State through his efMancil was born on a farm, owns a
forts
farm, and is an agricilltural specialist:
In 1973 he was Special Assistant to the it is natural that he would ,like to
President in addition to directing the
erve as Commissioner of Agriculture.
Alumni affairs program. In 1965 he was',
Rut the 23,030 Alumni will definitely
voted "Outstanding Agricultural
miss him as the leader and spark plug
Alumnus of Murray State." Prior to
of their Association.
coming to Murray, he was assistant
In any event, this writer, who is an
Commissioner of Agriculture of Kenalumnus of Murray State wishes to
tucky for 13 years.
thank him for 10 years of service — far
Mr. Vinson, his wife (the _former
beyond the call of duty -- to his Alma
Anne Stephens) and their soh Mark
Mater

Northside Shopping Center
Chestnut Street
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Class
Gr
Have High Achievements
Twerty-seven members of the Golden
Anniversary Class of 1928 have
responded to Alumni Director 'Mandl
• Vinson's request for information to be
.
used in the Alurtut Reunion -program
Saturday, April 29.
There were 51 persona who. reCOVAd_
bachelor's degrees 50 years age,
Records are not complete concerning
how many of these 51 are living. The
Alumni Office employed Jerry Wallace
to prepare brief biographical sketches
• of these Z7 graduates who supplied the
information:
Lorali Tedium Asberaft
i Bachelor of Arta, 1928) is a retired
Murray State Training School teacher
currently residing in Murray. Alter
retiring from the Training School in
.19411, she worked in the Murray State
registrar's office until 1961. A native of
Linton, Ind, and the wife of the late
Glen C. Aalscraft, she has one daughter, Barbara,aka of Murray.
Farmer Ansihr
($schelar of Arts, 1928; Master of Arts,
University of Kentucky, 1929) is a
lifelong resident of Murray. Married in
1930 to the late Archie Boyd Austin, she
has three children, all of whom hold
college degrees. Two hold degrees from
Murray State. Since graduation in 1929,
she has devoted her time to teaching
(including 20 years at Murray High
School) and various civic and church
activities. -A past president of the
Murray Girl Scout Association, she now
holds memberships in the National
Association of Teachers of French, the
local, state and national chapters of the
Association of Retired Teachers and Pi
Delta Phi.
Brooksie Atkinson Evans
Bachelor of Arts, 1928) retired from
teaching in 1941 and has been a.,
homemaker since. A native of Dresden,
Tenn.,she is the wife of Coy Evans. Slw
and her husband reside in Clinton,
where she taught for 11 years in the
Hickman County School System until
her retirement.
Roland E.Goodgion
( Bachelor of Science, 1928; Master of
Science, George Peabody, 1937) spent
42 years in the education field as
teacher, principal and superintendent
before retiring in 1967. He and his wife,
the former Nora S. Dockery, have one
daughter, Ernestine, who graduated
from MSU in 1949. As a teacher, he
taught grades 5-12 and junior college,
serving as head of the Science
Department at Freed-Hardeman. Now
residing in Murray, he is currently
working on a genealogy of his parents.
Margaret Graves
Bachelor of Science, 1928; Associate of
Arts, William Woods) taught 26 years at
Belvedere Elementary School in West
Palm Beach, Fla., and many years at
Murray Elernentary School before
retiring. Stie now belongs to the
National Education Association, the
Historical Society of Kentucky and
Delta Kappa Gamma. In addition, she
is a Kentucky Colonel. A native of
Murray, she now resides in Louisville:.
Luis B. Brown
( Bachelor of Science, 1928) is now a
Church of Christ minister. A native of
Hazel, he married Virginia Wills in
1933. In addition to his pastoral duties,
he taught school for 19 years before
retiring.
Emma Hicks Darnell
(Bachelor of Arts, 1928) is a retired

teacher after a 28-year classroom
career, 20 with Murray City Schools.
The wife of Solon F. Darnell, she has
one son, Solon Pat, who holds a B. S.
degree in business administration from
Murray State. She is a member of the'
local, district, state and national
cisegiere- of- the—Rettred•oTeachers
Assadstins. She awrently readies in
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY CLASS OFFICERS 1928
La Burns Nance Dims
The above photograph was taken from the 1928 Shield. Pictured, left
(Bachelor of Arts, 1928) is a native of
to
right, are the 1928 Class Officers Mr. C S. Lowry, Sponsor; Miss laBurna
Lynn Grove, Ky. Married in 1930 to the
Nance, secretary; Mr. Herman Miller, treasurer; and Mr.%Lowry Fans,
late Raymond F. Dixon, she has two
president
daughters, Patricia and Nancy. She
retired from teaching in 1969 after.
stints at Dairson Springs and
_Paducah. In addition -to home, church,
taught school in Kentucky- and
Springfield, Va. She currently stadije _
-and senior &teen -actiollies, she still
Michigan but ar
-e
—Wow retired--They
in Murray.
tutors children after school. Monied to
have one son, Lowry A. Rains, Jr. He
tale Walaee Henderson
the late A. G. Lowe in 11311, dates one
and his wife have lived In Michigan
( Bachelor of Science, 1928; Mad.of
daughter, Rebecca.
since .1942.
Science) is a native of Birmingham
Mary Allcock Nolen*.
Lucille Crawford Robertson
Her husband, Edward-Henderson is a
( Bachelor of Arts, 1928) now resides in *
(Bachelor
of Arts, 1928) is a retired
1934 graduate of Murray State. They
Brownsville, Tenn., and is married to
high school French and Spanish
have we daughter, Melanie, who also
JamesThomas Newsom.She is retired
teacher. After tinduation, she began
graduated from MSU.
from a 42-year teaching career, V
teaching in the fell of 1928, introducing
Preelenikilind
years in Tennessee and the remainder
French and Spanish on the junior high
flfachelcr of Arts,1118; Master at Arts.
In Kentucky. During that time, she
level
at Washington Junior High in
1946; Doctor of Laws, MSU, 373) le a
taught grades 1-12 and served as
Paducah. A few years later, she went to
retired teacher and coach. A natio* of ' librarian
for seven years. A native of
Paducah Tilghman High School and
Murray, he has served on the Murray
Melber,she is a charter member of the
taught there until 1970. She has studied
State Alumni Association and on the
-MSU chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa and
one year at the University of Mexico in
Kentucky tligh School Athletic
the International Society for Wothein
Mexico City and traveled throughout
Association, including a one-year term
Educators and ha& held various offices
most
of Europe. She and her husband,
as president. He received the
in the latter. She is also treasurer of her
Clarron A. Robertson, now reside in
Distinguished Service Mord from the
Association of Retired Teachers
Paducah.
National High School Athletic Coaches
chapter.
•
J. Matt Sparkman
Association. He still residesin Murray.
Mary Lee Nichols
(Bachelor
of Science, 1928; Master of
Meadow EMI* - -- (Sachem of Science, 1928) has been a
Arts, University of Kentucky; Doctor of
(Bachelor of Science, 1126)Is a retired * inetfier and elementary school prinLaws, MSU, 1972) taught school and
teacher. A native of Calloway County,
cipal since graduation and prior to
served as principal and superintendent
she taught 17 years at Murray High
retiring. A native of Hardin, she is
at various schoolsfrom 1922 to 1949. The
School and 17 years at a Chattanooga,
married to Sharpe native, Roy Wade
latter 12 years of that span he served on
Tenn, high school. She now resides in
Nichols, who graduated from MSU in
the Kentucky High School Athletic
Murray.
1929 and had a similar career in
Board of Directors. He was ViceChester A. leeltart
education before retiring. The Nichols
President of Student Affairs at MSU
(Bachelor of Arts, 1928; Master of
now live in Geneva, Fla.
1949-72. He has served as president of
Religious Education, Southern Baptist
Dorothy Kendall Perry
the MSU Alumni Association and has
Theological Seminary, 1960) taught in
( Bachelor of Science, 1928) taught high
served on the Murray City Council. He
the Daviess County school system for 11
school home economics for two years
is the current president of the Calloway
years after graduating. Then he served
before working as a department store
County Retired Teachers Association
for five years as the principal of Utica
buyer and eventually operating her own
and has served as secretary-treasurer
High School in Daviess County. After
tailor shop. Married to William Robert
of the Calloway Easter Seal campaign
serving in the Army air forces during
Perry, she has two daughters, Ann and
since 1956. He and his wife, the former
World War H, he has worked in the oil
Jane, both of whom graduated with
Clarice Morgan, reside in Murray.
business and been an officer in various
degrees from MSU. Now living in
Nellie Berry Tripp
Baptist associations in Kentucky. Since
Murray, she and her husband have
(Bachelor of Science, 1923) retired in
1973, he has been retired and a real
four grandchildren. On graduated
1964 as a GS 12 in the United States Civil
estate broker. Also, he is now serving
from MSU and another is currently
Service. She started work as a Chief of
as president of the Kentucky Baptist
enrolled as a freshman.
Personnel in the Army in 1953. A native
Library Association. Married to the
of Murray, she married Patrick D.
Lucille Lowry Phillips
former Mildred L. Moore, he has one
( Bachelor of Arts, 1928) is a native of
Tripp in 1931. She and her husband have
son, Glenn. A native of Daviess County,
Hazel. She married the late 17. L
three children.
he now resides with his wife in
Phillips in 1914. She is the daughter of
LaRue Nance Underwood
Ellzabethtovrn.
Ernest Lowry and Oink Maddox.
(Bachelor of Science, 1928) is a native
Mary G.Lassiter
of Lynn Grove. Married to Dr. Bruce
Ruby Swann Pierre
(Bachelor of Arts, 1928; Master of Arts,
( Bachelor of Arts, 1928) is a native of
Underwood in 1941, she taught home
University of Kentucky, 1940) is a
the Oklahoma Indian Territory
economics for five years. She and her
retired junior high mathematics
Married to Paul J. Pierre in 1936, she
husband now reside in Florida. They
teacher. A Murray native, she has been
has
two daughters, Betty Lou and
have one son, William.
*dive in church and civic work since
Evelyn. Now a retired teacher, she and
Pauline Atkins Waini-cott
bar retirement from the Murray city
her husband • live in the state of
I Bachelor of Arts, 1928) retired from
school system in 1972. Still a resident of
Washington.
teaching in 1970 to the house in Murray
Murray, she is an active me mber of
Irene Reeder Powell
that she designed and had built for
Delta Kappa Gamma and Its surer of
(Bachelor of Arta, 1928) is a retired
retirement. She taught school in
the local chapter.
teacher after a 32-year career, 72 of
Tennessee from 1926 to 1930 and taught
Henrietta Johnsonlirosir-!--—Alan at the same elementary school
high school English in the Chicago
in
r Bachelor of Arta, 1928; Master of Arts,
Marshall County. Married to Raymond
school system from 1960 until her
1962) has traveled extensively sines
Clayton Powell, she has two sons,
retirement. The wife of the late Ruphas
graduation and now lives in Paducah.
Howard and Victor, and one daughter,
H. Wainscott, she now resides in
She his been in every state of the
Ina Fay. A native of Marshall County,
Murray.
United States plus all the countries of
she and her husband now live in Benton.
Oren V. Wells
South America and much of Europe
Lowry A. Rakis
( Bachelor of Science, 1928) and his
Before retiring from the teaching
Bachelor of Science, 1928) now resides
wife, the former Eileen Gardhouse,
profession, she taught for 48 years, the.
with his wife, the former Mary
have five children; Joan, Judy, Bobby.
last 34 at a junior high school In
Botertson, in Dearborn, Mich. Both
Jane and Jack. He is retired.
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Dr. John W. Carr, first president of
Murray State, was dean of be college
ce
when the Class of 1928 received their
. degrees.
The academic year of this class
-(1927-28) began with the Fall Semester
(Septermber, 1927 and continued.
through the Spring Semester (January,
1928) and the following Summer Session
( June-August, 1928). Dr. Rainey T.
Wells head become president on May 1,
1926.
-The following are "Extracts" from
the Personal Diary of Dean John W.
Carr:, beginning September 5, 1927 and
ending September 5, 1928.
Sept. 5, 1927: "Arrived at home 8:46
a.m. From his "first real vacation
since awning to Murray" Found
everything in good condition. Went to
work after a fine vacation."
Sept 19,1927: ( Mon.) Opening of the
first semester. 284 enrolled the first
day-552 by Thursday."
Sept 23-28: "Visited the rural
supervisors in the field-Miss Nanney,
McCracken Co.; Cummins,Cox, Shultz,
Trousdale and others. Conference with
supts. of different counties." Editor's
note: It was a regional college, then.
Oct. 8, 1927: "Conference with rural
supervisor (Miss Trousdaie) and
County Supt. of Union Co."
Oct_ 20-73, 1927: "Left Mutray Fri. p.
m.for a week-end visit at Reelfoot Lake

sod
s a native
Dr. Bruce
gft home
e and her
Ida. They

and his
irdhouse,
y, Bobby,

Nov. 24,1W,'Thurs.: "Thanksgiving
_- Day. Conference with Cox at Paducah.
Home in time for football game."
Nov. 26-26, 1927: "Attended the
meeting of the FDEA at Paducah. Left
• Saturday with Dr. Bourne and
- -President Wells for Jacksonville, Fla.,
to attend the meeting of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary
-4Schools."
Nov. 29-Dec, 2, 1927 (Tues.-Fri.):
Attended the meeting of the Sout.hern
Association. Appeared before the
' committee on Membership Tuesday
evening.(Murray Institution was being
considered for membership). Wednesday, we heard that Murray had been

Silver And Golden
Anniversary Classes

retired in
tates Civil
a Chief of
I. A native
'strict D.
band have
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iced from
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built for
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nd taught
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until her
.e Ruphas
sides in

Had about 25 persons as my guests. One _
of the lady vistors from Louisville
stepped off the landing platform on
what seemed to be the beautiful lawn. It
proved to be the water of the lake
covered with green scum: No serious
results but she and her
were greatly embarrassed."
Oct. 31, 19a7ficial duties.
Address the Assembly at Chapel- "The
Toronto meeting 61 the World
Federation of Teachers Associations."
Nov. 8 , 1927 (Tues.): "Judge Flem
Sampson elected governor of Kentucky."
Nov. 22-23, NV: "Inspected rural
schools of Lyon and Crittenden

Dr. Ralph Woods,
Fourth President Of
.1111ernly State University,
1945-19118
Dr. Ralph H. Woods was president
of MinTay State while the members
of the Class of 1953 were students
here. This "Silver Anniversary"
class will be recognized April 29,
1978, during the Ahimiii Reunion
Weekend.
„

The Silver Anniversary Class of 1953
will be recognized, along with honoring
the Golden Anniversary Class of 1928,
at a luncheon, reunions, President's
reception and Alumni Banquet
Saturday, April 29, 1978.
In the Silver Anniversary Class of
1953, there were 198 graduates with
bachelor degrees and 28 who received
master's degrees. The Ledger & Times
in this issue is devoting most of the
available space to the 50-year-age Class
of 1928.
The name of the institution in 1953
was "Murray State College," a title it
acquired in 1948 while Dr. Ralph H.
Woods was president. Dr. Woods served
as president from 1945 to 1968, and was
succeeded to the presidency by Dr.
Harry M. Sparks. Dr James H. Richmond served as president from 1936 to
1945.
Members of the.Board of Regents of
Murray State in 1953 were: Wendell P.
Butler (chairman ex-officio), 0. B.
Springer, Maxon Price, Claude Winslow, and Hollis C. Franklin_
Officers of the Senior Class of 1963
were: David Carman, president;
Gerald Rose, vice-president; Betty
Jett, secretary; Eddie Ellegood,
treasurer.
Dr. Carr, first president and dean of
Murray State, was 94 years of age. He
was at that time attempting to complete his history of Murray State.

1928

refused membership We applied for
limited membership. On Thursday we
were informed that our institution had
been given limited membership-('NonMember'). Attended Association
Friday, left for home."
Dec. _9_,; '1927 (Fri.1.:"Mtended
*-fneeUng of-Nisslm pa- Valley
Conference at Memphis. The conference was organized that day and I
was elected President of the conDr. John Wesley Carr,
ference." Note: this was Murray
First President Of
State's first athletic conference.
Murray State University,
Dec. 17, 1927: "Met with the Com1923-24 and 1933-34
mittee on Course of Study for the
Teachers Colleges of the State, at
splendid address. Thursday attended
Louisville."
the KEA during the day and the
Jan, 21, 1928. "Attended the College
-University of Kentucky banquet it
Association at Lexington. Conference
- night. Friday attended KEA forenoon
with Dr. Bachman."
but left for Horse Cave. Stopped at
Jan. 23, 1928: "Murray College inMtmfordville and procured marriage
spected 'by Dr. Shackelford of Troy,
licens. Saturday April 21, at 9:30 a.m.
Ala.(He was an official of the Southern
-Miss Mary Willie Moss and I were
Association of Colleges and Secondary
married at her mother's resident in
Schools.)
Horse Cave, Ky. We left for Louisville
Close of the
Sat p.m. stopping at a Kentucky Hotel.
First Semester
Apr. 22, 1928: we left Louisville at
noon.
Were met at Mayfield by -Mr.
Jan. 27, 1928: "First Chapel held in
Glen Ashcraft. We reached ow home at
the new College Auditorium.
Murray 9:30 p.m. Jan. 28, 1921 (Sat.): "Moving Day.
Apr. .23, 1928, (Mon.): “Official
The Training School moved into its new
duties.
We were introduced at chapel
building. Many members of the faculty
and given the 'glad hand' by members
moved into different rooms in different
of the faculty and studenti. She taught
buildings."
her classes as usual. she (Mrs. Carr,
Jan. 30, 1928: "Enrollment of
the Imemer Miss Mary.hlotet) was heed
students for the second semester'
of the English Dept."
College students 576. HS students 119
May 26, 1928: "Tickets received for
equaled 695. As a matter of fact, this
trip
around the world."
insdtution became the Murray State
May 31,1928: Commencement Day.
Teacher College on this day. The high
Mrs. Lccah Ashcraft graduated. Lorah
school students were no longer
and Glen were still living with us-had
classified with college students." Note:
been doing so for more than two years."
The date of the official change in title
June 2, 1928: "Left at 5:30 p.m. for a
was in 1930 when tile-General Assembly
trip
around the world."
dropped the words "Normal School."
Dr. Carr's Diary records the
Feb. 24- Mar 1, 1928: "Attended the
highlights of their trip, which ended
meeting of the Amercain Association of
with their return to Murray Sept. 23,
Teachers Colleges at Boston, Mass."
1928.
Mar. 17, 1928: "Adressed the WMCA
Conference CC the subject, "What the
High School Needs Most.' (President
Coats of Eastern died today)"
Apr. 4 (Wed,): "Official duties,
"Named der Tag-Apil 21"
Apr. 18-21, 1928: "I spent most of the
time Wed. evening attended the K. E.
A. and heard Glen Frank deliver a

Billy B. Morgan,
Vice-President of
MSU Alumni Association
The Alumni Vice President, Bill
Morgan of Benton, will give the invocation at the Annual Alumni Banquet
April 29 at Beshear Gym (University
Center

PRESIDENT OF ALUMNI
FOR 11178-79 AT MSU
Judge R.Sidney Easley
Presiding at the Reunion Luncheon
April 29 will be Judge R. Sidney Easley
who will become president of the
Alumni Association at the installation
of the officers at the Banquet that
evening.
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Faculty Meetings Were Stressed
By President Wells At Murray
Murray State's founder, Dr. Rainey
T Wells, became president on May 1,
1933, and served until he resigned in
1933 to become generar counsel for the
Woodmen of the World in Omaha,Nebr.
The members of the Golden
Anniveriary Class of 1928 remember
him for his dynamic leadership, his
_táIks,fib Tali* --r/ musk
• athletics, his care for the students, and
—Ms staunch pride- In Murray State's
achievements.
The faculty members respected and
admired Dr. Wells for his interest in
their welfare and happiness, his zeal for
scholarship, and his vigorous leadership in getting fiincis and legislative
support for Murray State.
-------- Dr. Wells, of course, presided over
the faculty meetings. Usually held in
the Old Chapel (Wrather Hall), these
meetings were conducted in a friendly,
but correct parliamentary style. Mrs.
- :Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar, was
- • secretary of the faculty. President
—Wells encouraged the faculty members,
especially committee chairmen, to
express their views and to offer motions
concerning the administration and
operation of the entire college.
The following excerpts are taken
from the Minutes of Faculty Meetings
during the academic year — Fall, 1927,
through the spring and summer
sessions, 1928.
Sept. 17,110— Dr. Wells,'presiding,

•
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just expect to get by."
told of two new faculty members to
Dr.' Wells stated that "a Museum
come — Miss iirace Wyatt from South
Canada.
was ready for the Committee on
molt
of
Pelluet
Dr.
and
Carolina
Buildings and Grounds at any time."
Oct. 11, 13Z2. — The executive cornMr. Pullen asked that a sub-committee
mittee passed a motion that students'
be appointed-to plan for the museum.
work "be checked four times a
(Editor's note: Today —50 years later
semester and be notified if his work is
below standard."
-714urial &att./8114 Planning.for the
museum.)
Oet. 18, 1927 —
April, MS ---- Dr. Bourne streaael
reported on the balance of funds in the
"neatness; to dress and proper MID--"Tindget. Transportation was budgeted
ners" as vital factors in, obtaining
$1,000 and had an "overdraft" of
responsible positions. President Wells
$285.25. The budget (February to
Was
read a report from the State Board of
August •(For.- Athletics
Health stating that their physical
Wells recommended to the extension
examination revealed that a large
Department that questions and
percentage of the students were -unexaminations for extension courses
der-weight."
should be changed, and not repeated too
Dr. Wells suggested "it would be a
much.
good idea to make a track meet at this
- Jan. 10, 1928 —lir.Pullen wanted die
college an annual affair and extend it to
college to purchuse a flag of Kentucky
literary and oratorical contests,etc., as
and place it near the U.S. flag "now on
well as athletic contests."
the campus." Miss Allison reported
May 14 1928 — "Mr. Wells read a
_ that stockings and shoes had been taken
prayer for teachers by Glen Frank."
from the girls' dressing room.
faculty voted that degrees be
_Jan. 16, 1.92$.... Dr_ Wells said
granted at the close of the first and
first duty of a member of the faculty
second semesters and also at the close.
was to see how many students were
of Summer School and at the October
absent and why they were absent."
meeting of the Board of Regents.
Feb. 10, 1989 — Mr. Caplinger wanted
a place for Training School chapel. Dr.
May 28,1928— -Mrs. Mason (Dr. Ora
K. Mason o, the new member of the
Wells gave a talk on the education
• Board of Regents was presented and
system at Frankfort.
made a short talk." Dr. Carr thanked
March 26, ins ---- Dr. Hire said,
"Some students did not realize or op- - Dr. Wells and faculty for the wedding
.pcsiciate why they are here, others- me --gift be and Mrs. Carr had received — a
beautiful and valuable silver service.
not prepared to do the work, and others
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Dr.Rainey T. Wells, Founder
And Second President, 1112643
The above photograph of Dr. Rainey
T. Wells was made soon after he
became president of Murray State on
May 1, 1926. He was founder, organizer
and second president. A former Tax
C.ommissiomr of Kentucky, Dr. Wells
led the drive to raise $117,000 to locate
the college in Murray. Dr. and Mrs.
Wells' home "Edgewood" was acquired
later by the University while Dr. James
H. Richmond was president. At that
tiem it was re-flamed "Oakhurst."
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Certiftealet granted in 1928. The
Fifty years ago there were 51 degree
Commencement program was held in
graduates in the CLASS OF 1928 at
the Magnificent new
College
Murray State Teachers College
Auditorium, later named the Lowine
Commencement on May 31, 1928, was
Wells Lovett Auditorium. Mrs. Lovett,
the Fifth Annual Conunencerrint for
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T.
Murray State, which had opened its
Wells, was a member of the first Board
doors September 24, 1923.
of Regents at Murray State.'
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder of the
The Golden Anniversary Class of 1992
thriving young college, was president,
succeeded- Dit-Tohn ;Vette}, —Tha----alitieir president Lowry A. Rains.
:havingLaburna Nance was secretary, and
Carr to the presidency on May 1, 1926.
Herman Miller was treasurer. Dr. C. S.
Dr Carr was dean.
The college was first known as ' Lowry, retired distinguished professor,
was the young and debonair sponsor.
Murray State Normal School, and the
The first Golden Anniversary Class
name was changed in 1926 to Murray
celebration was held April 24, 1976,
State Normal School and. Teachers
honoring the 12 degree graduates. Last
College. The 1928 official CornYear, on April 30, 1977, Murray State
mencement Program listed the inHonored the 37 graduates of the Class
stitution simply as "Murray State
or 1927.
Teacher Colege." Officially, the words
"Normal Schoor were-dropped-from ----SU presdas- ve served Murray
State since its founding Dr:Carr,, Dr.
the title by the act of the General
Wells, Dr. Richmond, Dr. Woods, Dr.
Assembly in 1930.
, Sparks and Dr. Curris.
In addition to the 51 degrees,granted,
The following -list. al 51 degree
there were 72 "Standard ifeaching
_
Along with the 51 degrees granted hi
1928, there were 72 "Standard".
Teaching Certificates granted In
January, June and August of that year.
The complete list as printed in the official commencement program follows.
STANDARD CERTIFICATES
GRANTED JANUARY,1928
Wallace Morelock
John Byrd STANDARD CERTIFICATES'
GRANTED JUNE,IOUIrene Brandon
Martha Chester
• Lee Crass
__ W. H. Crowder
- --Tred-Dinluna
_ Iris Forguson
IAicy Ellen Foster
John W. Haner
Pauline Hilliard
Arnett Hopkins
Lucy Hutchens
Molly Jenkins
-.---Christine Jones
Thelma Jones
La Verne Kimbro
•

Many Have Assisted
In Preparing Feature
On MSU Alumni Reunion
By L. J. Hortin
In preparing and writing these
features on the Golden Anniversary of
the Class of 1928 and the Silver
Anniversary of the Class of 1953, this ,
writer has relied heavily on the records
in the Alumni and registrar's offices.
Other sources have been the Minutes of the Faculty Meetings in 1927-72,
letters from Dr. Wells, and the personal
diary of Dr. Carr. The Shields of 1928
and 1953 have likewise been sources of
feature_material. This writer came to
Murray in the Spring of 1928, fifty years
ago,and he Km relied on his memories
and recollections in some cases,
To Wilt Apperson andhis fine staff of
the Ledger & Times the writer
acknowledges a debt of gratitude for
their generosity and help. Ba
Johnson, University photographer, Ma
been most helpful and cooperatM
If there have been omissions or
inaccuracies, it will be appreciated if
they can be reported to Mancil Vinson's
office so the records can be corrected.

- Fred King
Mildred Mayer
Orie Lee McCall
Dentis McDaniel
Modell Miller
Molete Morelock
Virginia Morrison
Henry O'Daniel
Clotiel Paschall
Frances Prather
Mary E. Roberts
Holland Rose
Elizabeth Taylor
Alyua Thacker •
Lola Gray Wall
Pauline Warren
Modelle Webb
Eureta_ White
• STUDENTS WHO MAY
COMPLETE THEIR WORK
AND RECEIVE STANDARD
CERTIFICATES IN AUG.1988
Jewell Ashley
Rosa Claire Baker
Thomas Brantley
Mapelle Boyd
Mary Baynes
Sara Bundy
Gladys Childress
Mrs. Maude Sellers Crice
Cecil Cruce
Sylvia Davidson
Ruth Dill
Charles Feltner
Larue Hendon
Hallene Hatcher
Marguerite Jones
Emma Lee Kelley
Bee Ldmkin
Florene Leach
Duke Mayfield
Ralph McGregor
Jessie Mae McReynolds
Katherine Mobley
Clarice Morgan
Willie Rea Mosely
011ie Mae Pryor
Waybn Raburn
Minnie Lee Ragland
Chettie Rogers
0. W. Shelton
Milton Tucker
Anna Washer
Neva Watson
Homer Weatherspoon
Opal Webb
Marguerite Wiggins
Verna Williams
Claud T. Wright

graduates in the Golden Anniversary
Class of 1928 was provided by the office
of Alumni Director Maneil J. Vinson.
Any correction, additions or changes
should be submitted to his office for
inclusion in his permanent records of
the Alumni.

Allcock, Mary Elizabeth, Ashcraft,
Mrs. G. C., Atkinson, Broksie C..
Austin, Berry, Annie Lucille, Naomi
Nellie, Brandon, 011ie Mae, Brown,
Lois Benjamin, Cherry, Lawrence C.,
Diggs, Mary Lou, Diuguid, Mary
Frank, Farmer, Julia Lucille.
,
Fewell, Eddie Gladys, Fewell,
Mytha, French, Irene, Goodgion,
Roland Ernett, Graves, IVIargaiet
HaleY, George R. Hicks, Emma
Holland, Joe Preston, Huie, Meadow,
Inglehart, Chester Allen, Johnson,
Henrietta, Jones, Mavis, -Kendall,
Dorothy, Lassiter, Mary GAR"-Mary
E., Leip, Mrs. Willis.
Phillips, Mrs. Lucca, Lowery,
Luter, Novella, Millet; Aut Miller,
William Herman, Nance, Laburna,
Nance, Lame, Oliver, Mildred, Orr.
Inez, Padgett, Sadie G., Parker,
George.
Rains, Ufwty-A.,-Trarnsey, Hampton
Coulter, Reeder, 'Irene, Robertson,
Mrs. C. H., Singleton, Mrs. Mary S.,
Sisk, Lucille.
Sparkman, Matt, Swarm, Ruby Cook,
Wade, Nelle Palmer. Wainscott, Mrs.
Rufus, Wallace, Lillie E., Wells,- Oren
V., Woodall, Maud, Wyman, Aniline.

Senator Pat M.McClinton
Will Present Governor At
Annual Alumni Banquet
Senator Pat M. McCuiston. who will
be concluding his year as president of
the Alumni Association, will preside at
the Annual Banquet where he will
present Governor Julian Carroll for the
principal address. The banquet will be
held in the Beshear Gymnasium of the
University Center at 6:30 P. m.41,A13111
29.

By Mandl J. Vinson
-It is an -honer, - a • privilege- and a pleasure to help promote a program
recognizing individuals who mean
much to Murray State University and to
welcome the 1978 graduates as M.S.U.
alumni. Calloway,Countians are invited
tooin with the Murray State Alianui_
Association in making April n a red
letter day.
It is always a privilege to have as our
guests, on the campus of Murray State,
alumni and friends of the University.
We have some of the finest graduates of
any institution and their loyalty and
dedication are evidenced in numeromn'
--ways. The 1978 Senior Class is invited
and urged to join, without hesitation, in
helping to build a greater institution.
An Alumni Weekend programis often
described as an unusual opportunity for
a pleasant jest, word,or moment. It can
mean a memory, a dimly remembered
-feee-er---a---forgotten campus spot.
•AhmmiWeekend '78 is all this and more
tool Governor Julian Carroll and Mrs.
Carroll-will be guests in Murray for a
number of activities. Governor Carroll
will address the Alumni banquet and be
honored for his outstanding contributions to Kentucky Education,
Murray State University and to West
Kentucky. Never before has the alumni
body been addressed by a Kentucky
Governor at their annual banquet. His
visit gives the opportunity to express
appreciation for the leadership he
provides.
It will be a big day in the history of
Murray State and hundreds of loyal
alumni and supporters will respond to
their notion of "belonging" at our
University.

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR
Dr. John C. Winter,acting dean of the
College of Creative Expression at
Murray State, will make the presentation of the Distinguished Professor
Award at the Annual Alumni Banquet
April N. Dr. Winter was the recipient
last year of the 1977 Distinguished
Professor Award

----Express afrmeistionio &mew Car
honoring es with his presence during this
reunion event.
Gratefully acknowledge the contribufion Murray
State University continues to make to our region.

South Maw Brawls- South 121k Sired

